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Summary
Structural variants (SVs) alter the structure of chromosomes by deleting, dupli-
cating or otherwise rearranging pieces of DNA. They contribute the majority of
nucleotide diﬀerences between humans and are known to play causal roles in
many diseases. Since the advance of massively parallel sequencing (MPS) tech-
nologies, SVs have been studied more comprehensively than ever before. How-
ever, in contrast to smaller types of genetic variation, SV detection is still funda-
mentally hampered by the limitations of short-read sequencing that cannot suf-
ﬁciently cope with the complexity of large genomes. Emerging DNA sequencing
technologies and protocols hold the potential to overcome some of these lim-
itations. In this dissertation, I present three distinct studies each utilizing such
emerging techniques to detect, to validate and/or to characterize SVs. These tech-
nologies, together with novel computational approaches that I developed, allow
to characterize SVs that had previously been challening, or even impossible, to
assess.
First, inversions—a class of SV that is notoriously diﬃcult to ascertain—were
studied in the context of the  Genomes Project. These inversions had pre-
viously been predicted from low-coverage short read sequencing data, but re-
mained inconclusive in classical PCR validation experiments. Using sequencing
data from modern long-read technologies (Paciﬁc BioSciences and Oxford Nan-
opore Technologies), I was able to validate hundreds of them. I then developed
a computational tool to visualize long-read data, and discovered that the major-
ity of loci harbored complex SVs rather than simple inversions. These ﬁndings
suggest that the amount of complex structural variation in the human genome
had so far been under-appreciated, owing to limitations in their detection using
standard techniques.
In the second part, I explored the functional impact of large SVs on gene ex-
pression and chromatin organization. Previously, a series of studies described
drastic eﬀects of SVs on the regulation of genes via mechanisms that alter the
three-dimensional conformation of DNA. However, these studies had focused on
pathological phenotypes and on few, selected genes. We hence set out to study
gene expression and chromatin conformation in highly rearranged chromosomes
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of Drosophila melanogaster without a pathological phenotype. I ﬁrst utilized Hi-
C, which we applied in order to measure chromatin conformation, to characterize
the rearrangements present in these chromosomes. Then, despite the presence
of  breakpoints, we found no evidence for a conformation-related mechanism
acting on gene regulation. This is particularly surprising as the majority of these
breakpoints disrupted topologically associating domains. This study hence sheds
a new light on the role of chromatin conformation that is complementary to the
ﬁndings of previous studies. In addition, it demonstrates the capabilities of the
Hi-C technology to reveal structural variation.
Third, I present the current state of a collaborative eﬀort to enable SV detec-
tion in single cells. Studies of somatic mosaicism, i.e. on the genetic hetero-
geneity among cells, have so far been severly limited in the ability to discover
SVs, especially copy-neutral and complex rearrangements. We hence conceived
a novel method to infer—for the ﬁrst time—at least seven diﬀerent SV classes in
single cells. This approach utlizes three independent signals that are identiﬁable
in single-cell stranded template sequencing (Strand-seq) data. I here present a
computational method called M to realize this idea and provide ex-
amples that demonstrate its feasibility. In order to explore the limitations of this
method, I designed a versatile framework for the simulation of Strand-seq data
and used it to assess the performance of one of the central steps ofM.
Once completed, this novel method will facilitate studies of SV heterogeneity and
mosaicism in the context of cancer and ageing.
In summary, I utilized emerging technoogies to discover SVs—notably copy-
neutral and complex rearrangements—that so far eluded detection based on MPS.
This led to novel insights on the complexity and functional impact of these SVs.
Moreover, I developed computational tools that advance our capabilites for SV
detection and characterization, and that might aid future studies to gain a deeper
understanding of the role of SVs in health and disease.
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Zusammenfassung
Strukturvariationen (SV) verändern die Chromosomenstruktur, in dem sie Teile
der DNA deletieren, duplizieren oder anderweitig neu anordnen. Sie sind ür den
Großteil der Unterschiede in der Nukleotidsequenz zwischen Menschen verant-
wortlich und sind kausal ür verschiedene Erkrankungen. Seit dem Vormarsch
von hochparallelen Sequenziermethoden (massively parallel sequencing, MPS) kön-
nen SV umfassender denn je untersucht werden. Dennoch leidet die Detektion
von SV, im Gegensatz zu jener von kleineren Formen genetischer Variation, unter
den Limitierungen der Sequenzierung kurzer DNA Abschnitte, welche die Kom-
plexität großer Genome nicht ausreichend abbilden kann. Neu aufkommende
DNA-Sequenziermethoden und –protokolle bergen das Potenzial diese Limitier-
ungen zu überwinden. In dieser Dissertationwerden drei separate Studien präsen-
tiert, die aufkommende Technologien zurDetektion, Validierung und/oder Charak-
terisierung von SV nutzen. Im Verbund mit neuartigen Computermethoden, die
ich entwickelt habe, erlauben diese Technologien die Bestimmung von SV die
zuvor schwierig, wenn nicht gar unmöglich, war.
Zunächst werden Inversionen—eine bekanntermaßen schwierig zu ermittelnde
Form von SV—im Rahmen des “ Genomes Project” untersucht. Diese In-
versionen wurden zuvor basierend auf MPS-Methoden mit niedriger Abdeckung
vorhergesagt, blieben aber in klassischen PCR-basierten Validierungsexperimen-
ten ergebnislos. Mithilfe moderner Sequenziertechnologie ür besonders lange
DNA-Abschnitte von Paciﬁc BioSciences undOxfordNanopore Technologies kon-
nte ich hunderte davon validieren. Ich entwickelte dann eine neue Methode zur
Visualisierung dieser langen DNA-Abschnitte und fand heraus, dass die Mehrzahl
der Loci anstatt Inversionen letztendlich komplexe Formen von SV enthielten.
Diese Entdeckung legt nahe, dass die Menge an komplexen SV im menschlichen
Genom aufgrund der Limitierungen der verwendeten Technologien bisher unter-
schätzt wurde.
Im zweiten Teil untersuche ich den funktionellen Einﬂuss von großen SV auf
die Genexpression und die Chromatinorganisation. Zuvor hatten eine Reihe von
Studien drastische Eﬀekte von SV auf die Genexpression gezeigt, welche über
einen Mechanismus funktionieren, der die dreidimensionale Form der DNA be-
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einﬂusst. Diese Studien fokussierten sich jedoch nur auf wenige Loci mit bekan-
nten pathologischen Konsequenzen. Deshalb entwickelten wir ein eigene Studie,
in der wir die Genexpression und Veränderungen der Chromatinstrukur in völlig
neu angeordneten Chromosomen der Fruchtﬂiege Drosophila melanogaster ohne
pathologischen Phänotyp untersuchen. Ich nutzte zunächst die Hi-C Technolo-
gie, die wir zur Messung der Chromatinstruktur verwendeten, um die neue An-
ordnung dieser Chromosomen zu bestimmen. Danach fanden wir, obwohl 
Bruchpunkte vorhanden waren, keine Hinweise auf einen funktionellen Einﬂuss
der Chromatinstruktur. Dies war besonders überraschend, da dieMehrzahl dieser
Bruchpunkte sogenannte topologically associating domains zu unterbrechen scheint.
Unsere Studie wirft somit ein völlig neues Licht auf die Rolle der Chromatin-
struktur und ergänzt damit vorherige Studien. Zusätzlich dazu wird in dieser
Studie eindrucksvoll demonstriert, wie SVmithilfe der Hi-C Technologie genauer
bestimmt werden können.
Drittens wird der aktuelle Stand eines gemeinsamen Unterfanges vorgestellt,
das zum Ziel hat die Detektion von SV in einzelnen Zellen zu ermöglichen. Stu-
dien zu somatischem Mosaizismus, d.h. zur genetischen Heterogenität zwischen
Zellen, konnten aufgrund technologischer Limitierungen bisher nur eingeschränkt
SV analysieren, vor allem nicht SV mit neutraler Kopienzahl oder komplexe Ver-
änderungen. Wir konzipierten deshalb eine neuartige Methode die, zum ersten
mal überhaupt, mindestens sieben verschiedene SV-Klassen in einzlenen Zellen
ermitteln kann. Diese Methode basiert auf drei unabhänigen Signalen die in der
Einzelstrang-Sequenziermethode Strand-seq identiﬁziert werden können. Hier
stelle ich eine Software mit dem Namen M vor, die dieses Konzept
umsetzt, und belege anhand von Beispielen deren Machbarkeit. Um die Gren-
zen der Methode bestimmen zu können entwickelte ich ein vielseitig einsetzbares
Simulationsprogramm ür Strand-seq-Daten und untersuchte damit die Leistungs-
ähigkeit von einem der zentralen Bausteine vonM. Nach Fertigstel-
lung könnte diese Arbeit Studien zu somatischem Mosaizismus, zum Beispiel im
Kontext des Alterns oder von Krbeserkrankungen, vorantreiben.
In dieser Dissertation habe ich aufkommende Technologien benutzt um SV, vor
allem komplexe oder jene mit neutraler Kopienzahl, zu bestimmen, die mithilfe
bisheriger Technologien nicht auﬃndbar waren. Dies ührte zu neuen Erken-
ntnissen zur Komplexität und zur funktionalen Rolle dieser SV. Darüberhinaus
habe ich Computermethoden entwichelt, die unsere Fähigkeiten zur Bestimmung
von SV erweitern und die zukünftige Studien zur Rolle dieser SV in Hinsicht auf
Krankheiten ermöglichen.
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General Introduction 1
In his famous “On the origin of species […]” from , Charles Darwin noted
the outstanding variety of individuals within a species. Especially domesticated
species, as he describes, show remarkable diﬀerences—imagine a bloodhound,
terrier, spaniel, and bull-dog next to one another. But also in nature such dif-
ferences occur. These diﬀerence can be passed on to oﬀspring over generations
and accumulate to such an extent that a distinct species is formed. It was this
observation as well as a great amount of preceding research by him and others
that led Darwin to the formulation of his famous evolutionary theory.
More than  years later, we have understood many of the molecular mechan-
isms behind this principle. We know that genetic information is encoded in DNA
and that it is subject to mutations, which are partly inheritable. These changes
in DNA create the variability of genetic material that is so essential to evolution.
Today, we are able to study the genetic diﬀerences, which we also call genetic
variants, between human individuals or between individuals of other species and
can investigate their consequences. Many fundamental associations between the
presence of genetic variants and certain traits have been found since, for example
why red-green color blindness aﬀects more males than females [Nathans et al.,
]. Other traits, such as the expected height of a person, are less easily con-
ceived as they appear to be aﬀected by the combination of many genetic variants
[Wood et al., ; Marouli et al., ]. We also gained amuch better understand-
ing of the causal role of genetic variation in many diseases, including Mendelian
disorders and cancer [Stankiewicz et al., ].
In order to study the consequences of genetic variants we require methods to
accurately detect them. Nowadays, this has been largely enabled with the ad-
vance of DNA sequencing technologies. Based on these methods, the average
genome of many species, including humans, could be charted for the ﬁrst time
[International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, ; Venter, ], and
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functional units such as genes and regulatory elements were identiﬁed in great
detail [ENCODE Project Consortium, ]. Then, population genetics studies
gained further insight into the variability within the human population [
Genomes Project Consortium, ; Sudmant, Rausch, et al., ]. At last, the
identiﬁed variants could be analyzed for a potential eﬀect on phenotypes or dis-
ease using, for example, genome-wide association studies [Ott et al., ; Ma-
cArthur et al., ].
Variant detection has become a standard procedure in genomics research. How-
ever, not all types of genetic variants have been studied equally comprehensively.
Especially larger genomic rearrangments, so-called structural variants (which are
introduced in Section .), remained diﬃcult to ascertain using available assays,
which is why their functional role is still not as well explored as for smaller types
of genetic variation. However, structural variants are known to have extraordin-
ary impact on our genetic material—after all, they constitute the majority of ge-
netic diﬀerences within the human population [Sudmant, Rausch, et al., ].
The limitations of the current standard techniques had long been noticed and en-
couraged further method development [Onishi-Seebacher et al., ]. Over the
last couple of years, new technologies for DNA sequencing as well as newmethod
based on DNA sequencing have become available. These techniques hold prom-
ise to improve the abilities to study such rearrangements. In this work, I utilize
such emerging technologies to characterize structural variants beyond what was
possible previously.
In the rest of this chapter, I explain the relevant terminology around genetic
variation (Section .), introduce structural variants and the biology behind them
(Section .), give an overview of previous and emerging DNA sequencing tech-
nologies (Section .), and outline the methodology of SV detection (Section .).
I continue to elaborate the current limitations of structural variant detection (Sec-
tion ..). Then, I formulate the goals of my research and provide an overview
of the studies covered in this dissertation (Section .).
1.1. Terminology around genetic variation
Alterations in the DNA of an organism, or of a cell, can arise spontaneously via
chemical or biological processes. If not repaired faithfully, they leave traces in the
genetic material that we call genetic variants. The process of altering the DNA
seqeunce is called mutation, but the terms mutation and variant are often used
interchangeably. We already know the nucleotide sequence of the genomes of

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many species, including humans. This sequence, which is supposed to represent
the an average of the individuals, is stored in a so-called reference genome (also
reference assembly, or simply reference). Thus, variants are usually deﬁned as a
diﬀerence to this reference. Some variants only aﬀect a single nucleotide, e.g. by
changing a cytosine into a thymine, and they are called single nucleotide variants
(SNVs). Others variants delete or insert nucleotides, or fully rearrange their order,
as will be introduced later.
Most metazoa are diploid, so they carry two non-identical copies of each chro- metazoa Animals. Not all
animals are diploid, though.
Bees and ants, for example,
produce fully haploid males,
yet still diploid females.
Mammals, on the other hand,
are believed to always be
diploid [Svartman et al., ]
mosome in their cells: one of maternal and one of paternal origin. Any new
variant (within a cell or organism) typically arises only on one of the two ho-
mologous chromosomes. Such a variant is said to be heterozygous. The genomic
locus harboring this variant exists in two diﬀerent versions, which we call alleles.
Speciﬁcally it harbors a reference allele, which is in agreement with the refer-
ence assembly, and an alternative allele that describes the non-reference variant
form. A site with exactly two alleles seen across a population is termed bi-allelic,
but there are also sites that contain multiple diﬀerent alleles and are thus multi-
allelic. Chromosomes can contain many variants and, depending on the detection
strategies, it is often unclear which variants reside on the same homologue. If this
is known, we refer to the ensemble of variants present along a single homologue
as a haploid genotype, or short haplotype.
Alleles that are present in the germ line, i.e. in cells carrying inheritable ge-
netic material, can be propagated to oﬀspring. This way, an individual can end up
carrying the same variant of a genomic locus on both homologues, which makes
it a homozygous variant. Variants that are seen more often in a population, spe-
ciﬁcally in at least % of the homologoues, are also called polymorphisms.
When a variant is present in an individual, but not in their parents, we call it a
de novo variant (or de novo mutation). The mutation could either have occurred
within the zygote during the ﬁrst few cell divisions, or already beforehand in
the parental germ line. The latter can sometimes be inferred if other oﬀspring
of those parents carries the same variant. Variants that occur not in the germ
line but in cells of the non-inheritable part of an organism are somatic variants.
When such an aﬀected cell undergoes repeated divisions, a somatic variant can
be present in a relevant fraction of the total cells of an individual—this is called
somatic mosaicism. Depending on how early in development the variant occurred
(and on its eﬀect on the ﬁtness of the cell), it can be present in all cells of the
same lineage [Youssouﬁan et al., ]. Cancer is a pathological form of somatic
mosaicism, which arises through the clonal expension of cells. [L. L. Campbell
et al., ].
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1.2. Structural Variation
Genomic structural variants (SVs) are commonly deﬁned as variants aﬀecting
more than  consecutive base pairs of the DNA. The main purpose of this deﬁn-
ition is to distinguish SVs from smaller indel variants or multi-nucleotide substi-
tutions (i.e. blocks of consecutive SNVs) [Alkan, Coe, et al., ]. Indels are vari-
ants (of up to  bp) that insert or delete nucleotides, which is the same situation
seen from diﬀerent perspectives (hence the neologism indel). A more appealing
deﬁnition than the arbitrary  bp threshold is that indels are detectable inside a
contiguouslymapped DNA sequencing read (introduced in Section ..) whereas
SVs are detectable across alignments, yet also this deﬁnition no longer fully ap-
plies in the light of novel long-read sequencing technologies (Section ..). For-
tunately, a clear distinction is not biologically relevant. SVs come in many diﬀer-
ent ﬂavors of which the major ones are described subsequently.
SVs in the human genome are of particular relevance for health and disease. For
example, they are implicated in various Mendelian diseases and in cancer [Weis-
chenfeldt et al., ]. Later, in Section ., I speciﬁcally discuss the phenotypic
impact of SVs and present a study, in which I investigated a particular aspect of
the functional consequences of SVs.
1.2.1. Different classes of structural variation
The spectrum of structural variants is broad. The major SV classes are generally
be divided into copy number variants, such as deletions and duplications, or bal-
anced rearrangements, such as inversions and translocations, yet a series of other
SV forms is known. Below, I introduce the major classes of SVs that are relevant
in this work.
Copy number variants (CNVs) describe the focal loss or gain of genetic mater-
ial. They are termed imbalanced, as they do not leave the balance of the two
homologues intact. A loss of DNA is called a deletion, and a gain either duplica-
tion, triplication or simply by its copy number. For example, a deletion has a copy
number of one instead of the expected copy number of two in a diploid organism.
A duplication that arises on one of the homologues leads to total copy number of
three, and so on. Duplications are in tandemwhen the additional copy inserted in
direct proximity to the original locus instead of somewhere else in the genome.
The latter is referred to as interspersed duplication (Figure .). The introduc-
tion of new sequence is called an insertion; however, depending on the source of
the incorporated DNA, insertions can be assigned to one of several classes, only
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one of which is brieﬂy mentioned later—they are typically not counted as CNVs
though.
The loss or gain of whole (or major parts o) chromosomes, historically visible
under a microscope, is summarized as aneuploidy. Aneuploidy can range from
a single chromosome (or at least the majority of the chromosome) being lost or
gained, up to a complete increase or decrease of the ploidy level (of all chromo-
somes). The expected ploidy in diploid organisms is 2N, where N is the number ploidy In humans,N
equals , meaning that we
carry  chromosomes in our
cells. Interestingly, this
number was falsely believed
to be  for three decades
before it was corrected by Tijo
et al. []
of chromosomes and 2 the number of homologous copies. Ploidy can aberrantly
increase to triploidy (3N), tetraploidy (4N) or even higher states covered by the
general term polyploidy (Figure .). Cells can also be in a purely haploid state
(1N), but they are rarely viable due to problems with chromosome segregation.
Mixed states, where only some chromosomes increase their copy number, are
somtimes also referred to as hyperploidy.
Other types of SVs do not change the total copy number of a locus. Notably,
inversions reverse the orientation of a locus, but generally do not include gains
or losses (Figure .). In fact, even an inversion can introduce (or co-locate with)
CNVs depending on its mechanism of formation, which his is one of the major
ﬁndings of Chapter . In cases where multiple SV classes occur within the same
allel we term them complex. The most prominent examples are inverted duplic-
ations, which are duplications that insert in reverse orientation into the genome
(Figure .). Nevertheless, non-complex, i.e. simple inversions are the prime ex-
ample of balanced SVs as they re-structure the genomewithout gaining or loosing
genetic material.
Another class falling into the category of balanced SVs are translocations. In a
translocation event, genetic material is exchanged between two non-homologous
chromosomes. A reciprocal translocation is balanced because the total amount of
genetic material does not change, just the assignment of certain loci (potentially
of whole chromosomal arms) to chromosomes. But imbalanced translocations can
arise, too. Here, one chromosome remains largely unchanged but a part of the
homologue is duplicated and added to another chromosome, which might itself
loose genetic material at the same time. This can involve whole chromosome
arms, but also smaller loci, which is also covered by the deﬁnition of translo-
cation. Typically though, translocation refers to the special case of a reciprocal
translocation as shown in Figure ..
Furthermore, when cells lack one of the two alleles within a larger genomic re-
gion, this is called a loss of heterozygosity (LOH). LOH is an immdiate consequence
of the (partial) loss of a homologue during a deletion. However, there are also
copy-neutral LOH events in which the same haploid genotype is present in two

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Deletion
Aneuploidy  
(including a triploid, a tetraploid and a haploid chromsome)
Inversion Tandem duplication Interspersed dup. Inverted duplication
Loss of
heterozygosity
(Balanced)
Translocation
chr12 chr17
A
B C
Figure 1.1: Types of structural variants. Each case is depicted by the original locus on the left
and the affected locus on the right, where dashed lines are used to highlight the orientation. A:
Different types of focal SVs of a genomic locus (red) within double-stranded DNA (represented by
grey line). B: Chromosomes are depicted by double oval shapes. In the (balanced) transloca-
tion, chromosomes 12 and 17 are chosen exemplary to stress that exchange happens between
non-homologous chromosomes. In a loss of heterozygosity, though, the maternal and paternal
homologue of the same chromosome are shown. C: Ideograms of a normal and aneuploid cell
are shown. For the sake of demonstration, the affected cells carries a haploid, a triploid and a
tetraploid chromosome.
copies. This might for example occur when an individual inherits two copies of
a chromosome from one parent, and none from the other parent (uniparental
disomy), but it can also occur via other mechanisms (Section ..). LOH is often
not observed directly, but indirectly by looking at smaller variants (notably SNVs)
in a given genomic region—the absence of heterozygous variants is an indicator
of LOH.
Finally, various other forms of SVs exist that are of less relevance for this work.
One exception, which shall brieﬂy be mentioned here, are mobile element inser-
tions (MEIs). Mobile elements, notably transposons, are DNA elements that can
“jump” within a host genome. The human consists to a large fraction of the re-
mainders of such elements [Haubold et al., ], which are largely prohibited
from active transposition by repressive mechanisms in the host cell. A MEI may
occur in a cut-and-paste or a copy-and-paste fashion and, although they princip-
ally resemble duplications or translocation, they are seen as separate class due to
the fundamentally diﬀerent mechanisms of formation.

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1.2.2. Molecular mechanisms underlying the formation of SVs
In order to truly conceive structural variants, it is important to understand how
they originate. Because we understand certain mechanisms of formation, we can
today explain why SVs are not evenly distributed across the genome, for example,
or why they re-occur independently in speciﬁc locations [Hastings, Lupski, et al.,
]. More and more accurate discovery of SVs, on the other hand, has led to a
better understanding of the functioning and impact of these mechanisms [Hast-
ings, Lupski, et al., ; Abyzov et al., ]. Based on speciﬁc scars around the
breakpoints of SVs, the mechanism that introduced a SV can sometimes be un-
raveled in retrospect. This is exactly the idea I apply in Chapter  to ﬁnd out how
the complex SVs we ﬁnd were formed. Here, the major molecular mechanisms
involved in formation of aneuploidy, focal copy number changes and inversions
shall be introduced. They have previously been described in great detail by James
Lupski and colleagues [Hastings, Lupski, et al., ; Carvalho et al., ].
Aneuploidy occurs through missegregation of single chromosomes during cell
division. During meiosis, either in oocytes or spermatozoa, this can lead to in-
heritable aneuploidy, which was estimated to occur in % of human pregnancies
[Templado et al., ]. Missegregation occurs via nondisjunction of chromo-
somes in meiosis I, when homologues fail to separate, or in meiosis II and mitosis,
when sister chromatids are not separated properly. Alternatively, it occurs as a
consequence of anaphase lag, in which a chromosome is lost in both daughter
cells due to a delayed movement of chromosomes in anaphase [McMaster Patho-
physiology Review (website), ].
Polyploidy arises diﬀerently, for example when an egg is fertilized by two
sperm cells simultaneously or a fertilized ovum fuses with a sperm cell [McMas-
ter Pathophysiology Review (website), ]. Missegregation of chromosomes
occuring during mitosis may lead to somatic aneuploidy, which is observed in
many cancer types [Gordon et al., ]. Also polyploidy can occur somatically,
for example via repeated rounds of DNA replication without subsequent mitosis
or with partial mitosis without subsequent cytokinesis. This occurs naturally, as
for example in the polytene chromosomes in insect salvary glands or in hepato-
cytes of the human liver, but also spontaneously as frequently seen in diﬀerent
types of cancer [Davoli et al., ].
Focal SVs arise either during replication or after a break of the double-stranded
DNA backbone [Hastings, Lupski, et al., ]. Double strand breaks and replica-
tion errors occur stochastically or result from cellular stress, but the cell actively
counters such errors through its powerful repair mechanisms. DNA repair is not
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always faithful, though, sometimes leading to the formation of SVs. A major
mechanism of SV formation employs the homologous recombination machinery,
which uses homologous sequence (from the sister chromatid) as a template to
repair a break. Homologous recombination during meiosis can lead to gene con-
version, which results in the replacement of an allele via the second allele (LOH).
However, given the repetitive nature of the human genome, homology (or near
identical sequence) might not only be present at the respective locus but also in
other, non-allelic loci. This non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) can cre-
ate various types of SVs, including deletions, duplications, inversions and even
translocation, depending on position and orientation of the ectopic homologous
sequence [Carvalho et al., ]. The presence of homology, notably of large seg-
mental duplications of more than % sequence identity and several kilobases in
size, predisposes the human genome to the formation of recurrent SVs via NAHR
[Carvalho et al., ]. Conversely, when near identical sequence is detected
ﬂanking SV breakpoints on both ends ( bp are a usual lower threshold), such
an SV is believed to be formed via NAHR [Onishi-Seebacher et al., ].
Other repair mechanisms do not require homology. Non-homologous end join-
ing (NHEJ) is the dominant pathway during G/G-phase to eﬃciently re-ligate
the ends of DNA double strands, usually leaving traces of not more than a few
deleted or inserted base pairs at the junction [Lieber, ]. Importantly, NHEJ
is available to the cell before sister chromatids are present and is a fast way to
react to double strand breaks. When multiple double strand breaks arise simul-
taneously, NHEJ can falsely ligate genomic loci in the wrong order and thus in-
troduce SVs. A related mechanism uses sequence identity of few (as little as -)
base pairs, also known asmicro-homology, to initiate re-ligation via a mechanismmicro-homology It is
debatable whether the term
homology is correct here, i.e.
whether the short stretches of
identical DNA on both sides of
an SV breakpoint in fact share
a common evolutionary
ancestry
called micro-homology-mediated end joining [Hastings, Lupski, et al., ].
Replication of DNA, which happens prior to each cell division, is also suscept-
ible to errors. For example, through a process called replication slippage smaller
deletions and duplications can arise between stretches of homology within a rep-
lication fork, limited by the size of an Okazaki fragment [Hastings, Lupski, et al.,
]. Furthermore, the DNA backbone can break within a replication fork, leav-
ing a single-ended double strand break. Such a break can be faithfully resolved
by the break-induced replication (BIR) mechanism: a single strand of the unﬁn-
ished DNA molecule anneals to homologous sequence in the template DNA to
restart replication, which can continue up to hundreds of kilobases from there
[Carvalho et al., ]. Again, this search for homology may fail and either an-
neal to the homologous chromosome (instead of the sister chromatid), leading to
extended stretches of LOH, or ectopically, resulting in one of several possible SV

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types including CNVs and inversions.
Other replicativemechanisms of SV formation requires no, or only short stretches
of micro-homology. Notably, a version of BIR that can operate independent
of the homologous recombination machinerey was described, which relies only
on micro-homology (-bp) to invade template DNA. The mechanism was con-
sequently calledmicro-homology-mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR) [Hast-
ings, Ira, et al., ]. Moreover, homology-independent rearrangements occur-
ring during replication can include multiple complex rearrangements and are
more prone to copy gains than losses, in concordancewith amodel of fork stalling
and template switching (FoSTeS) [F. Zhang, Khajavi, et al., ; Hastings, Lupski,
et al., ].
In summary, errors during cell division, replication or double-strand break re-
pair can introduce various forms of structural variants. Especially CNVs and in-
versions may arise via many diﬀerent mechanisms, which can sometimes, but not
always, be inferred in retrospect based on the nucleotide sequence around their
breakpoints.
1.3. DNA sequencing technologies
DNA sequencing refers to the process of deciphering the order of the four bases
(adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine, abbreviated by A, C, G, and T) that
constitute a DNA molecule. In the s, sequencing the human DNA was a
decade-long, multi-million dollar eﬀort but it led to the successful production of
a reference genome of humans and many other organisms [International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium, ; Venter, ]. Today, thanks to techno-
logical improvements, DNA sequencing has become a standard technique applied
on a daily basis in genomics research. The advance of sequencing technologies
has truly revolutionized genetic research and brought unforeseen capabilities also
to studies of structural variation. In fact, these capabilities are not yet completely
satisfactory (as described in Section .) and ongoing development of new techno-
logies and protocols is continuously pushing the boundaries of what is possible.
Since DNA sequencing takes such a prominent position in my research—virtually
every experiment in this thesis includes sequencing—the major techniques shall
be introduced here.

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1.3.1. Massively parallel sequencing
The foundation of modern DNA sequencing technologies was laid in  by Fre-
derick Sanger and his “chain termination” technique [Sanger et al., ]. Des-
pite not being the ﬁrst DNA sequencing method, the chain termination method
brought unprecedented ease of use and accuracy [Heather et al., ]. It is
based on DNA polymer extension via DNA-dependent DNA polymerase (i.e. rep-
lication) and the incorporation of dideoxynucleotides, which stop polymeriza-
tion. With subsequent electrophoresis, partially replicated DNA fragments can
be ordered by length and nucleotides identiﬁed based on radioactive or ﬂuores-
cent labels. Sanger sequencing was instrumental in the Human Genome Project
and, owing to the accuracy and length (around  kb) of sequenced fragments, it
is still used today for validation purposes. It sequences single DNA fragments,
though, and is thus laborious to apply in a larger scale.
The throughput could be dramatically increased with the advance of massively
parallel sequencing (MPS), which is also referred to as short-read sequencing,
next-generation sequencing, nd-generation sequencing, or high-throughput se-
quencing. Diﬀerent commercial techniques were brought forward in the ﬁrst dec-
ade of this millennium, including Pyrosequencing by  Life Sciences, Sequen-
cing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection (SOLiD) by Applied Biosystems,
Nanoball Sequencing by Complete Genomics, Helicos Single Molecule Fluores-
cent Sequencing by Helicos BioSciences, and the Reversible Terminator Chem-
istry by Solexa [DNA sequencing (Wikipedia), ]. Today, the market for MPS
technologies is vastly dominated by Illumina, who acquired Solexa and their tech-
nology in . Here, the core principles of Illumina DNA sequencing shall be
described representative for MPS in general.
Key principles of parallel DNA sequencing Like the Sanger technique, Sol-
exa/Illumina’s approach relies on the concept of sequencing by synthesis, i.e. by
replication through a DNA polymerase. It in fact also utilizes the incorporation
of ﬂuorescently labeled dideoxynucleotides, which initially terminate the poly-
merization. A major novelty, though, is that the ﬂuorescent label can be removed
and the 30 hydroxyl group of the dideoxynucleotide chemically restored. This
technique is widely known as reversible terminator chemistry [Turcatti et al.,
]. DNA is then replicated step by step, in each of which the incorporated
nucleotides are detected using ﬂuorescent imaging. This concept of cyclic DNA
synthesis followed by ﬂuorescent detection is shared bymultiple of the aforemen-
tioned techniques, which use slighly diﬀerent molecular mechanisms [Shendure

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et al., ].
Another key concept of MPS technologies is a step of clonal ampliﬁcation
of DNA fragments in order to enhance the ﬂuorescent signal detection. DNA
fragments are initially ligated to adapter sequences and then, in case of Sol-
exa/Illumina, immobilized on the ﬂow cell and ampliﬁed via polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) [Mullis, ], which they call bridge ampliﬁcation. The aspect of polymerase ain reaction
(PCR) A method for
ampliﬁcation of DNA
fragments. Did you know that
PCR was invented only aer
Sanger sequencing, in ?
See Mullis [] for a brief
history
parallelism comes into play when many (up to millions o) local clusters, each
with a clonally ampliﬁed DNA fragment, are observed simultaneously during
nucleotide incorporation. This again was driven by technological advances in
high-resolution cameras, notably based on charge-coupled devices [Barbe, ;
Shendure et al., ]. Due to clonal ampliﬁcaiton and high-resolution imaging,
Illumina machines can sequence DNA with extremely high accuracy, with a per-
base error rate is in the order of .% [Fox et al., ].
Applications In contrast to Sanger sequencing, which targets a single locus,
MPS can be applied to perform whole-genome sequencing (WGS). During WGS,
DNA is highly fragmented prior to the construction of a sequencing library, which
is then sequenced via MPS to yield a large set of sequencing reads from all over
the genome. Due to the random fragmentation this approach is also commonly
known as shotgun-sequencing [Weber et al., ]. In a typical re-sequencing ex-
periment, where a species with available reference genome is sequenced, these
reads are then mapped to the reference for further analysis such as, for example,
variant detection.
Apart fromWGS, a large number of other sequencing protocols exist that util-
ize MPS to study diﬀerent molecular characteristics. A prominent example is
RNA-seq [Morin et al., ; Z.Wang et al., ], whichmakes themRNApresent
in cells available to sequencing by reverse-transcription into cDNA. We used this
technique in Chapter . Sections .. and .. cover two other protocols based
on MPS that are of particular interest in this work.
Paired-end sequencing Modern sequencing machines oﬀer the possibility to
sequence a DNA fragment from both ends. In case of Illumina/Solexa, this is
achieved by a special step of bridge ampliﬁcation that anneals the free end of all
fragments in a clonal cluster to the surface and then frees the initially attached
ends. Afterwards, sequencing continues in opposite direction to capture the other
end of the DNA fragments. This approach is called paired-end sequencing or
see *Seq, by Lior Pachter (website) [] for a list of such protocols

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Figure1.2: MPSsequencing reads. Sequencing reads fromMPSare typically short (for example
100 bp), are sequenced from their 50 ends and can be single-ended or paired-end. In paired-end
ormate pair libraries, the lengths of the original DNA fragment (which can be estimated after read
mapping) is called insert size andusuallymuch larger inmatepair experiments than inpaired-end
experiments.
paired-end tag sequencing and was used early on to study structural variants
[P. J. Campbell et al., ] (see also Section ..). Using pairs, more bases can
be sequenced at high quality than could be with a single read. Typically, the
DNA fragments subject ot paired-end sequencing have a length of up to  bp.
Larger fragments (typically around  kb, but up to  kb) can be achieved by
creatingmate pair libraries (a.k.a jumping libraries). In the approach of mate pair
sequencing, a longer DNA fragment is ﬁrst circularized before the connection of
both ends is sequenced either single-ended or in paired-end mode [Korbel et al.,
]. The size of the underlying DNA fragment is called insert size, and the
number of sequenced bases read length (Figure .). Paired-end and mate pair
sequencing have played a pivotal role in SV detection, which is elaborated later
in this introduction.
Sequence analysis After DNA sequencing, the computational analysis of the
obtained sequencing reads begins. Naturally, this analysis may be very diﬀerent
depending on which protocol was used. For a WGS resequencing experiment, a
very common ﬁrst step is to assign the short reads to their most likely origin and
read orientation within the reference genome. This process is called readmappingread orientation Only one
DNA strand (e.g. the 50
strand) is encoded in a
reference genome, but
fragments from both strands
are sequenced. us, also the
reverse complement sequence
of each read must be
mapped—we say they are
mapped to the minus strand
(Figure .)
or read alignment, and software tools to perform this task are abundant [H. Li
and Durbin, ; Weese et al., ; Langmead et al., ; Alkan et al., ;
H. Li, ]. The intricacies that hamper read mapping are sequencing errors
and the repetitive nature of large genomes, which do not allow unique placement
of reads in many regions. These regions are said to have low mappability and
are diﬃcult to deal with—often they are simply neglected. Subsequent to read
mapping, downstream analyses can be carried out such as SV detection, which I

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describe in Section ..
The very popular paired-end sequencing allows the mapping of a read to be
informed by the placement of the second read. For example, when one read maps
ambigously, it can somtimes be “anchored” by the second, uniquelymapping read.
Paired-end reads, which are sequenced from their 50 ends towards one another,
align in convergent orientation to the reference genome, whereasmate pairs align
in divergent orientation (Figure .).
An alternative to read mapping is de novo assembly, which exploits the re-
lationship of sequencing reads to one another (i.e. a common subsequence) to
restore the sequenced genome independent of a reference. These methods, how-
ever, typically fail to produce long consecutive sequences [Alkan, Sajjadian, et al.,
].
1.3.2. Emerging long read sequencing technologies
Over the last years, new sequencing technologies have been developed which are
commonly referred to as “rd-generation sequencing” in the community. These
technologies are fundamentally diﬀerent to MPS technologies in that they avoid
clonal ampliﬁcation of DNA fragments, but sequence single molecules instead.
Although singlemolecule sequencing had been feasible already earlier [Braslavsky
et al., ], later commercialized by Helicos BioSciences, third-generation se-
quencing is commonly associated only with the techniques of Paciﬁc BioSciences
(PacBio) and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT). In contrast to the Helicos
platform, these techniques achieve signiﬁcantly longer read lengths (up to more
than  kb) at usually decreased accuracy. Unlike Sanger’s technology, they still
sequence many molecules in parallel.
Pacific BioSciences Like Illumina MPS, The technology of Paciﬁc BioSciences
relies on the concept of sequencing by synthesis using ﬂuorescently labeled deoxy-
nucleotides. However, the sequencing occurs in real time on single molecules
and was hence termed Single-Molecule Real-Time sequencing (SMRT) [Eid et al.,
]. Fluorescent image detection occurs not in cycles, but continuously (ac-
quiring movies instead of images). Besides deciphering the order of nucleotides,
this principle also measures kinetics of the polymerase, allowing the detection of
modiﬁed bases such as methylated cytosine [Flusberg et al., ].
Themajor challenge in the development of SMRT sequencingwas the detection
of the ﬂuorescence signal from a single nucleotide upon ligation. To this end,
researchers had engineered microplates with so-called zero-mode wave guides

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Figure 1.3: Concepts of PacBio and ONT sequencing. A: DNA polymerase inside a zero-
modewaveguideprocesses aDNAmolecule. The fluorescently labelednucleotides arepreferably
illuminated at the bottom of the well, distinguishing their signal from the pool of nucleotides in
the solution. B: Nanopore sequencing by passaging of a single-stranded DNA polymer through
a pore in a non-conductive layer. Movement of the DNAmolecule is facilitated by a voltage across
the layer anddecelerated by a processive enzyme (upper ellipse), e.g. a helicase that unwinds the
double strandedDNA. Figure taken from “The sequence of sequencers: The history of sequencing
DNA” [Heather et al., 2016] licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0.
[Uemura et al., ]. The laser for excitation of ﬂuorophores only illuminates
the bottom of these nanowells, in which the polymerases are deposited. This
way, only the nucleotides that are actively being incorporated by the polymerase
can be excited and detected against a background of ﬂuorophores outside the
well [Heather et al., ] (see Figure . A). The base calling in single molecules
is still noisier than detection in clonally ampliﬁed sequences, though, leading to
reported per-base-error rates of -% [Rhoads et al., ].
To improve accuracy, PacBio researchers promoted a technique called circu-
lar consensus sequence (CCS) [Travers et al., ]. Here, a double-stranded DNA
fragment ligates to hairpin adapters on both ends to form a circular DNA mo-
lecule (the sugar phosphate backbone is one covalently bound ring), which still
preserves its double-stranded structure. The polymerase can then pass this ring of
DNA repeatedly, eﬀectively sequencing the same fragment multiple times. This
long read is computationally divided into sub-reads and a consensus is formed
with reported accuracies of up to more than % [Rhoads et al., ].
Oxford Nanopore Technologies Oxford Nanopore Technologies utilize a fun-
damentally diﬀerent approach to sequence single molecules. Driven by elec-
trophoresis, a single-stranded DNA passes through a tiny pore that can detect

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changes in the ionic current speciﬁc to the type of nucleotide passing through.
The development of this technique spanned three decades and is based on ﬁnd-
ings from multiple labs, as Deamer et al. [] nicely portrayed. One major
step towards the current technology was to ﬁnd an appropriate pore that is just
wide enough for a single-stranded DNA molecule to pass through: Initially α-
hemolysin channels from Staphylococcus aureus had been used, which were later
replaced by a genetically modiﬁed version ofMspA, a porin fromMycobacterium
smegmatis that allowed a much better signal-to-noise ratio [Butler et al., ].
A second crucial step was to decelerate the passage of each single nucleotide
through the pore in order to allow accurate measurements of currents. While
DNA polymers would naturally pass a pore at a rate of 10-13 sec per nucle-
otide even for the smallest voltages, researchers had the idea to place processive
enzymes in front of the pore that slightly pause the passage of each nucleotide
[Deamer et al., ] (Figure ., B).
ONT oﬀered the ﬁrst commercially availabe nanopore sequeqncing devices,
named MinION, in an early access program from . Their technology utilizes
an ATP-dependent helicase enzyme that unwinds double-stranded DNA before
passaging the pores, with detection happening simultaneously at up to  pores
[Jain et al., ]. A hairpin adapter is ligated to DNA fragments, so that after a
single strand has passed the pore the complementary strand (linked covalently via
the hairpin adapter) follows. This sequences the same fragment twice and is util-
ized to improve sequencing quality. These corrected reads are called D reads and
were reported to have an improved error rate of % [Jain et al., ]. Through
theMinION early acces program our laboratory gained access toMinION devices,
enabling us to apply the technique in the scope of the research project describe
in Chapter .
1.3.3. Chromatin conformation capture sequencing
Studies of the three-dimensional structure of in vivo chromatin have for a long
time been limited to imaging-based approaches. Dekker et al. [], however,
proposed a new technique named chromatin conformation capture (C) that probes
the three-dimensional distance of loci using genomics methods. The basic idea is
to crosslink DNAwith itself in regions that are in close spatial proximity. The res-
ults of such experiments give insight into the contact frequency between two loci
relative to other loci, which can be interpreted as an average three-dimensional
distance between the loci observed across many nuclei.
The original C protocol relies on targeted PCR ampliﬁcation and is capable

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Figure 1.4: Chromatin conformation capture technologies. Chromatin conformation cap-
ture relies on cross-linking of DNA, enzymatic digestion and subsequent ligation of cross-linked
loci. In the 3C-protocol, targeted interactions can be analyzed via PCR. TheHi-C protocol enriches
for cross-linked fragments based on biotin labels before these fragments are paired-end sequn-
eced. Figure modified from “Chromatin Interaction Analysis with Paired-End Tag (ChIA-PET) se-
quencing technology and application” [G. Li et al., 2014] licensed under Creative Commons Attri-
bution 4.0.
of testing the interaction between exactly two loci. However, multiple protocols
based on C have recently been shown to increase the level of parallelism, in-
cluding C [Z. Zhao et al., ; Simonis et al., ] and C [Dostie et al., ].
Eventually, the combination of chromatin conformation capture and MPS res-
ulted in chromatin conformation capture followed by high-throughput sequen-
cing (Hi-C) [Lieberman-Aiden et al., ]. The core principle of Hi-C, as shown
in Figure ., involves cross-linking and digestion of DNA and then submitting
cross-linked loci to paired-end MPS. After ﬁltering of data (e.g. removing frag-
ments ligated to themselves) both reads of a pair represent two loci that were in
close three-dimensional proximity within the nucleus. Principally, the unbiased
contact frequency of all loci against all other loci can be measured in this way. In
practice, the resolution of these two-dimensional contact maps strongly depends
on sequencing coverage. For example, to achieve  kb resolution—the densest
maps known to date—Rao et al. [] required . billion pairwise contacts in a
human cell line.
Hi-C was designed and used to study chromatin conformation and speciﬁc

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three-dimensional features, as for example DNA loops forming between enhan-
cers and promoters. It further revealed previously unknown structural features
of the genome, which are discussed in more detail in Section ... However,
the characteristics of Hi-C contact maps predestinate them for at least two addi-
tional use cases: Intra-chromosomal interactions are more frequent than inter-
chromosomal interactions, which is in concordance with the theory of chromo-
somal territories [Cremer et al., ]. Thus, Hi-C data can by utilized to cluster
genomic loci by chromosome, which is especially relevant for de novo assembly
[Burton et al., ]. Another observation is that the contact frequency between
loci typically decays quickly with increasing genomic distance, meaning that the
highest signal is detected between loci that are also close in linear genomic prox-
imity. Because of that, larger genomic rearrangements become prominent in
contact maps—this is what I utilized to characterize genomic rearrangements in
Chapter .
1.3.4. Strand-seq
Strand-seq is a single-cell DNA sequencing protocol that preserves the identity
of homologues by sequencing only the template strand of each chromosome [Fal-
coner et al., ; Sanders et al., ]. The readout are sequencing reads, obtained
via MPS (e.g. on an Illumina platform) in either paired-end or single-ended mode,
which all map in the same orientation (plus strand or minus strand) to a reference
genome if they originated from the same homologue. In cells where homologues
are inherited on opposite strands, whichwe callWatson (W) andCrick (C) strands,
the original homologue for each read (including potential variants captured by
this read) can be determined simply based on its mapping orientation. Strand-
seq can thus reliably phase (i.e. distinguish haplotypes) chromosomes in their
full length [Porubsky et al., ]. Moreover, given the consistent directionality
of sequencing reads across a homologue, Strand-seq allows to detect (large) in-
versions in respect to the reference genome [Sanders et al., ]. Strand-seq was
futher used to study sister chromatid exchange events (introduced in Section .)
[Falconer et al., ].
Strand-seq requires actively replicating cells, which are grown for a single
round of replication in a 5-Bromo-20-deoxyuridine (BrdU) medium. The incor-
poration of this thymidine analog into the newly synthesized DNA strand is the
basis for obtaining stranded sequencing libraries, because after cell division each
daughter cell will have only one strand labeled with BrdU (Figure .). After cy-
In paired-end sequencing, the ﬁrst reads of all pairs map in the same orientation.
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Figure 1.5: Strand-seq principle. A: Diploid cells (here schematically represented only for a
single pair of chromosomes) contain maternal (M) and paternal (P) homologous chromosomes,
each of which is a double-stranded DNA molecule. Watson (W) and Crick (C) are highlighted in
orange and green. After replication in the presence of BrdU instead of Thymidine (1), cells con-
tain two sister chromatids of each homologous chromosome, eachwith a different strand labeled
(dotted line). After cell division, photolytic nicking of BrdU sites and library preparation (2), only
sequencing reads from thenon-labeled strand remain. B: Adaughter cell inherits the twohomo-
logues in one of four different constellations, i.e. both asW (top left), both as C (top right), or both
as different strands (maternal W, bottom left, or paternal W, bottom right). After read mapping
cells appear in WW, CC, or WC configuration (circles). Figure modified from “Characterizing poly-
morphic inversions in human genomes by single-cell sequencing” [Sanders et al., 2016] licensed
under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0.
tokinesis, the DNA of a daughter cell is enzymatically digested into fragments
using a micrococcal nuclease enzyme (MNase). These fragments are ligated to
sequencing adaptors. BrdU-containing fragments are then degraded via pho-
tolytic cleavage, so that subsequently only non-BrdU-containing fragments are
ampliﬁed via PCR. Fragments from each single cell are tagged with cell-speciﬁc
barcodes and are ﬁnally sequenced simultaneously, typically  cells together in
one Illumina lane [Sanders et al., ].
In Chapter , I go into more depth on the workings of Strand-seq, notably on
the computational analysis of Strand-seq data. I then present a novel approach
that utilizes Strand-seq libraries across multiple single cells to detect mosaic SVs.
1.4. Structural variant detection
1.4.1. Traditional SV discovery
A traditional way to investigate chromosomal abnormalities is via cytogenetics.
This involves the method of karyotyping, which functions by arresting cells in
metaphase, staining chromosomes and observing them under amicroscope [Spei-

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cher et al., ]. The images of each chromosome are then ordered by chromo-
some to show an ideogram. Aneuploidy can then be detected by carefully inspect-
ing the number and integrity of chromosomes, which is schematically depicted in
Figure .. Relevant disease-linked forms of aneuploidy could be unraveled early
on this way, e.g. the trisomy of chromosome  that causes Down syndrome
[Lejeune et al., ].
The classic technique has been reﬁned to allow higher speciﬁcity and resol-
ution, mostly via improved ways of staining, such as by quinacrine staining,
Giemsa banding, or chromosome-speciﬁc labeling based on in situ hybridization
[Speicher et al., ]. These techniques principally allow the detection of CNVs,
inversions and translocations, yet the size range of these SVs has to be in the or-
der of several Megabases or larger. Fluorescence in situ hybridization [Bauman
et al., ], which relies on the annealing of ﬂuorescently labeled DNA probes
to their complementary DNA, is also applied in a targeted manner for validating
predicted SVs of slightly smaller size.
Other means of detecting SVs include optical mapping [Schwartz et al., ;
Teague et al., ] and hybridization-based microarrays. The latter ones, which
are reviewed in Alkan, Coe, et al. [], used to be the dominating method for
CNV detection before high-throughput sequencing became standard. One of the
two major techniques in this category, namely array comparative genomic hy-
bridization, utilizes the competition of the test sample’s DNA and a reference
DNA to a hybridization probe (e.g. short oligonucleotides) to infer the relative
copy number of the tested locus [Snijders et al., ]. Using high-density arrays,
this method can successfully detect deletions down to  bp in size [Conrad et
al., ]. SNP arrays, on the other hand, utilize hybridization probes at sites of
polymorphic SNVs to measure the allelic ratio within a single sample, which is
called B allele frequency (BAF). This way, CNVs but also LOH can be detected.
1.4.2. SV discovery in the era of massively parallel sequencing
Today, aforementioned techniques have largely been superseded by SV detection
utilizing massively parallel sequencing data. SV detection methods based onMPS
are generally separated into four conceptual approaches, namely read pair ana-
lysis, split-read analysis, read depth analysis, and sequence assembly [Alkan, Coe,
et al., ]. In practice, SV prediction tools do not necessarily ﬁt into only one
of these categories. Below I will summarize the major ideas behind the diﬀerent
approaches as well as representative software implementing them.
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Paired-end analysis SV detection based on paired-end sequencing utilizes the
orientation and expected distance of two sequencing reads to another to detect re-
arrangements. For instance, when their mapping distance on a reference genome
is larger than expected, a deletionmay have occurred in the test sample anywhere
in between those reads. Paired-end analysis can principally detect many diﬀer-
ent types of SVs, including CNVs, inversions, translocations, insertions and MEIs
(Figure ., B). This technique had ﬁrst been used on bacterial artiﬁcial chromo-
somes [Volik et al., ], then on fosmid libraries [Tuzun et al., ], and ﬁnally
in human genomes using mate pair sequencing [Korbel et al., ].
Paird-end read analysis is nowadays one of the dominating principles of SV
discovery and is implemented in well-established software tools such as B
D [Ken Chen et al., ], D [Rausch et al., ], CLEVER [Marschall
et al., ], or LUMPY [Layer et al., ]. Besides the richness in detectable
SV classes, an advantage of the paired-end read signature is that it can identify
the breakpoints of an SV. The breakpoint accuracy depends on sequencing cov-
erage and insert size distribution, but it is typically in the range of few to several
hundred base pairs.
Split-readanalysis Split-read approaches utilize the fact that sequencing reads,
if long enough, can be divided and separately assigned to diﬀerent locations of the
reference assembly (Figure ., C). This is diﬀerent from intra-read gaps or mis-
matches, which are still tolerated within each alignment and which are typically
used to detect SNVs and small indels. Based on the position and orientation of
the partial alignments, split-read analysis detects SVs in the same way as paired-
end analysis. Themajor advantage, though, is that breakpoints can be determined
much more accurately, often down to the exact nucleotide. Split-read approaches
had been explored, for instance, early on during the  Genomes Project (Sec-
tion ..) on  bp single-ended reads [Z. D. Zhang et al., ]. Tools such as
P [Ye et al., ] or BS [Lam et al., ] were among the ﬁrst ones
to speciﬁcally implemented the split-read approach.
Nowadays, strongly encouraged by increasing read lengths form standardMPS
machines (e.g. up to  x  bp on an Illumina MiSeq platform nowadays), read
mapping software has been reﬁned towards the ability to directly perform split-
read mapping, as exempliﬁed by tools such as the widely used   [H. Li,
] or specialized tools like YAHA [Faust et al., ] and SS [Emde et al.,
]. This allowed other popular paired-end analysis detection tools to incor-
porate the split-read approach, for example in D, MATECLEVER [Marschall
et al., ], and LUMPY.
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Figure 1.6: Principles of SV detection in MPS data. Schematic representation of the four dis-
tinct mechanisms for SV detection on three examples: A deletion, an insertion (of duplicated
sequence, for example), and an inversion. Figure modified from “Detection of Genomic Struc-
tural Variants from Next-Generation Sequencing Data” [Tattini et al., 2015] licensed under Creat-
ive Commons Attribution 4.0.
Readdepthanalysis A complementarymethod for detecting CNVs utilizes the
total read depth signal inside an SV (Figure ., A). This resembles the method-
ology of microarrays, yet with improved resolution since all of the (mappable)
genome can be covered instead of selected loci. SS [D. Y. Chiang et al., ]
and CNV [Xie et al., ] were among the ﬁrst tools that utilized read depth
in a sample-vs.-control scenario to detect CNVs. F [Alkan et al., ] and
CS [Waszak et al., ] extended this approach to single-sample CNV call-
ing, and later CNV [Abyzov et al., ] and  STRP [R. E. Hand-
saker et al., ] gained more popularity. Normalization of read depth is a major
challenge in these approaches owing to an uneven sequencing coverage, which
is why these tools typically perform best when an internal reference (e.g. a con-
trol sample) is available. The popular population-scale CNV caller  STRP
even suggests a minimum of  to  sample genomes in order to performwell. In
contrast to paired-end or split-read detection, the read depth method cannot ac-
curately predict breakpoints, which becomes a major disadvantage especially for
smaller variants. For very large variants, on the other hand, read-depth methods
can still robustly predict CNVs even when their breakpoints reside in repetitive
regions.
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Sequence assembly At last, sequence assembly-based methods do not rely on
the information provided by readmapping software but perform de novo assembly
instead, as demonstrated by Yingrui Li et al. [], for example. A comparison of
the sample sequence to the reference genome, e.g. via sequence alignment, then
reveals the presence of SVs (Figure ., D). While whole-genome assembly still
remains limited and computationally expensive [“Assemblathon : evaluating de
novo methods of genome assembly in three vertebrate species” ], there are
methods that perform local re-assembly of reads, for example TIGRA [K. Chen
et al., ] or the recent B [Chong et al., ]. Especially for SV
types that are diﬃcult to detect by paired-end or split-read approaches, notably
for insertion of novel DNA sequence, assembly can yield a great beneﬁt. Tools
that address this are NS [Hajirasouliha et al., ], MTG [Rizk
et al., ], and B/A [Holtgrewe et al., ].
In practice, SV detection using any of the four diﬀerent approaches typically
requires an additional ﬁltering step after initial SV prediction. Such ﬁlters can
rely on the quality metrics provided by the prediction tool, but optimally they
involve an independent signal, such as read coverage for paired-end predicted
CNVs. One useful signal that shall be highlighted here is B allele frequency. This
idea stemming frommicroarrays is applicable toMPS data, too: At sites of hetero-
zygous SNVs that reside within a putative SV, the sequencing reads supporting
both alleles can be contrasted to infer the copy number of the locus. Notably, in
Section .. this principle was instrumental to validate predicted duplications.
1.4.3. State of the art and limitations of SV studies
Structural variants in the human genome have been studied many times, driven
by the availability of new technology. Initial population studies mapped large
CNVs in several individuals using microarrays [Jonathan Sebat et al., ; Iafrate
et al., ; Sharp et al., ; Redon et al., ]. With reﬁnements of these
techniques, CNV discovery could later be expanded to hundreds of individuals
and down to a detection size of  kb (or even  bp), which scaled up the number
of detected variants tremendously [McCarroll et al., ; Conrad et al., ].
Further improvements in the discernible size range, in accuracy of breakpoint,
and in the types of SVs detectable were reached with the application of MPS tech-
nologies. Korbel et al. [] and Kidd et al. [] were among the ﬁrst studies to
utilize paired-end-like approaches to study SVs, including balanced ones, in few
individuals. A series of studies followed that explored all the diﬀerent technical
approaches mentioned in Section ...
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Figure 1.7: Examples for limitations of MPS-based SV detection. Three examples for cases in
which current MPS-based SV detectionmethods fail. The upper half in each panel shows sample
DNAcarrying anSV; below is shownwhere reads from that samplemap to the referenceassembly.
A: A duplication of a repetitive element (shaded boxes) occurred, which is not detected because
read mapping is masked within the repetitive region. B: An inversion flanked by repetitive ele-
ments. Because paired-end reads cannot be mapped uniquely inside the repeats, this inversion
remains undetected. With an read length or insert size larger than the size of these repeats, the
inversion could be revealed. C: Insertion of a small piece of DNA into another chromosome leads
to thepredictionof a reciprocal translocation. The fundamental principal behind this limitation is
that standard MPS-based calling only detects the breakpoints of a copy-neutral rearrangement,
but cannot reason about their inner state. This is different in a CNV, for which the inner state
(i.e. its read coverage) can be utilized for calling. The issue depicted here also arises for other SV
classes, notably inversions.
The ﬁrst phase of the  Genomes Project presented the then most compre-
hensive SV call set, which was based on on low-coverage sequencing data of 
individuals [Mills et al., ]. However, especially inversion detection faced ma-
jor limitationswithin the project, as I describe inmore detail in Chapter . Further
studies continued SV characterization in the human population (e.g. [Sudmant,
Mallick, et al., ; Hehir-Kwa et al., ]) and in disease, revealing thousands
of copy number variable loci that are linked to pathological phenotypes [Swam-
inathan et al., ; Forbes et al., ]. SVs were also mapped extensively in
cancer genomes [Weischenfeldt et al., ; P. J. Campbell et al., ] and in
other organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster [Massouras et al., ; Zich-
ner et al., ] or C. elegans [Maydan et al., ].
An increased sequencing depth led to improvements of the sensitivity of SV
calling and of the accuracy of breakpoint detection. Nevertheless, it did not over-
come speciﬁc limitations owed to the repetitive nature of the human genome.
Notably, SVs attributed to NAHR are known to be ﬂanked by repeat sequence, in
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which read mapping (and consequently paired-end SV detection) often fails. This
has been termed the “short-read dilemma” [Onishi-Seebacher et al., ]. Un-
fortunately, the human genome consists to a large portion of repeats. Sequence
analyses found that up to two third of the human genome are derived from repet-
itive elements (mostly transposable elements) [de Koning et al., ] with around
% of the genome containing large (> kb) and highly identical segmental duplic-
ations [International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, ]. Especially
repeat-embedded inversions cannot be detected based on traditional techniques
(including MPS) “at high throughput and high resolution” [Sanders et al., ].
Figure . depicts three exemplatory scenarios in which repeats confuse MPS-
based SV detection.
Challenges related to the repetitive nature of our genomes have been discussed
extensively in other areas, notably for de novo assembly [Alkan, Sajjadian, et al.,
] and haplotype phasing [Browning et al., ]. In both cases, blocks of in-
formation (e.g. phasing blocks or contigs) fail to span through repetitive genomic
regions. These challenges are even greater in other species with more repetitive
or polyploidy genomes, which additionally tend to have reference assemblies of
lower quality. Livestock and crop are two examples with outstanding environ-
mental relevance that suﬀer from these limitations [Bickhart et al., ; Saxena
et al., ].
At last, MPS experiments have been noted to be only limitedly suited for the
detection of subclonal structural variation [Forsberg et al., ]. Such SVs, which
may be present in a tissue carrying somatic mosaicism, as for example in the case
of cancer, only aﬀect a fraction of cells. Thus, in a standard bulk MPS experiment,
which averages the signal across thousands to millions of cells, variants present
at low frequency often remain undetected or are rejected as biological noise. As
Section . further elaborates, this shortcoming has hampered studies on mosaic
SVs in the past. Recent technological advances have allowed the analysis of single
cells, which greatly increased the detction of mosaic CNVs. However, also these
techniques cannot overcome the challenges in the detection of copy-neutral SVs
in single cells (Section .).
1.5. Research goals and thesis overview
Studies of structural variation are still fundamentally hampered by the shortcom-
ings of current SV detection methods. This especially aﬀects studies of balanced
or complex rearrangements, which had often remained cryptic in previous stud-
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ies. In this dissertation, I aim at uncovering and further examining SVs that had
been diﬃcult to ascertain beforehand.
In order to do so, I utilize emerging sequencing technologies and protocols—
namely the techniques introduced in Sections .. to ... Mywork is structured
into three separate research projects, in which I explore one of the techniques,
each. Below, the speciﬁc aims of each project are outlined. A common theme
throughout these projects is the design of new bioinformatics methods for data
analysis and visualization. I believe that the full potential of novel technology
can only be unlocked by the simultaneous development of new computational
approaches. I hence thrive for advancing the state of the art of current meth-
odology by building—and making available—software tools that future research
beneﬁts from.
In Chapter , I present my work for the ﬁnal phase of the  Genomes Pro-
ject, in which my role was to validate inversion predictions in the human popu-
lation. These inversion predictions had initially remained inconclusive in PCR-
based validation experiments. We then utilized targeted long-read sequencing
on both PacBio and ONT MinION platforms to examine the respective loci more
closely. My immediate goal in this project was to verify inversion calls based on
long-read information. Moreover, the subsequent goal was to further character-
ize these loci and investigate why previous validations had failed. Afterwards,
an optional goal was to investigate the validated inversions deeper to understand
the biological mechanisms that created them.
In Chapter , I focused on the functional aspects of structural variation. To-
gether with my collaborators, we set out to study the consequences of chromo-
somal rearrangements on gene expression and on the three-dimensional organiz-
ation of chromosomes—the latter had gainedmuch attention in recent years and is
introduce in depth in Section .. We utilized Hi-C to study chromatin conforma-
tion of highly rearranged chromosomes ofDrosophila melanogaster. A crucial ini-
tial step of the project was to map the rearrangements and other variation present
in these chromosomes. My ﬁrst goal thus was to characterize SVs, including large
pericentric inversions, which had been known only at cytogenetic resolution be-
forehand. As a part of this goal, I aimed at exploring the usability of Hi-C data
for validation and characterization purposes. The second and more general goal
of this study was to ﬁnd out whether, and how these rearrangements aﬀect gene
expression. My speciﬁc milestone towards this goal was to robustly determine
diﬀerential gene expression between the rearranged and a non-rearranged (wild
type) chromosome. At last, this information should be integrated with ﬁndings
on chromatin structure (provided by collaborators) to be able to conclude on the
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impact of rearrangements and on the mechanisms that are involved.
In Chapter , my collaborators and I explored the potential of Strand-seq to
discover SVs in single cells. While this had been previously done for inversions,
we aimed at extending this principle—for the very ﬁrst time—to at as many SV
classes as possible. Unlike previous eﬀorts using Strand-seq, the particular goal
was to enable this detection also for variants that are present in only a low fraction
of cells. Here, I present the current state of this ongoing endeavor. The ﬁrst goal
in this study was to develop a general concept of how diﬀerent SV classes can be
revealed based on the signals available in single-cell Strand-seq data. Then, the
next goal was to prove feasibility of this concept by implementing the approach
and applying it to available as well as newly sequenced cell line data harboring
structural variation. A third important aspect was to test the limitations of our
approach in a controlled environment.
At last, Chapter  concludes on the achievements resulting from my work.
This includes the speciﬁc questions of the three projects as well as a more general
view on how emerging technologies improved SV characterization in the three
diﬀerent scenarios. I then brieﬂy review recent developments by others in the
community that occurred around the same time as my research. This should give
a broader impression on how emerging technologies are about to change studies
on structural variation and places my work within the broader context of recent
advances in the ﬁeld.
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In  and  I had the opportunity to collaborate with a large consortium of
scientists on the  Genomes Project. My supervisor Jan Korbel was the co-
leader of the structural variation subgroup and, together with my colleagues To-
bias Rausch, Adrian Stütz, Benjamin Raeder, Markus Hsi-Yang Fritz, and Andreas
Untergasser, I approached the validation and characterization of inversions. This
chapter covers my work for the  Genomes Project, which not only turned out
to solve an interesting mystery but also resulted in a co-authorship in Sudmant,
Rausch, et al. []. I continue by describing subsequent work, including a side
project on sequence match visualization that came into being from collaboration
withMarkusHsi-Yang Fritz (Section .), as well as an analysis of inversion break-
points (Section .). The latter results were presented in form of a poster at the
German Conference for Bioinformatics  in Berlin. There is supplementary
information to this chapter enclosed in the appendix (Appendix B).
2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. The 1000 Genomes Project
The  Genomes Project was the eﬀort of a large international panel of scient-
ists to capture the genetic diversity of the human population as comprehensively
as possible. The project can be regarded as the hitherto ﬁnal step in a series of
projects that unraveled and characterize the human genome: The Human Gen-
ome Project, which, founded in , was likely the ﬁrst truely large-scale col-
laborative work in biology, as well as their private competitor Celera Genomics
(from ) aimed at completing the ﬁrst human genome sequence. These tre-
mendous eﬀorts, published simultaneously in early  [International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium, ; Venter, ], had both used DNA of
a few individuals (among them Celera’s then-CEO Craig Venter) to determine
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an average human genome. The focus was shifted to the variation present in
the human population with the initiation of the International HapMap Project in
. By performing whole-genome SNV genotyping on hundreds of individuals
frommultiple continents, including family-oﬀspring trios, the project generated a
ﬁrst haplotypemap of the human population [International HapMapConsortium,
; International HapMap Consortium, ; International HapMap  Consor-
tium, ]. Over the years the HapMap Project was scaled up to more than ,
individuals, to discover rare SNVs (minor allele frequency < %) and to call copy
number variants. The samples originally collected for the HapMap Project, which
are still available today as immortalized lymphoblastoid cell lines, were also used
by the  Genomes Project. Starting long beforemy own participation, with the
pilot phase publication dating back to  [ Genomes Project Consortium,
], the project even extended this set of samples by multiple other populations
[ Genomes Project Consortium, ]. However, the fundamental novelty
was to apply low-coverage whole-genome sequencing which allows to assess a
much broader spectrum of variants in a much larger portion of the genome.
In the third and ﬁnal phase the project had performed mean .x-coverage se-
quencing on , samples and additionally expanded the palette of computa-
tional methods that were applied as well as added new types of variation to be
studied [ Genomes Project Consortium, ]. The ﬁnal data set consists of
approximately  million phased variants, which was estimated to include more
than % of non-rare SNVs in the studied populations. Besides novel insights on,
for example, seemingly dispensable genes, the primary achievement of the pro-
ject was to make an unprecedented resource of genetic variation available to the
public. This came along with technical advances in methods and standardizations
such as the nowadays commonly used ﬁle format variant call format (VCF). The
 Genomes data has since been utilized in many research studies, for example
to reﬁne human population history [Veeramah et al., ], to impute [Howie
et al., ] missing SVs in many genome-wide association studies [Wood et al.,
, for example], or to discriminate somatic from germline mutation in cancer
studies [Hiltemann et al., ]. At last, since the start of the  Genomes Pro-
ject a considerable number of similarly large sequencing studies has popped up
that focus on speciﬁc populations [UKK Consortium, ; Sulem et al., ;
Telenti et al., ] or disease [P. J. Campbell et al., ] and which eventually
scale up the catalogue of known variation in the human population.
Established for the  Genomes Project, the format is nowadays maintained by the Global
Alliance for Genomics & Health (https://www.ga4gh.org
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2.1.2. Predicted inversions and the validation problem
The Structural Variation subgroup of the  Genomes Project focused on the
identiﬁcation of various classes of genomic rearrangements. With a total of 
scientists involved and led by eight principle investigators with diﬀerent expert-
ise, the group assembled the to date most comprehensive resource of structural
variation in the human population. Copy number variants, inversions, mobile ele-
ment insertions and other types of SV were predicted from low-coverage whole-
genome sequencing data, statistically phased and validated using a number of
diﬀerent approaches.
Among his many contributions to this project, Tobias Rausch had predicted
inversions using the paired-end signature-based SV detection tool D. This
set of inversions, which was strictly ﬁltered according to validation results and
population genetics aspects, contains a total of  inversion calls in the range of
 bp -  kb (median size . kb) and ended up being the only inversion call
set used in the project. In comparison to phase one of the  Genomes Project,
this is a more than -fold increase in the number of inversions.
Before its ﬁnal release, this call set (just like any other call set in the project) had
to undergo cycles of validation and ﬁltering. Adrian Stütz and Benjamin Raeder
were in charge of running PCR-based validation experiments of these inversions.
In a nutshell they applied a Four primer strategy on inversion loci, which is cap- Four primer strategy
F R
inversion
f r
Four separate PCRs are run
using primer pairs FR, fr, Ff
and Rr. In samples not
carrying the inversion only FR
and fr will yield bands, in
homozygous carriers only Ff
and Rr, and in heterozygous
carriers all four reactions will
yield bands
able of distinguishing the genotype of inversions based on the combination of
bands resulting from the PCRs. However, this requires that the breakpoints of
the inversion were accurately predicted and also lie in regions accessible to tar-
geted PCR ampliﬁcation. The latter was initially thought to be a problem, as
inversions are known to often be ﬂanked by inverted repetitive sequence due to
their origination through NAHR (see Section ..).
When they tested PCR veriﬁcation experiments on a subset of  predicted in-
version loci they were puzzled: for the vast majority of loci the received band
patterns did not match the expectations, neither clearly validating nor invalid-
ating the locus. When counted as invalidations, these results would have given
rise to an false discovery rate (FDR) of up to %. Despite multiple trials to im-
prove PCR conditions and primer locations, the experimental veriﬁcation of the
inversion call set remained unsuccessful for a long time and posed a scientiﬁc
mystery.
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Method #Total #Val. #Inval.
PCR   
PacBio   
ONT MinION   
Fosmid   
Total   
Class Count
Simple inversion 
Inverted duplication 
Inv. and del. 
Inv. and multi-del. 
Highly complex 
Table 2.1: Inversion validations. Number of predicted inversions
analysed (#Total), validated (#Val.) and invalidated (#Inval.) using one
of several techniques performed at EMBL or by collaborators.
Table 2.2: Complex inversion classes. Summary of
classes of inversions found at 206 long read-resolved
loci (Inv. and del.: Inversion flanked by deletion, Inv.
and multi-del.: Inversion flanked by multiple dele-
tions)
2.2. Results I: Long-read sequencing unravels
unexpected levels of complexity
By the time I became involved in the inversion validation project my colleagues
had already decided for a new strategy. They selected a subset of small inversions
in a range of up to  kb including the surrounding genomic regions via ampli-
ﬁcation through long-range PCR. The resulting amplicons were then submitted
to long-read sequencing in order to uncover the true genomic structure under-
lying the predicted inversions. At the same time collaborators within the 
Genomes Project had performed independent inversion validation experiments
that will not be addressed in detail here. Just to mention them brieﬂy:  loci
were inserted into fosmid libraries, clonally expanded and then submitted to Pac-
Bio sequencing; another set of loci was genotyped in the cell line CHM, which
had recently been sequenced with PacBio [Chaisson et al., ] and then val-
idated using the publicly available long read data; another  loci present in the
individual NA were evaluated in additional available whole-genome Pac-
Bio sequencing data for this individual [Pendleton et al., ]; at last, small set
of inversion breakpoints was submitted to Sanger sequencing [Sudmant, Rausch,
et al., , supplementary methods].
2.2.1. Validation and characterization of inversion loci
The validation experiments carried out at EMBL were three-fold: First, a small
subset of inversion calls, mostly loci with two-sided support from D calls,
could be validated using PCR and aforementioned four primer strategy. For the
majority of predictions however, PCR validations had remained inconclusive so

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that long-read sequencing was applied. So secondly, amplicons were submitted
to PacBio single-molecule sequencing at Baylor College of Medicine and at MPI
for Plant Breeding Research, Cologne. Thirdly, a smaller number of loci were
sequenced on a ONT MinION device at EMBL. These numbers are summarized
in Table ..
I received both the raw sequencing data of the amplicons in multiple stages.
At ﬁrst I explored the diﬀerences between raw PacBio reads and the circular con-
sensus sequences provided by PacBio ’s internal software. In virtually all cases
the circular consensus sequence showed the same information as its raw sub-
reads, yet with less sequencing errors, which is why I preferred the consensus
sequences from that point on. After mapping to the human reference genome us-
ing B [Chaisson et al., ], I selected reads mapping their respective locus
for visualization. I then generated dotplots of each long read against its reference
locus using a custom script, which was developed by Markus Hsi-Yang Fritz and
me and which is further described in Section .. I used a very similar approach
to analyze ONT MinION data: I obtained both D reads as well as D reads from
multiple diﬀerent sequencing runs. I then utilized L [Kielbasa et al., ] to
map reads to an artiﬁcial reference only containing the loci of interest. Again I
selected mapping reads for visualization through dotplots.
Finally, I scanned the approximately , resulting plots together with Ad-
rian Stütz for signs of inversions at the predicted loci. We categorized loci based
on our visual inspection into the three classes: “validated”, “invalidated”, and “in-
conclusive”. We required at least ﬁve independent reads supporting the alternat-
ive allele to count an inversion-type variant as validated. On the other hand, we
deemed a locus as invalidated only if there were at least  reads supporting the
reference allele and not a single one with an inversion signal. This asymmetric
measure is motivated by an allelic imbalance yielding from the PCR, as I brieﬂy
describe in Section ... The majority of validations were successful through
support from PacBio reads, which outperformed ONTMinION data in both qual-
ity and quantity in our setup.. In  cases ONT MinION was instrumental in
validating loci that could not be resolved by PacBio due to a lack of coverage. Re-
assuringly, among the set of  loci that were both informative in PacBio andONT
Details on library preparation and sequencing can be found in the supplementary methods of
Sudmant, Rausch, et al. []
Data is publicly available through the European Nucleotide Archive via accession numbers
SAMEA, SAMEA, and SAMEA
Note that I do not carry out a detailed comparison of both technologies. Instead, we primarily
used PacBio and additionally explored a very early version of ONT MinION, which turned out
to be helpful for a subset of loci

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MinION data,  loci agreed in showing an inversion-type variant and the other
two agreed in showing the absence thereof. The ﬁnal FDR for inversions in the
 Genomes project was estimated to be %, although this estimate might be
conservative because of potential allelic dropouts (as explained in Section ..).
Most interestingly, we observed that only a minority of cases turned out to be
simple inversions in the sense that a contiguous stretch of DNA is re-oriented
within its original locus. Instead, most positive loci harbored additional com-
plexity, i.e. other types of variation mixed with the inversion. We identiﬁed
ﬁve major classes among the inversion-positive loci, which are presented in Fig-
ure .: simple inversions, inverted duplications, inversion ﬂanked by deletions,
inversion ﬂanked by multiple deletions, and loci with even higher complexity. In
summary, a mere % of inversions validated by long reads are simple; the ma-
jority, on the other hand, are inverted duplications (see Table .). Precisely, this
is the case for the set of inversions with a single breakpoint predicted by D.
There is a smaller subset of  validated inversion predictions with double-sided
support from read pairs that are all simple inversions. The estimated FDR for
inversions with double-sided support is %.
After the completion of the  Genomes Project, Tobias Rausch adapted
D to be able to distinguish double-sided (hence likely simple) inversion calls
from potentially complex ones. To do so, overlapping paired-end signatures are
combined and tested for the possibility of the locus showing an inverted duplic-
ation or an inversion ﬂanked by a deletion. Nevertheless, this approach would
most likely not have been successful in the scope of the  Genomes Project
due to the low average coverage of .x, since without suﬃcient coverage it be-
comes less likely to ﬁnd enough breakpoint-spanning read pairs for both ends of
the complex rearrangement.
In the aftermath, when the high level of complexity is seen, it is clear why PCR
validationswere bound to fail. In fact, for simple inversions that were predicted as
such (due to double-sided support from read pairs) PCR veriﬁcation experiments
worked about as good as expected. Nevertheless, complex loci were only visible
to long read sequencing. Now that we know how these types of variants look like,
paired-end mapping-based tools can be trained to capture these events and D
is one of the ﬁrst tools capable of identifying such classes of complex SVs. At last,
the abundance of complexity was higher than anticipated; yet the total number of
identiﬁed complex inversions is still small compared to other, e.g. copy-number
variants, and their functional role remains to be shown.

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Simple inversion
chr5:171,074,258-171,077,568
Inversion flanked by 
deletion 
chr4:62,473,294-62,477,236
Inversion flanked by 
multiple deletions
chr14:59,039,358-59,042,736
Complex rearrangement 
including inversions
chr3:7,398,974-7,402,419
Inverted duplication 
chr4:115,289,789-115,293,034
PacBio ONT MinION
Figure 2.1: Complex inversion types revealed by PacBio and ONT MinION reads. Exampla-
tory lociwere selected to represent themost commonly seen classes of complex inverted variants
(listed in Table 2.2). Green lines denote inversions predicted by DELLY. PacBio circular consesus
sequences and rawONTMinION reads (vertical) are compared to their reference locus (horizontal)
via dotplots usingmaximal uniquematches of lengths at least 10 (PacBio) or 8 (MinION). Axes de-
note sequence lengths in base pairs. Original read names are included for later reference. See
Section 2.4.1 for an explanation of the concept of dotplots.

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2.2.2. Artifacts in amplicon sequencing
During the analysis of amplicons Imade a number of interesting observations that
can most likely be attributed to errors occurring in PCR or long-read sequencing.
Since these observations led to confusion (or at least to discussions) during data
analysis I describe them below and propose possible explanations for them.
A ﬁrst type of artifacts is linked to PacBio’s circular consensus sequences. As
mentioned in Section .., the quality of a PacBio read can be increased by se-
quencing the same DNA fragment multiple times in a ring-like structure. PacBio
’s software resolves this repetitive signal by splitting it at the motif of the adapter
sequence used to close the ring and by forming a consensus of the resulting sub-
reads. In a few cases this software reported reads that consisted of an amplicon
locus concatenated to a reverse copy of itself. A possible explanation of these
cases would be that the software misses an adapter sequence, e.g. due to muta-
tions occurring in early PCR cycles or due to insuﬃcient sequencing quality. Yet
also the possibility of a PCR artifact cannot be excluded. Eventually this signature
was readily identiﬁed and did not pose a problem in the analysis.
A more severe artifact was allelic imbalance among the PCR amplicons. I ob-
served up to -fold ratios in the number of reads supporting alternative and
reference allele. Intriguingly there was a clear trend towards the shorter allele
being more abundant. For example in an inverted duplication, the reference al-
lele was usuallymore abundant than the inversion allele, whereas in the case of an
inversion ﬂanked by a deletion, the alternative allele was seen more frequently.
This is, however, not suprising as it is a known eﬀect of PCR to prefer shorter
fragments and one of the reasons why many DNA protocols (such as standard Il-
lumina sequencing for example) contain a size selection step. This is also why we
required at least  reads of the reference allele to be seen before declaring a locus
invalidated. Yet it could mean that some of the invalidated loci are in fact true
inversion-type alleles but the alternative allele dropped out. This was not futher
explored so that FDR estimates for the amplicon-based inversion validation can
be considered conservative.
A last, initially very puzzling observation is also linked to long-range PCR and
demonstrated in Figure .. Up on inspection of dotplots of long reads I identi-
ﬁed at least six loci that seemed to carry three diﬀerent alleles. In all cases the
same two alternative alleles were present in addition to a reference allele: an in-
verted duplication and a deletion. At ﬁrst I veriﬁed that these observations are
also present in ONT MinION data to exclude a PacBio sequencing artifact (also
Figure .). Next, I began investigating the possibility of the whole genomic locus

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Reference allele
chr9:79,778,313-79,781,868
Inverted duplication 
allele 
chr9:79,778,313-79,781,868
Deletion-type allele
chr9:79,778,313-79,781,868
PacBio ONT MinION
Figure 2.2: Loci showing three alleles, likely resulting from PCR artifacts. Example locus
showing more than two alleles in a single diploid sample, plotted the same way as in Figure 2.1.
being duplicated within the genome, which could explain the presence of more
than two alleles. I did not ﬁnd such evidence based on read mapping and neither
did the duplication call set created for the  Genomes Project contain any in-
formation supporting this theory. The possibility remains that a rather recent
event duplicated the same locus in the analyzed cell lines, yet a much simpler
explanation is on hand. We have reason to believe that the deletion was caused
during PCR by the presence of the inverted duplication. Such PCR artifacts have
been previously described [W. Ji et al., ; Hommelsheim et al., ] and this
theory is further supported by the fact that the deletion breakpoints in all cases
roughly align with the insert position of the inverted copy. Even when this rep-
lication error, caused by the polymerase jumping to an annealing homologous
region, occurred only once during the ampliﬁcation process the then-shorter al-

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lele could have been favored during subsequent PCR cycles. We decided to count
these loci as inverted duplications, hence also as validated.
2.3. Results II: Analysis of inversion breakpoints
After completion of phase  of the  Genomes Project, which includes the
results described in Section ., I was further interested in gaining a deeper un-
derstanding of this unexpectedly abundance of complexity in the inversion call
set. These inversions are present in the germline of at least one of , indi-
viduals, representing an estimated allele frequency of approximately .%, yet
some of them are present much more frequently. The origin of such inherited
variation, which might have occurred thousands of generations ago, is not ac-
cessible to functional assays. However, as various diﬀerent studies revealed in
the past (reviewed in Onishi-Seebacher et al. [] and Hastings, Lupski, et al.
[] and partly explained in Section ..), the mechanisms generating SVs
leave stochastic but speciﬁc traces in the genome that can later be revealed and
potentially tracked. In more detail, these traces are found around the breakpoint
junctions of an SV. As Hastings, Lupski, et al. [] explain, NAHR is known to
induce inversions between two inverted homologous regions of at least several
hundred base pairs. Hence inversions that are found between such ﬂanking inver-
ted repeats are likely to be generated by NAHR. On the other hand, homology-
independent mechanisms such as NHEJ do not require annealing stretches of
DNA. NHEJ is associated with very small (typically not more than a few base
pairs) deletions or, more rarely, the insertion of free DNA. Moreover, multiple
mechanisms are further associated to micro-homology, a feature that is demarc-
ated by short stretches of identical DNA on both ends of the breakpoint. The
sequence around breakpoints of SVs can thus be informative about the operating
mechanisms.
In order to obtain nucleotide resolution sequence data I developed a compu-
tational pipeline to perform accurate assembly of PacBio reads of the amplicon
loci described above. This pipeline consists of ﬁve computational steps and a ﬁnal
semi-manual validation stage and is described subsequently. With high-quality
assemblies of the complex inversions at hand I could then search for character-
istic traces of, for example, micro-homology around their breakpoints. I further
expanded the list of analyzed loci by another type of SV and by additional PacBio-
independent data sets. In the following section I describe they way I obtained
high-resolution sequences and the ﬁndings resulting from those. In Section . I

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further describe the visualization method that resulted as a side products of this
work is.
2.3.1. Assembly of PacBio reads achieves nucleotide resolution
sequence information
Theﬁve computational steps towards PacBio assembly cover both steps performed
by external software as well as by own tools speciﬁcally designed for this task.
At ﬁrst, I extracted PacBio reads mapping to a speciﬁc locus using SAM [H.
Li, B. Handsaker, et al., ] and depleted them for reads of the reference al-
lele. This depletion relies on the orientation of sequence alignments computed
by L. Next, I fed the remaining reads into A [Myers, ] ver-
sion . to perform the actual assembly step per locus. The outcome is a list of
contigs, of which I hope at least one to represent the true genomic structure of contigs Contigous stretches
of DNA derived from, in this
case, stitching together
sequencing reads based on
their overlap. e order and
orientation of these contigs to
one another can oen not be
determined by the assembly
soware [Alkan, Sajjadian,
et al., ]
the inversion-type allele. Then I mapped PacBio reads back onto these contigs us-
ing B and implemented several quality ﬁltering steps, including trimming of
low-coverage regions and a rudimentary detection of artifacts. Finally I “polish”
the assembly using PacBio ’s tool  (PacBio software) []. This last step is
the only point in the pipeline that utilizes the full potential of the quality metrics
reported by the PacBio sequencers alongside the sequence reads, and turned out
to be crucial in achieving near-perfect quality.
Afterwards I prepared the contigs for visualization-guided manual validation.
I inserted all contigs into a database and used an early version of M (see Sec-
tion .) to prepare dotplots. The goal was to decide whether they (a) indeed
show a correct inversion signal and not the reference allele or a spurious contig,
and (b) which class of inversion they represent (Figure .). This type of quality
control is rather diﬃcult to automatize completely, yet it is an easy task for the
human eye. This is why I designed a simple, web browser-based user interface
featuring keyboard shortcuts to be able to quickly annotate a large number of as-
semblies. Out of , initial contigs generated using this approach I managed
to identify high quality assemblies for  complex loci, which were then used
for breakpoint analysis.
Once I achieved satisfying quality with PacBio assemblies I complemented the
dataset by other types of data that had become available: Sanger sequencing of
 breakpoint loci that were generated by Adrian Stütz, and Illumina short read
assemblies of multiple loci generated by Tobias Rausch. Furthermore I included
another class of SV, namely proximal duplications, which were predicted by To-
bias Rausch and which closely resemble inverted duplications yet without the

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Figure 2.3: Quality of assemblies. Overview of length and
quality of the 210 loci (listed in Table B.1) that were assessed
using any of three technologies. Quality is approximated by
number of mismatches to the reference genome, taking into
account known variantion of the sample. Note that unlike
Illumina-assembled reads, PacBio assemblies are restricted to
the size of the amplicons.
Figure 2.4: Sizes of rearranged sequences. Sizes were de-
termined from assembled loci using LAST-split as described
in Section 2.3.2. Note that the overall size of the amplicons
is limited, which potentially explains shorter sizes for the re-
arranged part in loci with higher complexity.
copy being inverted.
As ameasure of quality I determined the number ofmismatches of the assembly
to the reference locus. This comparison was performed within each mapping seg-
ment separately (e.g. within the inverted part and the ﬂanking parts separately)
and known SNVs were not counted. Eventually I gathered high quality, basepair-
resolution sequence information for  loci (and  sample) of diﬀerent classes
of variants. The sizes and qualities of the best sequence per locus are shown in
Figure . and are the technology yielding the best data per locus is explicitely
listed in Table B..
2.3.2. Sizes of rearranged sequences suggest origin through a
commonmechanism
I used sequence alignments calculated by the split-mode of L, as implemented
in M, to determine each mapping segment and to resolve breakpoints (see
Section .. for more detail). This way I resolved the sizes of the rearranged
sequence of all diﬀerent classes of SV, as shown in Figure ..
Interestingly, an immediate observation was that inverted duplications and
proximal duplications show the same very tight size distribution of approxim-
ately  -  bp (Figure .). Furthermore, not only the size of the additional

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Figure 2.5: Size of deletions that flank inversions. Size of
deletions (detected via LAST-split, seemethod in Section 2.4.2)
next to inverted sequences in all assembled loci thatwere clas-
sified as “simple inversion”, “inversion flanked by deletion”, or
“inversion flanked bymultiple deletions”.
Figure 2.6: Breakpoint characteristics of complex loci vs.
deletions. Micro-deletions or -duplications (a.k.a. micro-
homology) as identified by LAST-split are reported for as-
sembled loci with exactly two breakpoints (199/210) aswell as
for a set of 12,206 single-breakpoint deletions from Sudmant,
Rausch, et al. [2015].
copy but also the distance to the insertion point is highly similar, between . and
 kb. While these sizes could be limited due to the amplicon approach, which is
dependent on the capabilities of long-range PCR, the predictions made by D
suggest not. The paired-end calling by D does not penalize the detection of
larger versions of the same types of variants but reported only few, which sug-
gests that these classes of variation indeed follow such a tight size distribution.
Of course germline variants underlie selective forces; it is thus unclear whether
the mechanism of origin exclusively creates this short size spectrum or whether
larger inverted or promximal duplications are strongly selected against. Never-
theless, the similarities between inverted and proximal duplication suggest both
to be generate by a similar, possibly replication-based mechanism (Section ..).
Moreover, I also observed an interesting feature of the deletions ﬂanking some
inversions. The classiﬁcation into “simple inversion”, “inversion ﬂanked by de-
letion”, and “inversion ﬂanked by multiple deletions” relies on a rule-of-thumb
estimate during visual inspection. As Figure . suggests, deletions ﬂanking in-
versions display a continuous size spectrum instead of falling into clear categories
(deletion vs. no deletion). This again hints at a common mechanism generating
these three classes of inversions, which sloppily handles the ends of the to-be-
inverted sequence and hence creates more or less large deletions at one or both
ends.

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2.3.3. Breakpoints analysis suggests mechanisms other than NAHR
operating
In order to further explore the mechanism creating complex inversions I searched
for homologous sequence around the breakpoints that would be a clear sign for
NAHR. Except for a few low-complexity repeats no true homology could be found
around the breakpoints. This is, however, not surprising, as the paired-end read-
based detection strategy by D is known to have lower power in repetitive
(hence not uniquely mappable) regions.
I continued the investigation of mechanism by inspecting breakpoints for the
presence of micro-homology. I selected / loci with exactly two breakpoints
(the remaining ones being “highly complex”) and analyzed the breakpoints of
the sequenced alleles in terms of their matches to the reference sequence. This
analysis can unravel small insertions of non-templated sequence, exact break-
points or the presence of micro-homology (see Figure . for example). The deﬁn-
ition of such base-level features is highly susceptible to alignment methods and
–parameters. To make statements about the breakpoint characteristics of the set
of complex SVs I compared them to another set of SVs using the exact samemeth-
odology. I employed a data set of short read assemblies of deletion breakpoints
available from the  Genomes Project [Sudmant, Rausch, et al., ], parts of
which had been analyzed beforehands [Abyzov et al., ]. I ﬁltered to this data
set down to , single-breakpoint events without additional complexity and
compared the breakpoint characteristics of complex SVs and deletions as shown
in Figure .. Interstingly, deletions and complex SVs did not diﬀer strongly in
the amount and length of micro-homology. However, the distributions in general
diﬀered signiﬁcantly (p-value < ., Kolmogorov–Smirnov test ) with complex
SVs harboring less exact breakpoints than deletions and slightly longer stretches
of non-templated insertion of DNA (median bp for deletions vs. median bp for
complex SVs, p-value < ., Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test).
In summary I identiﬁedmultiple features of the set of complex SVs that provide
subtle hints towards the mechanisms they originate from. Clearly they arise in-
dependent of homology, a fact that is tightly coupled to the detection method
applied. Among the non-homology dependent mechanisms there is no evidence
of a micro-homology-based mechanism such as FoSTeS/MMBIR being favored.
Nevertheless, there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences compared to the class of deletions,
which acts as a proxy for non-complex SVs, namely in the number and length
I refer to the set of  loci as “complex SVs” from now on although technically it contains also
simple (non-complex) inversions

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of non-templated sequence insertions. Notably, I described multiple diﬀerent
classes of SVs, of which, as the data suggests, many appear to be generated by
the same mechanisms: inverted and non-inverted, proximal duplications follow
exactly the same tight size distribution, and the deletions that sometimes ﬂank
inversions span a continuous size range rather than showing a binary pattern
(present or absent). At last, the insertion of a few base pairs of DNA at the break-
points of complex SVs could be traces of NHEJ or BIR mechanisms operating
[Hastings, Lupski, et al., ; Carvalho et al., ], yet I deemded the singal not
strong enough to make these distinctions.
2.4. Results III: MAZE—a tool for match visualization and
breakpoint inspection
A common theme of this thesis is how the development of computational meth-
ods for analysis and, notably, visualization of biological data are instrumental
to accelerate scientiﬁc research. This chapter shall not fall behind in that re-
spect. Together with Markus Hsi-Yang Fritz I developed a tool to easily visualize
the alignment of two DNA sequences and to inspect the breakpoints of potential
matches between them. Termed M, this piece of software resulted from the
necessities I faced during the analyses described in Sections . to .. It is avail-
able online at https://github.com/dellytools/maze or, in a version with reduced
functionality, at https://gear.embl.de/maze/. In this section I describe the method,
design decisions, and its use cases.
2.4.1. Interactivematch visualization in the web browser
M is designed to quickly compare two nucleotide sequences against another.
As an easy-to-grasp, visual comparison method we chose dotplots, which have a
long-standing tradition in sequence analysis [Fitch, ; Gibbs et al., ]. The
principle of dotplots is to graphically highlight regional identity of two diﬀerent
sequences or of the same sequence to itself in a -dimensional matrix. The top
panel of Figure . shows such a graphical comparison of two similar sequences,
and Figure . shows examples of sequences carrying diﬀerent types of inversion
compared to a non-inverted sequence. In contrast to a sequence alignment, which
generally aims at computing the constellation of two sequences having the closest
distance, a dotplot simultaneously compares all substrings of both sequences to
one another.
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This idea has recurred many times in the history of bioinformatics with dif-
ferent goals in mind. For example, some dotplots originally designed for peptide
comparisons color matches based on exact, single-character matches. Dotplots
for DNA comparison, on the other hand, tend to require longer matches or cal-
culate an average of the identity of multiple characters within a sliding window.
This is to reduce the background noise that naturally occurs when comparing se-
quences with a small alphabet, such as DNA. Furthermore, dotplots have been
optimized for diﬀerently scaled inputs. A genome-scale comparison likely re-
quires a diﬀerent design and diﬀerent data structures to ﬁnd matches than the
comparison of many small sequences.
The dotplots generated by M display maximal unique matches or, altern-maximal unique mat
Continuous stretch of exact
matches that is not included
in any other such stretch,
hence cannot be expanded to
either side. A maximal
unique match additionally
require the match to occur
exactly once in both sequences
atively, just maximal matches). Those can be fast computed by MUM [Kurtz
et al., ], which internally uses an eﬃcient suﬃx tree data structure. They are
then ﬁltered to a minimum length and displayed in a web browser using Javas-
cript. This is basically the same as oﬀered by MUM’s dotplot function. Al-
though maximal unique matches have many of the aforementioned advantages
for DNA comparisons, they are bad at handling small insertions or deletions as
they show only exact matches. This is why the minimal length oﬀers a trade-oﬀ
between sensitivity (shorter matches) and reduction of background noise (longer
matches).
The selling point of M is its ease of use tailored towards quick inspection
of long-read sequencing data of, for example, amplicons. The sequences can be
entered as standard FASTA or FASTQ ﬁles through a user interface in the web
browser. Dotplots are calculated on the ﬂy and displayed as in Figure . (left
panel). M also computes matches to the reverse complement sequence and
displays those in red. Besides a one-vs.-one mode, M can compare many se-
quences to a single one, just as I needed in Section . to inspect long reads of
amplicon sequencing. Moreover, Maze can also compare multiple pairs of se-
quences, a scenario that became relevant once optimal assemblies for diferent
loci were available in Section .. In those sections an early version of M was
used and plots were written as PDF ﬁles instead of displayed in the web browser.
The current version of M uses the popular d library to display dotplots. A
For instance, a single-character comparison of two random DNA sequences would ﬁll as much
as one quarter of the matrix
See for example http://last.cbrc.jp/hg18-mm9.png for a human vs. mouse comparison
 More precisely, by the mummerplot command. Examples can be found online at http://mummer.
sourceforge.net/examples/
Found online at https://d3js.org/
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot fromMAZE. On the left, MAZE displays a dotplot of two sequences (here
inversion assembly, vertically, vs. its reference locus, horizontally) and highlights sequence align-
ments (red). On the right, the sequence alignment around the breakpoints is highlighted and
classified into cases of micro-insertions, blunt ends or micro-homology.
user can readily adapt the minimum length and type of matches to be calculated
via in-app settings. The dotplot can be panned and zoomed-in using the computer
mouse, saved as PDF, and by using keyboard shortcuts a user can quickly browse
through multiple dotplots. At last, after I successfully utilized M ’s dotplots to
solve the inversion validation mystery of Section ., I extended its functionality
by an analysis module dedicated to breakpoints of sequencematches, as I describe
in the upcoming section.
2.4.2. Breakpoint identification and characterization
Any analysis of SV breakpoints depends a reasonable deﬁnition of what break-
points actually are and how to determine them. I found a convincing solution
in an algorithm called L-split [Frith et al., ]: given a sequence and a ref-
erence genome, it ﬁnds the optimal alignments that maximally cover the query
sequence without allowing overlaps. This idea treats the contiguous sequence
(from assembled reads, in this case) as the true allele and tries to split it into
consecutive parts that can be assigned to their most likely origins in the refer-
ence genome. This also means that while the sequence is split into consecutive
stretches, matches on the reference are unconstrained and can potentially over-
lap, e.g. in the case of a duplication. This method was speciﬁcally designed with
inversions and complex rearrangements in mind and therefor determines break-
points accurately in the given scenario.
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The breakpoint module of M runs L-split on the two given sequences
to determine breakpoints. First of all, the aligning parts are highlighted inside
the dotplot as rectangles that become visible when a user crosses the respective
entry with the computer mouse (Figure ., on the left). In addition to that, a
separate ﬁeld on the right displays the exact sequence alignment in form of text
(not shown in Figure .). Given the breakpoints from L-split, M can com-
pute the characteristics of that breakpoint in respect to the reference sequence.
For example, if the two consecutive parts of the sequence match to regions of
the reference genome that slightly overlap, the exact position of the breakpoint
is ambiguous. This is what is commonly understood as micro-homology (see Sec-
tion .. and compare to ﬁgure  in Hastings, Lupski, et al. []) and can be
evidence for a micro-homology-dependent mechanism forming the SV. If the two
regions are not exactly contiguous in the sequence because no according match
to the reference is found, an insertion of other, possibly non-templated DNA oc-
curred. M graphically arranges the alignments around the breakpoints, de-
tects such features and reports them in a separate panel on the right, as can be
seen in Figure . (right panel). The respective matches are highlighted within
the alignment to direct the user’s attention to the right position belonging to the
breakpoint. A current shortcoming is that the extension of this alignment does
not allow gaps. In order to do so, another alignment would have to be computed,
yet of a region which was deemed irrelevant by the L aligner. Additionally to
the breakpoints on the query sequence, a third panel focuses on the breakpoints of
the reference sequence (not shown in Figure .). Neighboring reference matches
also can overlap, meaning the aﬀected bases are duplicated in the sequence, or
can be distinct with a small gap in between. These micro-duplications and micro-
deletions are similarly displayed up to a size of  bp by M.
I used an early version of this breakpoint analysis tool to obtain the results in
Section .. Together with custom scripts the analysis was automated to process
a large number of loci sequentially, allowing me to generate Figures . to ..
In the current available version of M this functionality was abandoned for
the sake of simplicity. I utilized expandable ﬁelds to support a user in showing
or hiding certain information and adopted the modern look and feel of the main
window of Maze that was designed by Markus Hsi-Yang Fritz.
In summary, M is a user-friendly and easy-to-install software speciﬁcally
designed for inspecting long reads or assemblies in the range up to  kb. It al-
lows a user to visually browse through their sequence data to () judge the quality
https://github.com/dellytools/maze/commit/106803d350719188181ce39cbb5c832822b724da
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(compare, for example, PacBio to ONTMinION data in Figure .), () distinguish
successful sequencing reads from artifacts and () discover interesting alleles such
as complex rearrangements. The additional breakpoint module of M comes
into play whenever a user is interested in characteristics of the breakpoint junc-
tions of SVs. M uses current web browser-based technology and a modern
design to oﬀer a responsive user experience and was instrumental in gaining the
scientiﬁc insights described in Sections . and ..
2.5. Conclusions
The third and ﬁnal phase of the  Genomes Project created an unprecedented
resource of variation in the human population [ Genomes Project Consor-
tium, ]. One of the major achievements was the integrated map of structural
variation [Sudmant, Rausch, et al., ], for which various classes of SVs were
detected and genotyped in , individuals. My colleagues and I were respons-
ible for the set of inversions, which are notoriously diﬃcult to ascertain as also
other population-scale studies note [Kidd et al., ; Hehir-Kwa et al., ].
With  loci it is to date the most comprehensive high-accuracy inversion-type
call set of the human population.
These inversions had been predicted from low-coverage paired-end sequen-
cing data, but PCR-based validation experiments proved diﬃcult. For a while
it was a major mystery why inversions that seemed to be accurately predicted
could not be experimentally validated. This mystery was solved with the help of
long-read sequencing, notably PacBio and ONT MinION sequencing. A subset
of  predicted loci (all below  kb in size) were ampliﬁed together with sur-
rounding genomic DNA, sequenced and then visualized via dotplots. This way,
more than % of analyzed loci could be veriﬁed, exemplifying the potential of
third-generation sequencing.
Strikingly, we found that the vast majority of loci turned out to be complex
instead of simple. This realization explained the initial dilemma of PCR-based
veriﬁcation experiments and it revealed a previously unexpected amount of com-
plexity. Besides simple inversions, we discovered inverted duplications as the
most abundant class of complex SVs with inversion signature, but also inversions
ﬂanked by deletions on one or both sides and variants with even higher complex-
ity (shown in Figure .). The existence and amount of such complex variants has
since been conﬁrmed and even extended to more complex classes by independent
studies (notably Collins et al. [], but also Sanders et al. [] and English et
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al. [, ﬁg. ]).
A presumably abundant source of inversions is NAHR, which creates inver-
sions embedded in inverted repeats [Carvalho et al., ]. For example, up to
% of the human genome were estimated to be susceptible to NAHR-mediated
inversions [Dittwald et al., ]. However, paired-end mapping strategies are
known to have limited powerwhen SV breakpoints alignwith repetitive sequence
(Section ..). Korbel et al. [] attributed a mere % of paired-end-detected
SVs to the NAHR mechanism and the SV calls (notably inversions) of the 
Genomes Project underlie a similar detection bias. In contrast, studies using al-
ternative technologies reveal higher levels of NAHR-mediated inversions: Kidd
et al. report % of inversions identiﬁed to be ﬂanked by inverted repeats using
fosmid libraries (Kidd), Chaisson ﬁnd et al % of  inversions detected via
PacBio assemblies [Chaisson et al., ], and also optical mapping reportedly has
a greater ability to detect SVs embedded in repetitive DNA [Teague et al., ,
ﬁg. ]. Furthermore, studies using breakpoint-independent approaches report
inversions in a much larger size range (i.e. a minimum of kb in Bansal et al.
[]; a median size of kb in Sanders et al. [] using Strand-seq).
It can thus be noted that the inversions predicted by the  Genomes Project
are complementary to previously revealed inversions, both in terms of size and in
the high level of complexity. While generally the functional relevance of this class
of complex SVs remains to be shown, a few variants overlap genes as for example
Ras homologue family member H (RHOH) [Sudmant, Rausch, et al., ]. NAHR
appears not to be relevant in creating these SVs, but the eﬀective mechanisms still
remain obsure. A higher number of micro-insertions, as I found through detailed
breakpoint analysis based on nucleotide-resolution assembly sequences, could
hint at NHEJ or a replication-based mechanism (e.g. BIR) operating. Collins et al.
[], who did a more extensive analysis of complex rearrangements, suggest
the synchronous repair of simultaneous double-strand breaks as seen in cases of
chromothripsis might play a role here.
Finally we learned that complex classes of inversions are present in the human
genome and that this complexity should be taken into consideration in future
eﬀorts of SV discovery. D is one of the ﬁrst tool that is capable of doing so,
yet manual inspection of complex SVs is still highly recommended (also reported
for other tools [Collins et al., ]). M, which resulted as a side product from
this work, is a handy tool to inspect complex SVs sequenced with long reads and
can be used in the future to further investigate complex loci.
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In the project described here I teamed up with Yad Ghavi-Helm, Aleksander Jan-
kowski and Eileen Furlong to study the functional impact of SVs, speciﬁcally of
large chromosomal rearrangements, in the model organism Drosophila melano-
gaster. Recent sequencing technologies, here Hi-C, were of fundamental import-
ance for the characterization of SVs, which was an essential step of the project.
All wet lab experiments described below were performed by Yad Ghavi-Helm
with the help of Rebecca Rodríguez Viales. Aleksander Jankowski implemented
all Hi-C-related analyses, which are hence only depicted brieﬂy. All other com-
putational analyses including all ﬁgures are my own work if not explicitly stated
diﬀerently. Supplementary information can be found in Appendix C. At the time
of writing a manuscript of this study was in preparation [Ghavi-Helm, Meiers,
Jankowski, et al., ].
3.1. Introduction
3.1.1. Impact of SVs in health and disease
Population-scale studies revealed that SVs are a major contributor to genetic vari-
ation in the human population [Conrad et al., ] – in fact they contribute more
base pair diﬀerences than SNVs [Sudmant, Rausch, et al., ]. Besides their
abundance in healthy individuals, SVs had earlier already been recognized for
their role in a number of diseases, as F. Zhang, Gu, et al. [], Weischenfeldt
et al. [], and Carvalho et al. [] review in more detail.
The consequences certain SVs imply can range from purely molecular pheno-
types, such as altered gene expression, to little severe (e.g. the eﬃciency of starch
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digestion depending on the copy number of AMY [Perry et al., ]) or more
severe phenotypes (e.g. red-green blindness, caused by CNVs on chromosome
X [Nathans et al., ]), to disease or to an increased susceptibility towards a
disease. The latter can include complex diseases such as autoimmunity [Fanciulli
et al., ] or autism [J. Sebat et al., ]. Especially CNVs, the most-frequently
studied type of SV, have been linked to Mendelian diseases [F. Zhang, Gu, et
al., , see table ] and are frequently involved in cancer [Beroukhim et al.,
]. Yet SV classes that contribute to disease are by far not restricted to only
deletions or duplications. Aneuploidy, to start with, can play a major role in dis-
eases such as Down syndrome, which was among the earliest identiﬁed genetic
diseases [Lejeune et al., ]. Also inversions were identiﬁed as the cause of
several Mendelian diseases [Feuk, ]. Recurrent translocations, often creating
gene fusions, are known to be driving many cancer types [Mertens et al., ]
and, at last, transposable elements have been noted be to play a role in cancer
[Burns, ].
Themechanisms bywhich SVs induce these phenotypic consequences areman-
ifold. Breakpoints of SVs that fall into a gene may cause its loss of function.
Aforementioned gene fusions can create novel chimeras that potentially exert
fundamentally diﬀerent functions from the original genes [Mertens et al., ].
Copy number gains or losses lead to dosage imbalance, with critical consequences
for many cancer-associated genes [Fehrmann et al., ], and a heterozygous de-
letion or a LOH event can reveal recessive mutations that had been rescued by
a functional allele beforehand. Furthermore, SVs may impact on the molecular
level, e.g. on gene expression, which can be studied even if not associated with
an observable phenotype. In the context of expression quantitiative trail loci ana-expression quantitiative
trail loci Genomic loci
with diﬀerent alleles that
inﬂuence the expression of
genes (typically a single gene)
that are not neccessarily in
close proximity
lyses, more and more such eﬀects have lately been found [Sudmant, Rausch, et
al., ; C. Chiang et al., ].
However, causative SVs need not aﬀect the actual gene itself, but could target
regulatory sequences in proximity or elsewhere in the genome. This is typically
the case for aforementioned expression quantitative trait loci, yet the (then very
surprising) discovery was already made in  in a row of heritable blood dis-
eases named thalassemia [Fritsch et al., ]. These position eﬀects have long
been noted to have an impact in health and disease, yet the underlying mechan-
ism are in many cases not yet understood [Kleinjan et al., ].
Over the past years the community has gained more insight into a novel mech-
anism which SVs neither aﬀects genes nor regulatory sequences themselves. In-
stead, this mechanism re-models the three-dimensional organization of chro-
matin, as I elaborate further below.
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3.1.2. Three-dimensional chromatin conformation
Figure 3.1: Schematic of to-
pologically associating do-
mains. Characteristic tri-
angles in a mammalian Hi-
C map (top) belong to spa-
tial domains of DNA inside
the nucleus (bottom). Figure
taken from “Structure meets
function: How chromatin or-
ganisation conveys function-
ality” [Ruiz-Velasco and Za-
ugg, 2017] licensed under
Creative Commons Attribu-
tion 4.0.
The advance of chromatin conformation capture techniques, notably Hi-C (intro-
duced in Section ..), revealed a feature of the spatial organization of chromatin
named topologically associating domains (TADs) [Dixon et al., ; Nora et al.,
; Sexton et al., ; Rao et al., ] (see Appendix C. for comments on
the cited literature). TADs are physical domains of DNA that are characterized
by an increase in chromatin interactions inside them and a relative insulation of
contacts across distinct domains. These structures show up as characteristic tri-
angles in contact frequency maps, as illustrated in Figure .. Despite molecular
diﬀerences in, for example, the involved architectural proteins, the phenomenon
of TADs was observed in a range of species across the tree of life ranging from
humans and mice to Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans. This
suggests that these structures are a universal feature of metazoan genomes [Dek-
ker et al., ].
TADs have gained extraordinary attention in the ﬁeld and their potential func-
tion has been discussed and reviewed intensely in recent years [Gibcus et al., ;
Gorkin et al., ; Sexton et al., ; Denes Hnisz et al., ; Ruiz-Velasco,
Kumar, et al., , among others]. Key characteristics of TADs are that the ex-
pression of genes within TADs tends to be orchestrated [Le Dily et al., ; Nora
et al., , see ﬁgure b] and that they align with epigenetic features such as his-
tone marks [Nora et al., ] and DNA replication timing [Pope et al., ; Le
Dily et al., ]. Furthermore, TAD boundaries are associated with the insulator
element-binding protein CTCF, enriched in house-keeping genes and conserved
across cell types [Dixon et al., ; Rao et al., ; Schmitt et al., ].
Well-characterized long-range interactions between promoters and enhancers,
which can be revealed through C-based techniques, appear to be conﬁnedwithin
TADs (reviewed by Smallwood et al. []). Additionally, units of enhancers and
promoters with correlated activitywere found to alignwell with them [Shen et al.,
]. It is unclear whether the DNA loops connecting enhancers and promoters
are cause or consequence of active expression, but it was observed that many such
contacts establish long before gene activation [Ghavi-Helm et al., ]. Further
research using functional assays supported that genes are co-regulated within
TADs. Notably, Symmons et al. [] inserted reporter genes at several hundred
sites of the mouse genome and observed tissue-speciﬁc activity in spatial blocks
correspond to TADs.
Together, these results suggest that TADs exert a crucial regulatory function.
A current hypothesis is that they conﬁne promoter-enhancer interactions inside,
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as X. Ji et al. [] call them, insulated neighbourhoods. As I described in the
next section, a series of recent perturbation studies gave additional substance to
this hypothesis.
3.1.3. Consequences of disrupting chromatin conformation
Several studies followed up on the question what would happen when the bound-
aries between TADs were disrupted. In line with the hypothesis of insulated
neighborhoods, they found that the merging of two TADs can alter the “search
space” of an enhancer element, which can then suddenly drive expression of an-
other gene to non-physiological amounts. This mechanism was termed enhancer
adoption [Lettice et al., ] or enhancer hijacking [Northcott et al., ].
The cause for a TAD boundary disruption can be a SV that deletes or inverts
the genomic region harboring this boundary. This was quite remarkably shown
in various cancer types including medulloblastoma [Northcott et al., ], lung
cancer and colorectal cancer [Weischenfeldt et al., ] and acute lymphoblastic
leukemia [D. Hnisz et al., ]. Furthermore, computational studies linked this
mechanism to genetic diseases via mining of public databases and showed, among
other things, that around % of known disease-associated deletions potentially
function via an enhancer adoption mechanism [Ibn-Salem et al., ; R. Li et al.,
; Zepeda-Mendoza et al., ].
Moreover, as Lupiáñez et al. [] and Krijger et al. [] review, a number of
studies speciﬁcally tested this hypothesis on particular genomic loci by genome
editing using CRISPR/Cas [Doudna et al., ]. For example, Guo et al. []
altered the binding sites of an architectural protein in proximity of an enhan-
cer element and observed looping as well as ectopic gene expression across the
boundary. Similarly, Narendra et al. [] observed heterochromatin spread-
ing when they deleted such a boundary at the Hox locus in Drosophila. In fact,
already Nora et al. [] observed this mechanisms when they studied an addi-
tional mouse line with a TAD boundary deletion and observed a merged TAD and
ectopic gene expression instead of the two clearly separated TADs and regulatory
insulation seen in wild type mice.
Recently, Lupiáñez et al. [] impressively replicated limb abnormalities in
mice that were known from human genetic diseases. They ﬁrst showed that these
abnormalities originated from misregulated gene expression in a developmental
stage, which was caused by TAD boundary deletion. When they engineered sim-
ilar deletions in mice using the CRISPR/Cas system, they observed a change in
chromatin conformation, ectopic gene expression across the boudary and indeed
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the same phenotype of limb malformations that had been observed in human
patients.
In conclusion, all these studies provide strong evidence for TADs to play a
central role for gene regulation. When TADs break—and fusewith another TAD—
genes encounter a new regulatory environment including enhancers, which may
lead to severe misregulation via en enhancer adopiton mechanisms.
3.2. Design of the study
In this study we set out to understand how genomic aberrations caused by large
chromosomal rearrangements and other SVs can aﬀect the regulation of genes.
Speciﬁcally, we were interested in rearrangements that lead to the disruption
of TADs or the formation of new TADs. Unlike previous studies (outlined in
Section ..), we wanted to explicitly focus on a phenotypically healthy system
where no dominating eﬀects, but rather modest changes in molecular phenotypes
were to be expected. We think that this aspect has been vastly neglected by the
previous studies, which had investigated rather pathological situations. Hence
our work will be complementary and open a new perspective on the functional
impact of TADs. Moreover, instead of selecting a single locus we aimed at testing
multiple rearrangements in a genome-wide fashion to gain a broader understand-
ing on the generality of such eﬀects.
3.2.1. Balancer chromosomes carry large rearrangements
We found a suitablemodel system for this task in so-called balancer chromosomes
of Drosophila melanogaster. These naturally derived chromosomes have a long
tradition in ﬂy genetics and are frequently used as a tool to keep recessive lethal
mutations from being lost from the population. Three relevant features allow
them to perform this task: () they carry recessive lethal mutations so that ho-
mozygous oﬀspring will not live, eﬀectively balancing the alleles in a population.
This further requires that haplotypes remain intact, so consequently () balancer
chromosomes suppress recombination by disrupting homologous pairing. This is
achieved by the introduction of multiple large inversions via, for example, X-ray
mutagenesis. () Balancer chromosomes include dominant marker alleles so that X-ray mutagenesis
Balancer chromosomes date
back to the work of Hermann
Joseph Muller, who in the
s studied mutagenesis
through X-ray radiation
[Muller, ] and received a
Nobel prize in . See also
this blog post from Laurence
Moran (goo.gl/zGi76W)
carriers can be readily detected based on their phenotype in adult stage. Such
balancer chromosomes are nowadays available for all the major chromosomes
, , and X. Interestingly, despite their common usage, balancer chromosomes
had only recently been characterized via whole-genome sequencing [Miller et

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al., ; Miller et al., ].
We chose balancer chromosomes for chromosome  and , namely Curly of
Oster (CyO) and TM [Tinderholt, ] to create a double balancer line, namedCyO Chromosome 
balancer, derived from Oster
[] and based on work of
Ward [] (see Miller et al.
[]), which carries the Cy
allele, hence showing a
characteristic phenotype of
curly wings in adult ﬂies
F1. See Figure . for an overview of the D. melanogaster genome of both the
wild type line and the double balancer line utilized in this study. For both balan-
cer chromosomes the major rearrangements had been previously characterized
by karyotyping (see note and Figure .). With two balancer chromosomes, we
eﬀectively increased the number of genomic rearrangements to be studied, which
was an important consideration early on in the project. Together, both balancer
chromosomes carry  breakpoints of large, partly centromere-spanning inver-
sions and we expected them to contain additional sub-microscopic SVs related to
their mutagenic origin. Accordingly, one of the ﬁrst steps I carried out in this
study was a deep characterization of the mutational landscape of the balancer
chromosomes, which is presented in Section ..
3.2.2. Studying cis-regulation through allele-specific gene
expression and haplotype-resolved chromatin conformation
To study the eﬀects of SVs on gene regulation we wanted to compare global gene
expression in the balancer chromosomes in comparison to their wild type homo-
logues. This could principally be done by comparing two diﬀerent ﬂy strains,
one carrying genomic rearrangements and one without. However, this approach
would make it diﬃcult to distinguish cis-regulation, i.e. the eﬀect of alterations
of the chromosome itself, from trans-regulation such as an altered expression of
some transcription factor. This is why a central foundation of the study was to
compare wild type chromosomes and balancer chromosomes within the same ﬂy
line via allele-speciﬁc expression (ASE) analysis. This is achieved by measur-
ing gene expression separately for both alleles, which diﬀer by naturally occur-
ring variation, notably SNVs. Since we were able to resolve chromosome-long
haplotypes in this study, alleles could even be aggregated within each gene and
across all genes. We could thus distinguish expression changes into up- or down-
regulation of a balancer allele (in respect to the wild type allele). Sections ..
and .. provide more detail on the procedure. We assume in the ASE analysis
that the vast majority of SNVs simply tag alleles but do not have an eﬀect on their
regulation, or that this eﬀect is negligible in comparison to larger rearrangements.
Another key point of the studywas to explore the three-dimensional chromatin
conformation of the highly rearranged balancer chromosomes and to link it to
observed ASE. We hence performed a Hi-C experiment and again used SNVs to
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Figure3.2: Genomeoverviewofbalanced fly
line. Schematic of the four chromosomes of
(female) D. melanogaster flies of the wild type
line F0 and of the double balancer cross F1.
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Figure 3.3: Crossing scheme. The fly lines used in this study are derived
from a homozygous wild type line, denoted by +/+;+/+ or F0 and a double
balancer line (If/CyO;Sb/TM3,Ser). After a first cross adult flies are selected
for markers of both balancer chromosomes, yielding an F1 generation (a.k.a.
double balancer cross). A backcross with the initial wild type line generates a
pool of four different genotypes (N1) of which on average 25% of both chro-
mosome 2 and 3 are balancer chromosomes.
distinguish fragments belonging to balancer- or wild type chromosomes. As a
matter of fact the resulting haplotype-resolved maps of contact frequency can
additionally be utilized to characterize genomic rearrangements, as I describe in
Section ...
Early on we made a decision to study ﬂy embryos (instead of adult ﬂies) for
mainly two reasons: To begin with, D. melanogaster embryos are well described,
there is an outstanding amount of external data available [Gramates et al., ;
Celniker et al., ], and the Furlong lab has years of experience on embryogen-
esis Furlong et al., ; Ghavi-Helm et al., , among others. Secondly, it is
experimentally very diﬃcult (if not infeasible) to extract intact nuclei from adult
ﬂies, which is a crucial requirement for Hi-C experiments. However, collecting
double balancer embryos is not directly possible based on their phenotypic mark-
ers, which are only expressed in an adult stage. We hence decided to collect ﬂy
embryos from a backcross of the double balancer line (F1) with the original wild
type line (F0). The resulting generation, termed N1, is a mix of genotypes as
shown in Figure ., in which eﬀectively % of chromosomes  and  are bal-
ancer chromosomes. This cross was used both to measure ASE and chromatin
conformation.
In the subsequent sections I describe the methodology and our ﬁndings on the
eﬀect genomic rearrangements have on chromatin organization and gene regu-
lation.
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3.3. Results I: Mutational landscape of balanced
chromosomes
Weperformed deep paired-endwhole-genome sequencing (WGS) (approximately
 x and  x, respectively) of both the wild type line (F0) and the double balan-
cer line (F1) with read lengths of  and  bp on an Illumina MiSeq platform.
To be able to better resolve SVs we additionally sequenced mate pair libraries of
both samples with a read length of  bp and a median insert size of circa  kb.
I utilized this data as well as Hi-C data (experiments described in Section ..)
to characterize the mutations present on balancer and wild type chromosomes in
respect to a common reference genome (). Below, the mutational landscape
of the balanced chromosomes is described.
3.3.1. Single nucleotide variants
I utilizedWGS data of both F0 and F1 cross simulataneously to call SNVs and small
indels with FB [Garrison et al., ]. The comparison of genotypes of
the homozygous wild type line and the heterozygous cross enabled me to assign
mutations to individual haplotypes: if, for example, a SNV is heterozygous in the
cross and homozygous alternative in the wild type sample, the variant is located
on the wild type chromosome and not on the homologous balancer chromosome.
Of the , detected SNVs on chromosomes  and , .% could be assigned
to the balancer chromosomes, .% to the wild type chromosomes and .%
were shared between both. Only a fraction of .% of SNVs did not match any of
the expected genotypes, which canmostly be attributed to regions in thewild type
chromosomes not being fully homozygous (Table .). These numbers imply that,
on average, there is one SNV every  bp that distinguishes balancer and wild
type haplotypes. This density was an important parameter as SNVs were utilized
later to separate sequencing data such as RNA-seq into haplotypes (Sections ..
and ..).
The number of balancer-speciﬁc SNVs was around . times higher than wild
type-speciﬁc ones. Moreover, when I compared the observed variation to theDro-
sophila reference panel (DGRP) [Mackay et al., ; Huang et al., ], a panel
of fully sequenced inbred D. melanogaster lines derived from a natural popula-
tion, I found that a striking majority of SNVs is represented in the panel, yet
balancer-speciﬁc SNVs to a lower fraction (.%) than wild type-speciﬁc ones
(.%). These observations are not surprising since balancer chromosomes, due
to their inability to undergo recombination, accumulate and likely tolerate more
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Genotype C2 C3 CX
balancer-speciﬁc . . .
wild type-speciﬁc . . .
common . . .
wt heterozygous . . .
errorneous . . .
Table 3.1: Number of SNVs per Megabase. The majority of SNV calls are in concordance with
the study design (balancer-specific, wild type-specific, or common), except in short regions of
remaining heterozygosity of the wild type chromosomes and a negligible number of false calls.
Note that CHRX is not balanced but also paired with a homologue from a divergent line.
mutations over time than normal chromosomes [Araye et al., ].
Moreover, I had a closer look at the distribution of base substitutions, i.e. the
mutation spectrum of the balancer chromosomes. The idea behind this is that bal- mutation spectrum As a
summary of the total set of
mutations I count the relative
frequencies of diﬀerent base
substitutions (e.g. C>T) and
their tri-nucleotide contexts
(one base up- and
downstream). e spectrum of
somatic SNVs is oen
analysed in cancer genomics
in this way, in order to extract
mutational signatures that
are linked to mutagenic
processes
ancer chromosomes, which had been derived by X-ray mutagenesis, could exhibit
distinct pattern in the distribution of base substitutions. However, after remov-
ing SNVs shared with the DGRP I did not observe any striking diﬀerences in the
mutation spectrum of SNVs between wild type and balancers (see Figure C.; de-
tailed methods in Appendix C.).
3.3.2. Copy number variants
Deletions I called deletions from WGS data of the F0 and F1 samples using
D, which employs read pair and split-read signatures, and developed an ex-
tensive set of ﬁlters to reduce false positive predictions. For both reasons of ﬁlter-
ing and with validation in mind I categorized deletion calls into three size ranges:
() Below  bp: these calls, predicted from split reads, historically belong into
the indel category and an additional set in this size range was predicted with
FB. () – bp: a size range where predictions based on a split read
signature typically yields reliable results, yet these calls are large enough for val-
idation with PCR. ()  bp and larger: in this size range additional ﬁlters based
on a read depth signal are applied prior to PCR-based experimental validations.
The latter is generally recommended for CNV predictions based on a paired-end
read signature and was highlighted also for other tools than D [Layer et al.,
, for example]. I developed an ad hoc ﬁltering strategy for larger (+ bp) de-
letion calls, which compares locally normalized read depths between of between
heterozygous and homozygous samples (see Appendix C. for details). As a con-
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sequence, shared deletions are excluded in this size range. This is not a limitation
to our study, though, as we are primarily interested in genetic variation distin-
guishing the homologues.
Deletion subset #Calls V I Empirical FDR
< bp ,   unknown
 -  bp    %
+ bp, low mappability    %
+ bp, high mappability    %
Weighted average , .%
Table 3.2: Deletion validation via PCR. Number of calls aswell as number number of validated
(V) and invalidated (I) loci as determined by PCR. The proportion of validated calls determines
the empirical FDR.  Calls below 160 bp were not PCR-validated and did not enter the weighted
emprical FDR)
After that, Yad Ghavi-Helm performed PCR veriﬁcation experiments on  ran-
domly picked loci for three subsets of deletion calls (Table .). A locus was con-
sidered validated if the resulting PCR bands of both F0 and F1 sample matched
the expected sizes; otherwise it was classiﬁed as invalidated. Common variants
were not submitted to PCR validations to allow comparison between homozygous
and heterozygous samples. The ﬁnal deletion call set based on D predictions
contained , calls. In order to get a single set of deletions, I chose a lower size
cutoﬀ of  bp and merged the D call set with small deletions predicted by
FB. This led to a total set of , calls on chromosomes , , and X with
the size distribution shown in Figure ..
Duplications Next, I predicted tandem duplications using D on WGS and
mate pair data simultaneously (see Appendix C.). Typically this class of SV is
harder to ascertain than deletions both utilizing paired-end and read depth sig-
nals. Yet also for duplications, orthogonal information can be utilized to gain
conﬁdence in predictions. Speciﬁcally these are read depth, which should be
considered in the context of local mappability, and BAF. After the application
of initial ﬁlters, I generated overview plots containing this information for 
loci on chromosomes  and . An example is shown in Figure ., and further ex-
amples, including a negative case, can be found in Figures C. and C.. I looked
for a change in read depth between samples as well as for a characteristic change
in BAF to validate calls. In a balancer-speciﬁc duplication, for instance, the read-
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Figure 3.4: Deletion size distribution. The size distribu-
tion of final deletion calls (based on DELLY and FREEBAYES)
is shown. Common deletions in the range 160+ bp were ex-
cluded. I observed a consistently higher number of balancer-
specific deletions (compared to wild-type ones) and noted
that this ratio increases with larger sizes.
Figure 3.5: Duplication size distribution. The final duplic-
ation set consisting ofmanually validated tandemduplication
and a set of three non-tandem duplications is shown.
depth should increase only in the F1 sample and the BAF of SNVs should switch
from % to around % and %.
In addition to tandem duplications predicted by D I found another three
non-tandem duplications by manual inspection of the BAF signal across the gen-
ome, which were then included in the set of duplications prior to manual valid-
ation. In total I veriﬁed  duplications in the size range from several hundred
base pairs up to  kb using this strategy (Figure .).
Summary The CNVs I found on the balancer and wild type chromosomes con-
tain an abundance of short deletions from  bp up to . kb. The short size range
of these deletions is in line with a study that performed SV calling in a popula-
tion of ﬂies, where a median deletion size of  bp at a lower cutoﬀ of  bp is
reported [Zichner et al., ]. Larger deletions likely underlie strong selection
owed to the gene-dense character of theD. melanogaster genome. With an exper-
imentally estimated FDR of .% the deletion call set can be considered of high
accuracy. Although very large deletions were detected neither in wild type nor
balancer chromosomes, I did recognize a slightly higher rate of deletions on the
balancer chromosomes. The ratios were . for deletions in the size range below
 bp, . for  -  bp, and . for larger ones. Interstingly, a study in human
cancer reported an increase in deletion rate as a consequence of ionizing radi-
ation [Behjati et al., ], suggesting that the subtle increase in deletion number

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Figure 3.6: Signals used for duplication validation shown in an example. A tandem duplica-
tion at locus chr2R:7,520,066−7,526,996 is shown, which was predicted based on paired-end read
signature usingDELLY (dashed lines). The additional signals included for a visual validation are (1)
a mappability track (fraction of uniquely mappable reads), (2) the BAF, i.e. the fraction of reads
supporting the alternative allele of anSNV, and (3) the total read coverage in 100bpwindows. BAF
is typically the clearest signal to discriminate true from false copy number variants, but requires
the presence of SNVs.
(notably in the larger size spectrum) could be a trace of the irradiation applied
during generation of the balancer chromosomes.
Duplications, on the other hand, which underlay thorough manual validation,
where distributed evenly on balancer and wild type chromosomes. An exception-
ally large duplication of  kb was found on CyO and this duplication eﬀectively
increases the copy number of  genes.
3.3.3. Validation of large rearrangements using Hi-C data
I further aimed at reﬁning the breakpoint junctions of the major rearrangements
on the balancer chromosomes. These junctions had previously been known only
at microscopic resolution. Aleksander Jankowski generated Hi-C maps of con-
tact frequencies for both balancer and wild type haplotypes separately in respect
 Described in terms of cytological bands, i.e. CyO = Lt-D F-F D-A A-A
D-E C-A B-Rt and TM3 = Lt-E E-E C-F D-E E-C D-
A C-C F-C E-C A-E F-Rt. Source: https://bdsc.indiana.edu/stocks/
balancers/balancer_bps.html.
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Figure 3.7: Large duplication on CyO characterized by differential Hi-C. Genomic regions
around the duplication chr2L:8,957,000-9,215,000. The top panel displays differential unnormal-
ized Hi-C fragment counts (log2 balwt ) colored from red (positive) to blue (negative). The panel be-
low shows the biallelic frequency. This duplication was initially discovered based on the char-
acteristic biallelic frequency signal and is validated by a total increase of locus-internal Hi-C con-
tacts on the balancer chromosome, as seen as the red triangle. Moreover, a decrease in balancer-
specific contacts close to thediagonal leftof the locus (blue) aswell as an increase leftof theupper
tip of the triangular region suggest the duplicationwas inserted to the left in inverted orientation.
Hi-C data processing and plots were contributed by Aleksander Jankowski.
to the same reference genome (see Section ..). In these maps, which are shown
in Figure ., we identiﬁed strong contact signals oﬀ the diagonal with a char-
acteristic “bowtie” shape that coincided with gaps close to the diagonal. Un-
doubtedly these signals stemmed from genomic rearrangements and by compar-
ing them to the available cytogenetic information, Yad Ghavi-Helm could assign
/ of these breakpoints to the respective inversions. The last breakpoint ap-
pears to lie outside the mappable reference genome and is thus inaccessible to
read-mapping based methods. I then searched through inversion and transloca-
tion predictions called with D (on WGS and mate pair sequencing data) to
track down breakpoints at base pair resolution. This yielded base pair resolution
breakpoints in / cases, which are reported in Table C..
Since our (yet unpublished) Hi-C- and MPS-based breakpoint reﬁnement, two
consecutive studies had mapped—for the ﬁrst time—the genomic coordinates of
several balancer rearrangements including CyO and TM3 [Miller et al., ;
Miller et al., ]. Reassuringly, when I compared our results to the positions
stated in these studies I found precise agreement for / breakpoints provided
by the studies. However, relying on an approach using read pair and split-read
These are not actual translocation, they just exhibit translocation signatures because the left and
right arms of chromosomes  and  are reported separately in 

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signatures in MPS data followed by local assembly, these studies failed to identify
three breakpoints: for two of them (namely L:. Mb and L:. Mb on CyO)
estimates at  kb resolution were provided, but they are oﬀ from our reported
breakpoints by several kilobases. Another breakpoint (R:. Mb on TM3) re-
mained fully obscure, whereas we at least provide a “best guess” based on Hi-C
information. This strongly highlights the technological advantage in our study:
Based on Hi-C data, we were able to track down the genomic positions of break-
points down to  kb resolution. Then, both short- and long-insert paired sequen-
cing data was searched for read pairs spanning the breakpoint junction.
We found, again in agreement with these previous studies, that only one of the
breakpoint junctions in the balancer chromosomes showed a precise re-ligation,
whereas most of them were scarred by a loss of genetic material ( cases, max.
. kb, median  bp) or small sequence duplications ( cases, median  bp, max
 bp; see Appendix C.). Additionally, we predict that the breakpoint on TM3 at
L:. Mb contains a deletion of around  kb, which could explain the diﬃculties
in ascertainment by Miller et al. [].
Characterizationof largeSVsusingHi-C I also utilized the haplotype-resolved
contact maps further to validate and characterize other large SVs. Notably, an
inversion of approximately  kb on TM3 (chrL:.-. Mb). was validated
by a characteristic Hi-C signal (data not shown). I also inspected aforementioned
 kb duplication on CyO closer, which I had predicted by a characteristic BAF
signal (described in Section ..). Interestingly, the diﬀerential Hi-C contact map
(Figure .) conﬁrms the duplication by total increase in contacts on the balancer
haplotype (seen as a red triangle). However, beyond the pure copy number the
Hi-C signal further suggests that the additional copy of the locus was inserted
in inverted orientation to its left end. There are two lines of evidence for this: A
reduction in contacts of the locus to its left neighboring region (blue, i.e. decrease
on the balancer chromosome), suuggesting that this end of the locus is no longer
proximal to its original left neighboring region—as if an insertion had happened
there. Secondly, there is a striking increase in contact frequency of the right end
of the duplicated locus to the left neighboring region. Taken together this is best
explained by an inverted duplication occurring in tandem.
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Figure 3.8: Major rearrangements of balancer chromosomes seen in Hi-C. A: Haplotype-
resolved Hi-C contact frequency maps of chromosomes 2 and 3 in respect to the wild type ref-
erence genome are shown. Details of the data processing can be found in Appendix C.11. The
bottom triangles show characteristic “bowtie-shaped” patterns as well as gaps on the diagonal
that demarcate breakpoint junctions of the rearranged balancer chromosomes. The respective
sections of the reference genome are color-coded, with a grey circle representing centromers. B:
These junctions can be followed to reconstruct the relative order of the balancer chromosomes
such as shown in the top panel. Vertical “bowties” represent a connection of segments in same
orientation, horizontal ones segments that are inverted to one another. C: The fully reconstruc-
ted order of the balancer genomes is shown in the bottom panel and exactly matches previous
annotation from karyotyping1.
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3.4. Results II: Global changes in gene expression
In the next step we sought to measure gene expression from both haplotypes to
determine the potential impact of the observed genetic variation on the regulation
of genes. To do so we ﬁrst had to overcome biases related to maternally deposited
mRNA present in early embryos, as described subsequently. Then I implemented
robust ASE detection across multiple biological replicates (Section ..) and ap-
plied it to the data of our study as well as in the scope of two additional control
experiments (Section ..).
3.4.1. Controlling for maternally depositedmRNA in early embryos
At an early stage of the project we sequencedmRNA from -h embryos of theN1
backcross (see Figure .) to explore the power to detect signiﬁcant ASE genes.
As brieﬂy introduced in Section .., % of chromosomes  and  within the ge-
netic pool consist of balancer chromosomes. This means that when we separate
RNA-seq reads by haplotype we expect their distribution to be centered around
a balancer fraction of %. As the left panels of Figure . display, this initial
experiment was marked by a (unsatisfactory) wide distribution. More precisely,
it did not resemble a binomial distribution, which is a model intrinsically ap-
plied by many ASE detection methods. Instead, it showed a large overrepresent-
ation of wild type mRNA. Only after discussions with David Garﬁeld we ﬁgured
that, since we had crossed female wild type ﬂies with double balancer males, the
reason for this skew in the distribution could be attributed to maternally depos-
ited mRNA present in early embryos as well as unfertilized eggs remaining in thematernally deposited
mRNA Before
maternal-to-zygotic transition
zygotes or early embryos do
not transcribe their own genes
but utilize mRNA of the
maternal cell that was loaded
into the egg during oogenesis.
Aer around two hours of
embryonic development a
large portion of maternal
mRNA is actively degraded,
yet some maternal transcipt
can remain [Tadros et al.,
]
sequenced pool.
To solve this issue, Yad Ghavi-Helm initiated a new experiment with modiﬁed
conditions: First, she collected embryos only in a later, -h time window when
the impact of maternal mRNA is expected to be weaker. Secondly, she manually
sorted out unfertilized eggs from the collection of embryos. And thirdly, she de-
rived two diﬀerent crosses, one with a paternal double balancer line (as initially),
termedNpat1 , and another one with a maternal double balancer line,Nmat1 . The
potential presence of maternally deposited mRNA will then cause a shift in ex-
actly opposite directions in both these lines, which can be accounted for during
ASE calling. These considerations are nicely reﬂected in the histograms on the
right of Figure .. More narrow peaks indicate a much lower fraction of ma-
ternal transcripts, and a shift from left to right between Npat1 to Nmat1 point to
remaining maternal transcripts that can be identiﬁed as such.
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Figure 3.9: Allelic mRNA ratio per gene. Histograms of the fraction per gene of balancer RNA-
seq fragments among the fragments that can be assigned to one of the haplotypes for three dif-
ferent RNA-seq experiments with two replicates each. The expected fraction of 25% ismarked by
a dotted line. Counts were derived as described in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.2. Allele-specific expression detection
The basic idea of measuring ASE is to separate the RNA-seq signal for a given
gene into its two alleles and to test the resulting ratio against a null hypothesis of
both alleles being represented equally. This is typically done by mapping RNA-
seq reads to a common reference and inspecting sites of tagging variants (i.e.
SNVs), although some approaches also rely on mapping to personalized genomes
to overcome mapping biases [Rozowsky et al., ] and future extensions of this
idea are pointing towards reference graphs [Dilthey et al., ; Marschall et al., reference graphs
Representation of diﬀerent
alleles or haplotypes
simultaneously in a graph
structure. A diploid genome,
but also the haplotypes of a
whole populations could be
represented in such a data
strucutre to avoid a reference
bias. However, such
approaches, which are being
actively researched, require
new methods for processing
and interpretation of
sequencing data
; Novak et al., ]. Accurate unbiased ASE detection requires many dif-
ferent considerations, as nicely elaborated by Castel et al. [], and there is an
abundance of software available to perform the diﬀerent steps involved [Skelly
et al., ; Mayba et al., ; Harvey et al., ; Pirinen et al., ; Romanel
et al., ; van de Geijn et al., ; Liu et al., ]. However, due the particular
requirements of our study, they are mostly not applicable here: First, we needed
to test ASE against an unusual fraction of %, whereas somemodels (reasonably)
expect a % null hypothesis. Second, we would like to incorporate multiple rep-
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Data set Total reads Balancer WT Disaccordant
N
pat
1 . replicate ,, .% .% .%
N
pat
1 . replicate ,, .% .% .%
Nmat1 . replicate ,, .% .% .%
Nmat1 . replicate ,, .% .% .%
Table 3.3: Haplotype separation of RNA-seq data. Fraction of RNA-seq read pairs that could
be assigned to either one of the haplotypes balancer or wild type (WT) ot that contained conflict-
ing variants (disaccordant). The difference to 100% in each row comes from read pairs that did
not overlap sites of tagging SNVs.
licates to obtain robust estimates, and third, we expected the diﬀerent replicates
to entail diﬀerent ASE ratios for some genes (i.e. the ones with maternal mRNA),
a situation that is unique to our study. I hence implemented an approach to ASE
detection that captures these features.
As a ﬁrst step I mapped RNA-seq read pairs to  using STAR [Dobin et al.,
]. I then separated read pairs into haplotypes using a simple Python script
based on . This approach considers all SNVs that a read pair overlaps and
can hence also detect if observed alleles within the fragment are disaccordant—a
fact that we deemed especially important for the separation of Hi-C data later
on (Section ..). This approach also diﬀers from the SNV-centric approaches
of other tools [Castel et al., , for example] that yield allelic read counts at
each variant. Furthermore, I preferred to derive a single sum of fragments for
each allele of a whole gene, instead of considering the sites of variation within
a gene separately. This comes with caveat that it might mask potential allele-
speciﬁc alternative exon usage, which, for instance, was recently shown to occur
at sites of CTCF binding [Ruiz-Velasco, Kumar, et al., ] and which can be
identiﬁed using profound statistical tests [Skelly et al., , for instance]. The
advantage, though, is that our method does not require an additional model to
integrate across sites of variation within a gene (such as presented by Mayba et
al. []) and can be expected to be more robust to local ﬂuctuations in coverage
than single-SNV analyses. On average we could separate % of RNA-seq read
pairs (read lengths  bp) using this approach, as summarized in Table ..
Then, each gene should be statistically tested against the null hypothesis. The
commonly used Binomial test is known to inﬂate small p-values [Harvey et al.,
] and further cannot integrate our replicate design. I thus used DES, a
Found online at https://github.com/pysam-developers/pysam
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Figure 3.10: ASE analysis based on DESEQ2. The x-axis shows the average fragment count per
gene across four replicates (only haplotype-assigned read pairs go into this number). The y-axis
shows log2 ratio of balancer over wild type counts. A single outlier to the right was trimmed.
well-established tool for diﬀerential RNA-seq analysis, to test for ASE. Given the
haplotype-speciﬁc counts for each gene, DES is able to detect divergence from
the % fraction across multiple replicates and can further cope with a potential
shift in ASE ratio between the replicates caused by maternally deposited mRNA,
which will be reﬂected in the p-values. It also performs multiple testing correc-
tion at a controlled FDR (more detail in Appendix C.).
Among  genes on chromosome  and  for which there was suﬃcient
haplotype-resolved coverage we detected  signiﬁcant ASE genes (.%) at a
FDR of %. The median fold change was . with a fairly symmetrical distribu-
tion in both directions (see Figure .). At a minimum fold change of at least .,
 genes remain (.%). These percentages are similar to the fraction of ASE ge-
nes in F1 crosses of two distinct DGRP lines, where -% ASE genes are reported
(Furlong lab, unpublished work).
3.4.3. RNA-seq control experiments
We carefully considered some of the assumptions made in the ASE analysis and
decided to carry out two important control experiments. A ﬁrst question was
whether balanced chromosomes contained a higher fraction of ASE genes than
unbalanced chromosomes such as chromosome X. This could not be answered in
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our N1 backcrosses, where chromosome X had eventually become homozygous
due to the maternal wild type line. Instead, we performed RNA-seq on adult,
chr2  (175/2240)
chr3  (165/2516)
chrX  (26/440)
0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%
ASE fraction
Figure 3.11: ASE fraction
per chromosome. Balan-
cer fraction of allele-specific
RNA-seq fragments on chro-
mosomes 2, 3, and X in a
adult, female flies from an Ff1
line. Error bars indicate 99%
confidence intervals from a
binomial test.
handpicked female ﬂies from the F1 generation, named Ff1, in two replicates.
In this sample, chromosome X is paired with its (non-rearranged, but diverged)
homologue at a ratio of %, too, and can thus be compared to chromosomes 
and . The two chromosome X homologues contain less, but still suﬃcient dis-
tinguishing variation for ASE analysis (see Table .). I executed ASE analysis as
described in Section .. on Ff1 RNA-seq data and found / (.%) signiﬁc-
ant ASE genes on chromosomes  and  and / (.%) on chromosome X.The
lower fractions compared to embryonic N1 samples are of no concern, as gene
expression is expected to be highly tissue- and developmental stage-dependent.
Importantly though, the fraction of ASE genes on balancer chromosomes is not
signiﬁcantly higher than on chromosome X (p=., Fisher’s exact test), as shown
in Figure ..
Furthermore, we wanted to test whether the existence of multiple diﬀerent
genotypes in the N1 generation could cause potential trans eﬀects, e.g. whether
genes on chromosome  would depend on the presence of CyO (i.e. balancer
chromosome ), and vice versa. In order to test this, Yad Ghavi-Helm generated
three new F1 generations of adult ﬂies with diﬀerent genotypes: one line (FCyO1 )
with only chromosome  balanced, another one (FTM31 ) with only chromosome 
balanced, and a last one with double balancer conﬁguration (F1). The latter diﬀers
from Ff1 by including both sexes and it was sequenced together with FCyO1 and
FTM31 to prevent batch eﬀects. Note that in these single-balancer lines, haplotype
separation is only possible on the balanced chromosomes themselves, for which
SNVs had been previously mapped.
I then determined ASE genes on chromosome  using two replicates of FCyO1
and two replicates of F1 as described previously. Respectively, I did the same for
chromosome  using FTM31 and F1. Together I obtained / (.%) signi-
ﬁcant ASE genes across both balancer chromosomes – a number that is fairly in
accordance to the results of the previously sequenced Ff1 generation. Moreover,
the balancer-to-wild type ratios of genes from these two samples are in high cor-
relation (Pearson’s r2 = .). Relevantly, I was then able to test the interaction
term of ASE and genetic background using DES: I asked, for instance, for
which genes on chromosome  the ASE ratio signiﬁcantly changed between F1
(containing TM3) and FCyO1 (not containing TM3). Again I executed this analysis
separately on both chromosomes and found a signiﬁcant interaction for /
genes (.%) at an FDR of % and a minimum fold change of .. In order to put
this number into context, I also estimated the diﬀerences in ASE ratio between
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the two adult double balancer samples (i.e. F1 vs. female-only Ff1). These samples
also exhibit high correlation (Pearson’s r2 = .) and I detected / (.%)
genes for which the balancer/wild type ratio is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the
genetic background (also at an FDR of % and a minimum fold change of .).
Requiring a fold change of at least two, these rates decrease to / (.%)
and / (.%). These results are visualized in Figure C..
We concluded from this analysis that there is indeed a trans eﬀect of the genetic
background on the haplotype ratios of genes. However, this eﬀect is small, maybe
negligible, and even between the genetically seemingly identical lines such as F1
and Ff1 signiﬁcant changes are observed. We together reasoned that the analysis
of a double balancer line (in contrast to a single balancer line) adds another vari-
able to our study design that should be kept in mind, yet that this strategy is still
preferable due to the sheer amount of chromosomal rearrangements that can be
studied.
3.5. Results III: The interplay between SVs and
differentially expressed genes
After characterizing SVs and detecting diﬀerentially expressed genes, we were
interested in their relationship. In the upcoming section I describe how we ex-
plored their correlation and which SVs we believe are causal to ASE. Later on,
Section . will speciﬁcally cover the role of chromatin conformation.
3.5.1. Genes affected by large rearrangements
During the characterization of the large chromosomal rearrangements I observed
that they often happen to disrupt genes. In fact,  out of  breakpoints do
so, aﬀecting genes such as SrcA (Draper-Shark-mediated signalling immune
response pathway), GlyP (carbohydrate metabolism pathway) and p (tumour
suppressor). The deletion present at breakpoint chrR:. Mb even spans a com-
plete gene, which is consequently lost in the balancer chromosome. A full list of
breakpoints and disrupted genes is given in Table C.. The majority of these ge-
nes consequently show up in the list of ASE genes and are likely non-functional
or at least severely truncated on the balancer chromosomes.
These frequent gene knockouts are perhaps surprising, as it is expected that se-
lective forces during the creation of balancer chromosomes would rule out break-
points disrupting genes. It can thus be assumed that these particular genes are
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not dosage-dependent. Balancer chromosomes are indeed known to tolerate re-
cessive mutation due to the reduced inﬂuence of natural selection [Araye et al.,
]. Nevertheless, the frequency of gene knockouts without apparent pheno-
typic consequences should be acknowledged here.
3.5.2. Positional clustering of ASE genes
Following the enhancer adoption hypothesis, we reasoned that ASE genes would
be preferably located around the rearrangement junctions on the balancer chro-
mosomes. To assess this, I speciﬁcally tested for an enrichment of ASE genes
around breakpoints in contrast to around randomly chosen genomic positions
(Figure C.). Surprisingly, only a single breakpoint, namely chrR:. Mb, ap-
peared to be surrounded by more ASE genes than expected by random chance: 
out of  neighbouring genes, which span a region of around  kb, were signi-
ﬁcant. By means of integrated visualization (Section .) of this locus I noted that
two genes were highly up-regulated left of the breakpoint, another gene down-
regulated right of the breakpoint, and an additional gene disrupted by the break-
point itself. Notably, we considered this breakpoint as the best candidate for a
potential chromatin structure-related eﬀect on gene regulation. However, closer
inspection revealed that the ASE signal of these genes was likely caused by chi-
meric transcription across the breakpoint junction. We observed such chimeric,
likely non-functional expression happening on an appreciable set of other genes,
too, as I elaborate in Section ...
I then turned to a more unbiased approach and searched the set of ASE genes
for positional clustering anywhere in the genome. As Figure . demonstrates,
ASE genes turned out to be located as far away from another as random control
genes, with the exception of a small set of genes in a distance of approximately
 kb to one another. These, as the integrated visualization again quickly revealed,
mostly belong to the large duplication on CyO (see Section .. and Figure .)
and not to one of the chromosomal rearrangements. We thus concluded that
there is no other region in the genomes with an enrichment in signiﬁcantly mis-
regulated genes; instead allele-speciﬁc expression is similarly distributed as other
expressed genes. In addition, these analyses (e.g. the CyO duplication) hinted at
mechanisms unrelated to chromatin conformation that could create ASE signal,
which are further explored subsequently.
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Figure 3.12: Distance between neighboring ASE genes. This is a histogram of distances
between neighboring significant ASE genes (blue) as well as between a random set of control ge-
nes (grey), whichwere sampled fromexpressed, but non-ASE genes 500 times. Errorbars indicate
the 5% and 95% quantiles of random sub-sampling.
3.5.3. ASE signal related to changes in copy number
Next, I tried to understand how much of the ASE signal is caused by CNVs. I
therefor inspected signiﬁcant ASE genes that have at least one of their exons (incl.
30 or 50 untranslated regions) aﬀected by a CNV. This overlap yielded  genes,
which is a signiﬁcantly higher fraction among the ASE genes (%) than among
expressed, but non-ASE genes ( cases, %; p-value< 10-9, Fisher’s exact test).
Figure . shows the eﬀect CNVs have on the expression of ASE genes. As expec-
ted, a clear trend towards a dosage eﬀect can be seen, i.e. that a deletion within
a balancer gene decreases and a duplication increases the balancer expression
(seen by a positive log fold change), and vice versa for wild-type-speciﬁc CNVs.
Duplications, which are typically much larger in size than deletions (Figures .
and .), show a clearer impact on transcript levels, as they often duplicate whole
genes. Yet it cannot be expected that a higher copy number neccessarily leads to
an increase in transcribed RNA. For example, a partial duplication could disrupt
a gene in a way that its expression is decreases. Accordingly, the impact of dele-
tions is less, as they often aﬀect only single exons. The speciﬁc explanation for
each gene could, if need to, be unravelled in case-by-case fashion.
We derive as a conclusion from this analysis that up to % of signiﬁcant ASE
genes could be explained directly by CNVs aﬀecting their exons—ergo, chromatin
conformation-related are unlikely to play a causal role in the altered expression
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Figure 3.13: Log fold changeof ASEgenesoverlappingCNVs. Expression level log fold change
of 73 significant ASE genes that overlap CNVs. Two genes overlap multiple different CNVs (am-
biguous). A positive log fold change means higher expression in the balancer haplotype and vice
versa.
of these genes.
3.5.4. Mobile element insertions can give rise to strong ASE signals
In a thorough manual data inspection, Yad Ghavi-Helm found a sizeable number
of genes with an RNA-seq signal that did not start at their expected transcrip-
tion start site. We further found that this expression was often only present on
one of the two haplotypes, and that the RNA-seq coverage started at a seemingly
random position. Interestingly, despite starting in an intronic or even intergenic
region, this signal would often pick up a characteristic splicing pattern (high sig-
nal within exons, no or low signal along introns) from the end of the ﬁrst tra-
versed exon. Figure . depicts an example gene with strong balancer-speciﬁc
gene expression.
We speculated that this might be driven by the insertion of mobile elements
in the positions where the RNA-seq signal started. Hence I developed a compu-
tational pipeline that extracts DNA-sequencing reads of a given genomic region,
computes an assembly of these reads using SAM and SPA [Bankevich
et al., ], and compares the assembled contigs to a database of common trans-
posable elements in Drosophila. The comparison is done via read mapping and
conﬁrmed visually using the dotplot functionality of M developed during pre-
viouswork (Section .). Using this approach, I found transposable element inser-
tions in  loci. Based on the position and orientation of the mobile element (i.e.
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Figure3.14: Exampleof aMEI driving ectopic expressionof a gene. RNA-seq tracks along the
genePtp52F on chromosome2R showing the total RNA-seq reads (total read coverage in absolute
numbers; bottompanel) aswell as the portion of RNA-seq reads that could be resolved to thewild
type (top panel) and balancer (middle panel) haplotypes. Colored vertical lines represent SNVs
used for haplotype-separation. RNA-seq tracks were visualized using IGB.
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Figure 3.15: ASE genes associated to MEI. List of significant ASE genes (x axis) ordered by log
fold change (balancer/wild type, y axis). Genes that are very likely dis-regulated due to an MEI
driving their chimeric expression are highlighted in blue.
mobile elements contain their own transcription start site) I evaluated whether
the aberrant ASE signal of the gene could be caused by chimeric transcription
from the mobile element’s promoter. This is the case in  loci (Table C.), of
which  were expressed high enough to be tested for ASE.
Astonishingly, all  genes were also called to show signiﬁcant ASE, partially
with extreme fold changes as shown in Figure .. In the aftermath, the high
fold changes can likely be explained by the activation of silenced (or very weakly
expressed) genes. The promoter intrinsic the the mobile element then allows ex-
pression only from the aﬀected homologue, which can be orders of magnitudes
larger than the expression from second copy. MEIs could in principle also cause
chimeric expression of higher expressed genes, the additional mRNA is probably
just not detecteble. At last, it should be kept in mind that this analysis centered
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on diﬀerentially expressed genes with aberrant transcription start sites, hence the
full impact of MEI is still under-explored.
3.6. Results IV: Changes in chromatin conformation
Here, I summarize our ﬁndings in respect to the chromatin conformation of balan-
cer and wild type chromosomes. Most analyses described below were performed
by Aleksander Jankowski unless clearly marked by “I”. These investigations were
ongoing at the time of writing and might hence be subject to change prior to ﬁnal
publication.
3.6.1. Differences in chromatin conformation betweenwild type
and balancer chromosomes
To study chromatin organization, we performed Hi-C on nuclei from - h em-
bryos of the N1 generation in two biological replicates. We sequenced the Hi-C
library in as many as  lanes on an Illumina machine to obtain high resolution
contact frequency maps. We then annotated read pairs by haplotype in the same
way RNA-seq data was annotated beforehand (Section ..). Moreover, a strict
ﬁlter procedure was designed following recommendations from Ramírez et al.
[], which is described in the appendix (see Appendix C. and Table C. for
details on the eﬀect of diﬀerent ﬁlters). Finally,  million pairwise contacts
remained on the wild type chromosomes and  million on the balancer chromo-
somes to build Hi-C maps in  kb resolution. It is interesting to note that more
Hi-C read pairs could be separated into haplotypes relative to RNA-seq read pairs,
despite shorter read lengths (% vs. %, approximately). This is a consequence
of the large “insert sizes” of Hi-C data, which make it more likely for a pair to
bridge genomic regions with low SNV density [Edge et al., ].
At ﬁrst we visually compared the contact maps of matching genomic regions of
balancer and wild type chromosomes using, among others, the visualization tools
described in Section .. Except for in proximity of the breakpoints of large re-
arrangements, at which contact frequencies of the two diﬀerently arranged chro-
mosomes cannot simply be compared, we observed a striking similarity between
the balancer and wild type chromosomes. As it appears, the rearrangement on
the balancer chromosomes aﬀects the three-dimensional chromatin organization
only locally—anywhere else, the three-dimensional organization remains largely
unaﬀected. In order to quantify this, we calculated the TAD separation score as a
one-dimensional feature of the local compactness [Ramírez et al., ; Ramírez
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Figure 3.16: Differential Hi-C contact from gene promoters. This shows differential Hi-C con-
tacts between gene promoters (at 0 kb; all genes are aligned and oriented with the gene and
downstream sequence to the right) and all other 5 kb bins within 100 kb. On the y-axis, the
fraction of significantly differential Hi-C contacts among all Hi-C contacts is shown. The signal is
averaged across ASE and non-ASE genes and plotted here including 95% confidence interavls.
et al., ]. In fact we calculated score proﬁles for seven window sizes and av-
eraged them at each genomic position. We found a high correlation (r2 = 0.93)
between balancer and wild type haplotypes, conﬁrming our visual impression.
Despite the similarity on the large scale, single pairwise contacts can in fact
diﬀer between the haplotypes. We tested for signiﬁcant diﬀerential pairwise con-
tacts using DES by providing haplotype-resolved fragment counts in  kb bins
utilizing both Hi-C replicates. Among , tested pairwise connections that
had suﬃcient read support, we found a total of , signiﬁcant diﬀerences.
Despite attempts to normalize for distances in the altered genomic order, ,
(.%) of the detected signiﬁcant diﬀerences spanned across a breakpoint of the
large chromosomal rearrangements—these pairs were excluded from the further
analysis.
We were then interested in whether changes in chromatin architecture are as-
sociated with diﬀerential gene expression. To study this relationship, we zoomed
in on the diﬀerential Hi-C contacts at gene promoters (i.e. at the  kb bin sur-
rounding the promoter) and averaged across many genes. Figure . shows the
signiﬁcant contacts from the promoter (center) to all  kb-bins in the surrounding
region. Genes are aligned and oriented according to their transcription start site
and the average fraction of diﬀerential contacts among all contacts are shown on
the y-axis. Interestingly, we found that, on average, there were more diﬀeren-
tial Hi-C contacts reaching to the promoters of ASE genes than to promoters of
 kb,  kb,  kb,  kb,  kb,  kb, and  kb
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non-ASE genes. This diﬀerence is pronounced within  kb around the gene and
notably vanishes at a distance of  kb.
This data suggests that chromatin conformation might indeed play a role in
regulating gene expression. However, it is unclear whether the conformational
changes are cause or consequence of altered gene expression and how much this
association varies between single loci.
3.6.2. TAD structure around breakpoints
One of the crucial questions of the study was how chromatin conformation, es-
pecially TAD structure, would change around breakpoints of large chromosomal
rearrangements. Based on Hi-C data, TADs can be predicted using one of several
available algorithms – however, given the diﬀerences in the predictions from
these methods, this is still a major challenge in the ﬁeld [Forcato et al., ,
notably ﬁgure ]. We utilized TAD calling based on the TAD separation score
[Ramírez et al., ] to predict TADs only on the contact map of the wild type
chromosomes. This resulted in  domain calls with a median size of  kb,
which is a slightly lower segmentation than reported by Sexton et al. [] (,
domains with a median size of  kb).
We then inspected the TADs around the  breakpoints of large chromosomal
rearrangements. Most TAD callers, including the method we applied here, re-
port TAD boundaries as inﬁnitesimal points instead of larger intervals, which we
think does not capture the reality well. In order to distinguish intra-TAD space
from boundaries, I thus required a minimum distance of % (of TAD size) to
both ends of the interval in order to consider a TAD disruption. According to
this computational analysis, / breakpoints fall into TADs rather than into
boundaries (Table .). Since TAD calls did not always match our visual impres-
sion, Table . also includes a manual annotation, in which we classiﬁed /
breakpoints as breaking TADs.
Aforementioned computational criteria can also be applied to TAD calls from
balancer Hi-C data in respect to the balancer genomic order, in order to evaluate
formation of new TADs around the junction points. According to computational
analysis (again using the %-distance criterion), / of these junction points
appear to reside within newly formed TADs. A manual inspection also yielded
/ cases of TAD formation, yet in two examples my classiﬁcation diﬀered from
the computational analysis.
Despite inaccuracies in computationally deﬁning TADs, the numbers reported
here make clear that breakpoints in fact disrupt TAD structure of the wild type
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Breakpoint coordinates TAD Distance Evaluation
chrL ,, ,,  kb , +
chrL ,, ,,  kb , -
chrL ,, ,,  kb , ++
chrR ,, ,,  kb , ++
chrR ,, ,,  kb , --
chrR ,, ,,  kb , +
chrL ,, ,,  kb , ++
chrR ,, ,,  kb , +
chrL ,, ,,  kb , --
chrR ,, ,,  kb , +
chrL ,, ,,  kb , +
chrR ,, ,,  kb , -
chrL ,, ,,  kb , +
chrR ,, ,,  kb , ++
chrR ,, ,,  kb , --
Table 3.4: Overview of TAD calls at breakpoint positions. TAD annotation at breakpoints of
large chromosomal rearrangements. TADs were called only based on wild type Hi-C data using
the approach of Ramírez et al. [2018]. Column TAD contains the size of the overlapping TAD call
and Distance the distance of breakpoints to the TAD boundaries. Only in three cases (marked by
Distance) breakpoints were closer to TAD boundaries bymore than 20% of TAD size—these cases
supposedlydonot interruptTADstructure. TheEvaluation columncontains amanual assessment
of TADsbasedon inspectionofHi-Cmaps. +means that aTAD is likely interrupted,++ it is clearly
interrupted, and- (--) that breakpoints likely (clearly) fall into TAD boundaries.
chromosomes. Moreover, in the new genomic order of the balancer chromosome,
new TADs were formed across the junctions in many cases. This is for example
the case at locus chrR:. Mb, which is visualized in Figure . (and explained
in more detail subsequently). Domains that were not aﬀected by breakpoints, on
the other hand, did not seem to change at all (Section ..). Interestingly, when
we inspected newly formed TADs spanning breakpoint junctions, we observed
that they often expanded up to neighboring domains, eﬀectively re-using previ-
ous TAD boundaries. This has not been formally tested, though. However, as
already noted earlier (Section ..) TAD disruptions or formations appear not
to have a notable eﬀect on gene expression. ASE genes are not enriched around
breakpoints, but rather spread evenly across the genome, and no evidence for the
presence of an enhancer hijacking-like mechanism could be found in this study.
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3.7. Integrated visualization of genomic loci
At last, this section covers a methodological aspect that was essential in deriving
many of the aforementioned results, especially of section Section ...
With a variety of data available in our study including RNA-seq and Hi-C, we
faced the challenge of how to explore these datasets around loci of interest. Gen-
ome Browsers, which were speciﬁcally designed for this task, can show multiple
tracks of diﬀerent data in respect to the same genomic coordinates [Freese et al.,
; Thorvaldsdottir et al., ; Gramates et al., ]. In our particular case
existing solutions were not satisfying, though. First of all, we would like to in-
clude Hi-C maps into our ﬁgures. Second, we needed all data to be represented in
the two diﬀerent genome assemblies resulting from balancer and wild type chro-
mosomes. Only recently some tools (published or at pre-print stage) addressed
the ﬁrst point [Ramírez et al., ; Kerpedjiev et al., ], yet not allowing the
ﬂexibility we required. This is why Aleksander Jankowski and I utilized the R-
package B [Yin et al., ] to create our own tailored visualization.
Figure . shows an excerpt of one of the plots we generated. The top panel of
the ﬁgure highlights a the position of the genomic locus within the respective
chromosomal assembly (here the wild type reference genome ) with colors
that roughly correspond to the initial illustration of balancer chromosomes (Fig-
ure .). Below, we incorporated diﬀerent Hi-C maps. In Figure ., there is one
Hi-C map created only on b wild type data and one only on c balancer Hi-C
data. Around the breakpoint of one of the large rearrangements, for example at
chrR:. Mb as shown here, these haplotype-resolved Hi-Cmaps quite remark-
ably display themissing connections in the balancer chromosome. If these signals
were plotted in respect to the genomic order of the balancer chromosome, this
gap would be visible in the wild type track respectively (see Figures C. and C.
for exactly this). Optionally, the plot can include additional Hi-C maps, for ex-
ample generated from the complete data or showing diﬀerential contacts, as in
Figure ..
The middle part of the ﬁgure may contain arbitrary one-dimensional genomic
features. The example ﬁgure includes d deletion calls on balancer and wild type
haplotype, e DNase-I hypersensitivity tracks (Furlong lab, unpublished data),
and strand-speciﬁc RNA-seq tracks including f all RNA-seq reads, only g wild
type-speciﬁc RNA-seq reads and only h balancer-speciﬁc RNA-seq reads (pos-
itive: coverage on plus strand; negative: minus strand). Other signals that could
be displayed are SNV positions, other SV classes, insulation scores, or predicted
TAD boundaries.
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The bottom part contains i gene annotations and maps the genomic coordin-
ates of genes to a table listing additional information about these genes, including
their names. Shown here are the k total expression level, the j log fold change
of RNA levels in balancer compared to wild type haplotypes, and whether this
change is signiﬁcant according to our ASE analysis (orange color for signiﬁc-
ance). Such a breakpoint-centered plot is accompanied by two additional plots
that represent the same locus in the genomic order of the balancer chromosomes,
which can be found in the appendix (Figures C. and C.).
We generated these plots for all loci of interest, notably for the breakpoints
of the large balacer rearrangements. These plots were highly useful to conﬁrm
statistical analyses and to gain insights on the mechanisms acting in a locus. We
are currently considering to make this software available to the public.
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Figure 3.17: Integrated visualization around breakpoint 2R:14.1Mb. Visualized through our
custom plot functions based on GGBIO. The figure is explained in the main text.
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3.8. Conclusions
In this study, we aimed at testing the inﬂuence of SVs on chromatin organization
and gene expression. Particularly, we wanted to assess whether an enhancer hi-
jacking mechanism, which aﬀects gene regulation by restructuring chromatin in
D, occurs in a phenotypically healthy organism and how frequent it might be.
Based on the study design and experiments of Yad Ghavi-Helm, I deeply char-
acterized balancer chromosomes ofDrosophila melanogaster in terms of variation,
gene expression and chromatin conformation. I unraveled the exact positions of
the cytogenetically annotated rearrangements, which were partly found concur-
rently by two studies [Miller et al., ; Miller et al., ] and which are in per-
fect agreement to the results stated therein. I further characterized the balancer
andwild type chromosomes in respect to SNVs, small indels, deletions and duplic-
ations, the latter two of which were validated experimentally or computationally
using independent signatures. Based on haplotype-tagging SNVs, I developed a
methodology to detect allele-speciﬁc expression across four biological replicates
and including a correction for maternally deposited mRNA. I ﬁnd that genes with
signiﬁcant diﬀerential expression between both haplotypes are distributed rather
equally across the genome and not enriched at breakpoints.
Utilizing Hi-C data, Aleksander Jankowski found that global chromatin struc-
ture, notably the patterning into topologically associating domains, is generally
not diﬀerent between wild type and balancer chromosomes, despite their tre-
mendously diﬀerent genomic order. This supports the current notion in the ﬁeld
that TADs are established by their boundaries and are hence a local feature of
chromatin. Nevertheless, exactly at the breakpoints, local chromatin structure
necessarily changes, as I exempliﬁed for a locus in Figure ..
Based on computational TAD predictions (Aleksander Jankowski) and manual
inspection, I found that in - out of  cases TADs of the wild type chro-
mosome were disrupted and in approximately  cases, new TADs were formed
within the balancer chromosomes. Since only few ASE genes are found within
these TADs and we generally could not detect any enrichment for ASE genes
close to breakpoints, we do not think that these changes in chromatin structure
aﬀect gene expression in our model. This is in stark contrast to previous studies
(Section ..), where typically a single TAD disruption is reported to ectopically
express genes in non-physiological amounts.
A possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy is natural selection. Just
as in our study TAD disruptions had undergone selection to guarantee viability
of the organism, the alterations in chromatin structure analyzed in many of these
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aforementioned studies had been selected for a pathological phenotype such as
cancer or Mendelian diseases.
Selective pressure might indeed have prevented misregulation via enhancer
hijacking-likemechanisms. However, at the same time a great amount of variabil-
ity with consequences on gene expression was apparently tolerated: For instance,
copy number variants, one of which duplicates  genes at once, are abundant and
believed to alter expression of  genes signiﬁcantly. Rearrangement breakpoints
directly disrupt genes in / cases, including p. And while these changes
typically alter expression ratios in the range of not more than two- to three-fold,
there is a relevant number of mobile element insertions that drive expression of
at least  genes. This typically leads to drastic ASE signals in the order of dozens
to hundred times fold change. However, the resulting chimeric transcripts lack
exons or contain intergenic sequence, so it is unclear whether they are functional.
Eventually, hundreds of genes remain that are signiﬁcantly diﬀerentially ex-
pressed but for which we have no explanation at hand. By correlating these ge-
nes with signiﬁcant diﬀerences in three-dimensional chromatin interactions, we
found that indeed chromatin structure appears to be preferably altered around
ASE genes (Figure .) and might consequently play a role in mediating tran-
scriptional regulation. Recently, Yanjian Li et al. [] described a clear cor-
relation between changes in intra-TAD density and up- or down-regulation of
gene expression during diﬀerentiation of leukemia cell lines. It was suggested
that both arise simultaneously as consequence of an altered epigenetic state of
the TAD, as for example Le Dily et al. [] observed.
Their observation is diﬀerent from enhancer hijacking, but epigenetic mech-
anisms could principally also play a role in suppressing enhancer hijacking. To
give an example, it is easily conceivable that among the eight described examples
of neo-TAD formation at least one active enhancer elements was juxtaopsed to
potential target genes. Ectopic expression could then be suppressed through his-
tone modiﬁcations, for example. Alternatively, these potential position eﬀects
could also be buﬀered by other genetic variants, such as one of the  thousand
SNVs.
In conclusion, this study ﬁnds that genomic rearrangements can vastly alter
chromatin architecture, but that this does not necessarily translates to functional
consequences. We do not observe any signs of enhancer hijacking when TADs
are broken, which could be a consequence of selective pressure andwhich demon-
strates the extraordinary robustness of biological systems. Subtle changes in gene
expression, to which our approach is sensitive to, were not found to be enriched
around disrupted TADs either, suggesting that enhancer hijacking-related mech-
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anisms operate on a all-or-nothing basis. Additional biological mechanism such
as epigenetics might play a role in buﬀering the eﬀects of rearrangements, yet
analyzing this was beyond the scope of this study. Future research will be neces-
sary to fully understand the impact of chromatin architecture on gene regulation.


Structrual Variant Detection in
Single Cells 4
Here, I present the current state of a project with the objective to develop a com-
putational method for SV detection based on the Strand-seq technology. I have
been developing this method together with Jan Korbel and Ashley Sanders as
well as with our collaborators David Porubský, Maryam Ghareghani, and Tobias
Marschall from the Max-Planck Institute for Informatics, Saarbrücken. Ashley
Sanders and Jan Korbel conceived the general concept of SV discovery using the
signals provided by Strand-seq data. Tobias Marschall and David Porubský con-
tributed analyses related to phasing, general improvements to the overall work
ﬂow and fruitful discussion on many aspects. Maryam Ghareghani developed the
Bayesian classiﬁcation approach described below. Also work from Venla Kin-
anen on sister chromatid exchange events was included into this method. The
main implementation and all other analyses, including ﬁgures, are my own. At
last, I would like to thank Balca Mardin, who provided the cell lines utilized for
demonstration purposes, and Peter Lansdorp’s lab, who carried out the Strand-
seq experiments on these cell lines.
4.1. Introduction: Structural variants in the context of
somatic mosaicism
As brieﬂy introduced earlier, somatic mosaicism refers to the presence of genet-
ically distinct subpopulations of cells within an individual [Youssouﬁan et al.,
]. The relatively high susceptibility of dividing cells to mutagenesis suggests
that nearly all of the cells in our body harbor variation, ranging from SNVs to
large SVs [I. M. Campbell et al., ]. Fortunately, the majority of these accu-
mulated variants appear not to aﬀect our health. Certain cases of somatic mo-
saicism are even part of our physiological development, such as the programmed
rearrangements of T-cell receptor genes, or the tendency of liver cells to develop
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polyploidy [Forsberg et al., ; Davoli et al., ].
However, mosaicism has also been linked to disease and it is becoming increas-
ingly clear that structural variants play amajor role in this context [Forsberg et al.,
]. The prime example is cancer, which arises from the clonal expansion of a
cell that carries beneﬁcial (driver) mutations as well as passenger mutations. But
other diseases, such as type  diabetes mellitus or Alzheimer, have been linked
to the presence of mosaic mutation, too [Forsberg et al., ]. Moreover, the
amount of mosaicism has been shown to increase with age. For example, Fors-
berg et al. [] observed Megabase-range aberrations in people at the age of 
and above, but not in younger subjects. Especially the blood compartment, but
also skin, appear to be aﬀected by somatic mutation—as, for instance, was shown
in the blood of a -year old woman, which harbored a manifold-higher amount
of mosaic variants than other tissues [Holstege et al., ; Forsberg et al., ].
In order to study somatic mosaicism within a seemingly homogeneous tissue,
three major approaches had been tested in the past: the deep analyses of bulk
samples, clonal expansion of single cells, and single-cell genomics techniques. In
bulk analysis, variants of low frequency can be diﬃcult to detect. Spencer et al.
[] estimated that, in order to detect SNVs variants with a frequency of .%
within the cell population, a coverage of at least  xwould be required. Interest-
ingly, the detection of aneuploidy (or CNVs of chromosomal scale) with similar
frequencies can be achieved with much lower coverage by collecting evidence
across many SNV sites. This was demonstrated in cancer data using microarrays
and MPS data [Van Loo et al., ; Carter et al., ; Roller et al., ]. How-
ever, SV breakpoints are diﬃcult to assess in this way, as typical paired-end read
calling methods require a coverage of at least – x to detect breakpoints.
Clonal expansion of single cells is a way to achieve higher coverage. These
techniques are based on the the culturing of single cells in the laboratory, which
are then let grown to obtain populations of genotypically identical (clonal) cells.
Using such techniques, the heterogeneitywithin ﬁbroblasts and ﬁbroblast-derived
induced pluripotent stem cells, among other things, could be studied [Saini et al.,
; Abyzov et al., ]. It is a laborious approach, though, as it requires the cul-
turing and subsequent sequencing of each clone. Instead, techniques that directly
measure single cells have gained more and more attention over the last years.
Single-cell studies have uncovered vast amounts of somatic copy number al-
terations in cancer [Navin et al., ; Demeulemeester et al., ]. They also
revealed unforeseen amounts of somatic mosaicism in brain tissue, including in
post-mitotic neurons, which were analyzed on the level of SNVs, CNVs, and MEIs
[Lodato et al., ; Cai et al., ; Evrony et al., ]. These single-cell meth-
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ods typically rely on whole-genome ampliﬁcation to increase the amount of DNA whole-genome
ampliﬁcation Method to
amplify the entire DNA in a
nucleus prior to single-cell
sequencing. Multiple
technologies were put forward
for this task, such as MDA or
MALBAC [Dean et al., ;
Zong et al., ], witch have
been compared recently for
their usability in CNV
detection [Deleye et al., ]
available for sequencing. However, the ampliﬁcation step has been noted to in-
troduce biases that hamper detection of CNVs below several Megabases in size
[Deleye et al., ]. While single-cell CNV detection has been constantly im-
proving since, allowing much higher resolution [Garvin et al., ; Gao et al.,
; Bakker et al., ; Knouse et al., ], the detection of copy-neutral SVs
has been lagging behind.
These limitations made it diﬃcult to robustly discern structural variation, es-
pecially copy number-neutral and complex events such as inter-chromosomal re-
arrangments or inversions, in the context of cellular heterogeneity. Consequently,
the role of somatic SVs remains comparatively underexplored to other forms of
genetic variation. In this chapter, I present a novel principle to study SVs on the
single-cell level. Based on the single-cell sequencing method Strand-seq, we de-
veloped a computational approach for the detection of varous SV classes, includ-
ing ones that were previously diﬃcult to ascertain. Below, I explain this method
in detail and give an outlook on the future research that can and will be done
using this promising novel approach.
4.2. Results I: A novel method for single-cell SV
detection
Strand-seq generates sequencing reads that are all of the same directionalitywhen
they stem from the same homologue. As explained in Section .., this is achieved
by labeling and degrading the non-template strand of actively replicating cells
[Falconer et al., ; Sanders et al., ]. When the resulting sequencing reads
are mapped to a reference assembly, they map either to the Watson (W) or Crick
(C) strand. The presence of two homologous chromosomes then leads to the the
observation of WW, WC, or CC chromosomes. I call those (WW, WC, CC) their
inherited strand states. Here, I show how these unique characteristics of Strand-
seq reveal the presence of seven diﬀerent SV classes and demonstrate our com-
putational method called M that realizes this idea.
4.2.1. Single-cell Strand-seq libraries
Figure . depicts Strand-seq data from a single cell of a retinal pigmented epithe-
lium (RPE)- wild type cell line (courtesy by Balca Mardin and Peter Lansdorp).
This cell-wide overview plot was generated using M and is typically
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Figure 4.1: Example of a single cell Strand-seq library. Here, a single cell Strand-seq library
of an RPE-I wild type cell line is displayed using the plot function ofMOSAICATCHER (Section 4.2.3).
Each vertical panel shows binned read counts of one chromosome, with the Watson strand on
the left, in orange, and the Crick strand on the right, in blue. In the cell shown here, data reads
were binned at 200 kb-bin contains, leading to a median count of 76 reads per bin depicted by
dotted lines. Some regions, e.g. the centromere of chromosome 1 or the sub-telomeric regions
of chromosomes 13–15, are not coverded by reads because of mappability issues; these bins are
excluded from further analyses. The estimated strand inheritance state of each bin is color-coded
in the background: blue for CC, orange for WW and yellow for WC. Chromosomes 5 and 11 carry
SCEs, which are visible by a change in the strand inheritance state that continues to the end of the
chromosomes.
the starting point for an analysis of Strand-seq data. The procedure leading to
this plot is outlined brieﬂy in Section ...
This overview plot allows an initial judgment on the success, quality, and depth
of a Strand-seq library. In the cell shown here, reads aligning to either W or C
strand were binned at  kb resolution. The cell was sequenced at ample depth
(median of  reads per bin), shows the Strand-seq characteristic strand inherit-
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ance patterns per chromosome (WW, WC, CC) and is of high quality, which can
be judged from the low number of reads on the opposite strand inWWor CC cells
and a fairly even coverage distribution. Experimental parameters inﬂuencing the
quality of Strand-seq libraries are discussed in detail by Sanders et al. [].
Figure . further gives a ﬁrst impression of genomic rearrangements in this
cell. For example, the region of WW reads at around  Mb on chromosome 
reveals an inversion of this locus in respect to the reference assembly. The most
prominent alterations are visible on chromosomes  and , though. Here, the
strand inheritance states change at one position (speciﬁcally, at  Mb on  and
 Mb on ) and remain consistent to the end of the chromosome from there.
These positions mark sister chromatid exchange (SCE) events, which are reciprocal
exchanges between two identical sister chromatids and which can be speciﬁcally
measured using Strand-seq [Falconer et al., ]. SCEs occur randomly across
the genome and must not be mistaken with other classes of SVs for our purpose.
4.2.2. Three signals within Strand-seq data are distinctive of SVs
Strand-seq libraries reveal the presence of large structural variation. This had
been shown for inversions in the past by Sanders et al. []. Here, we concep-
tually identiﬁed seven diﬀerent SV classes that can be revealed in Strand-seq data,
ﬁve of which are principally discernible within a single cell (deletion, duplication,
inversion, inverted duplication, and LOH), and two that become apparent across
a population of cells (aneuploidy and translocation). These SV classes can be dis-
tinguished using three independent signals: () the normalized read coverage of
a locus, which corresponds to a diploid state (N) in a non-aﬀected locus. () The
strand ratio, i.e. the number of W reads over the number of C reads. Alternat-
ively, a fraction can be used here, for example theWatson fractionW/(W+C). And
(), haplotype information. When whole-chromosome haplotypes are known for
sites of SNVs, sequencing reads overlapping such variants can be queried for both
their original homologue and their strand direction [Porubsky et al., ]. These
alleles can be used to reason about potential rearrangements. In the following re-
port, I refer to the two homologues (or their haplotypes) as h1 and h2. Below, I
explain how we can utilize the combination of these signals to detect, genotype
and phase the seven SV classes. Figure . contains examples of ﬁve diﬀerent SV
classes that we identiﬁed in RPE cell lines.
Deletions and duplications CNVs alter the total read coverage of an aﬀected
locus. A deletion decreases the coverage from N to N, i.e. by a factor of two,
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WC chromosome WW chromosome
Haplotype Haplotype
Cov. W.f. W C Cov. W.f. W C
Reference allele N % h1 h2 N % h1 + h2 -
Deletion of h1 N % - h2 N % h2 -
Deletion (homozygous) N - - - N - - -
Duplication of h1 N % 2h1 h2 N % 2h1 + h2 -
Duplication (homozygous) N % 2h1 2h2 N % 2h1 + 2h2 -
Inversion of h1 N % - h1 + h2 N % h2 h1
Inversion (homozygous) N % h2 h1 N % - h1 + h2
Inverted duplication (h1) N % h1 h1 + h2 N % h1 + h2 h1
Table 4.1: Distinct signatures of focal SVs in Strand-seq data. SVs can be identified based
on three separate signatures of Strand-seq data: the total read coverage (Cov.), the strand ra-
tio (here shown as Watson fraction; W.f.), and the presenece of haplotype-tagging SNVs on each
strand (Haplotpye). The table shows how focal SV types can be inferred from these signals. This
is different for WC chromosomes than for WW or CC chromosomes. For the sake of simpliciy, the
table only shows theWWcase and assumes heterozygous variants to affect haplotypeh1. Entries
in orange are SV classes that cannot be distinguishedunambigously using only coverage andWat-
son fraction. Specifically, homozygous inversions remain hidden in WC cells and an inverted du-
plication of h1 cannot be distinguished from a duplication of h2. Entries marked in blue cannot
be phased based on coverage and Watson fraction alone. However, all these cases can be dis-
entangled when sufficient haplotype-resolved SNVs are available or by integrating information
across several cells that share an SV.
and is hence typically easier to detect than higher copy number states—the same
has been observed for other read depth-based SV callers. Duplications, which
increase copy number to N, alter the read depth only by a factor of . compared
to the reference state. Homozygous duplications increase the copy number even
to N. Homozygous deletions are marked by a complete absence of reads—they
thus provide the strongest change in read depth, with the only caveat that they
resemble regions of low mappability such as the centromere on chromosome .
Homozygous deletions are hence best studied in the presence of a control sample
not carrying the deletion.
In contrast to classic read depth analysis, Strand-seq additionally provides strand
information. For example, a heterozygous deletion in a WC chromosome will
only lack reads on one of the strands. Similarly, a heterozygous duplication will
increase coverage only on one strand. In a WW or CC cell, strand information
does not add supportive evidence, but when phased SNVs are available, the alleles
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of only one homologue will be deleted/duplicated. Table . summarizes in detail
how these signals allow to diﬀerentiate the focal SV classes that I cover here.
Copy-neutral variants Inversions do not change copy number, but become vis-
ible as a change in strand ratio. A heterozygous inversion in a WW cell, for ex-
ample, switches the observed strand state to WC within the inverted locus. In
a WC cell, it becomes WW or CC. Again, in the WC cell the inversion can be
phased trivially based on strand directionality, whereas in the WW or CC case
further SNV information has to be consulted for phasing. A homozygous inver-
sion is a special case: It changes a WW chromosome into CC, making the locus
clearly stand out, but it cannot be observed within aWC cell. This is because both
alleles change their strand state, leading again to a WC region. This case can be
disentangled with the help of phased SNVs (Table .).
In a copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity, one homologue is “overwritten” by the
other homologue, leading to extended regions of homozygousity. To reveal LOH,
the alleles of SNVs must be assessed. We recently noted sporadic regions of LOH
within cells of a lymphoblastoid cell line (data not shown). This analysis as well
as other work on haplotype information was spearheaded by David Porubský and
will hence not be covered in this dissertation.
Complex variants Complex variants can partly be discovered in Strand-seq
data, too. We chose inverted duplications as a particular candidate, as this class
has been found to be abundant both on the small (Chapter ) as well as on the
large scale [Chaisson et al., ]. As Table . shows, inverted duplications are
marked by an increase in copy number as well as a ﬂip in strand orientation. In a
WC cell, such an event cannot be distinguished from a normal duplication unless
haplotype information is available. Figure . includes an example of an inverted
duplication within RPE- wild type cells.
Ploidy alterations In a Strand-seq experiment, each homologue of a chromo-
some is sequenced in either W or C orientation. This fundamental property re-
mains valid even in the presence of more than two homologues. In a tetraploid
cell, for example, a chromosome is inherited in any one of ﬁve states: WWWW,
WWWC, WWCC, WCCC, or CCCC. By looking across a population of cells,
Strand-seq can disclose the ploidy of each chromosome, assuming it is not hetero-
geneous (Figure .). A usual way to estimate ploidy from MPS data is to assess
the BAF of SNVs within a bulk sample—in a tetraploid chromosome, some SNVs
will be present at ratios of  or %. Interestingly, Strand-seq detects ploidy even
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Figure 4.2: Examples of SVs in RPE-1 cells. Strand-specific count data in 100 kb bins (Watson
orange, Crick blue) are shown in several chromosomal regions of RPE cells. A: Four loci har-
boring SVs are shown across three cells each. The affected loci (marked by dashed lines) show
the characteristic changes in read coverage and strand state that were described in Table 4.1.
B: A copy number gain of the q-arm of chromosome 10 is visible. The strand state of the extra
copy correlates with the strand inheritance pattern of chromosome X (same cells for both chro-
mosomes shown). This observation is best explained by an imbalanced translocation, as shown
in the schematic to the right. C: Five chromosomes of cells from the tetraploid RPE C29 cell line
(courtesy byBalcaMardin andPeter Lansdorp)were selected to represent the five possible strand
inheritance patterns in a tetraploid cell: WWWW, WWWC, WWCC, WCCC, and CCCC.
in the complete absence of homologue-speciﬁc variants, for example in cells with
multiple copies of the same homologue such as the CHM cell line [Steinberg
et al., ]. To the best of our knowledge, this cannot be achieved by any other
sequencing method.
Translocations Lastly, also translocations can be revealed using Strand-seq. A
reciprocal translocation alters the strand inheritance state of two chromosomes
simultaneously: An exchange between a WW and a CC chromosome, for in-
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stance, would switch the strand inheritance pattern to WC in both these chromo-
somes. However, such changes in strand state can initially not be distinguished
from randomly occurring SCE events. When a strong correlation of strand state
changes between two chromosomes is observed, though, this is indicative of a
translocation event. In the RPE- wild type cell line (Figure .), we report an im-
balanced translocation between chromosomes  and X, which had been noted
beforehand. Here, chromosome  shows an increase in copy number on the
q-arm that seems not to be consistently in the same strand across cells. However,
the strand inheritance state of the extra copy perfectly matches the strand inherit-
ance pattern of chromosome X. This suggests that the extra copy of chromosome
 is linked physically to chromosome X. By correlating strand states across chro-
mosomes in this way, translocations can be discovered. The very same idea has
been used to assign unmapped contigs of the reference assembly to chromosomes
[Hills et al., ].
4.2.3. Automated SV detection with MOSAICATCHER
In order to capture this spectrum of SV classes, my collaborators and I designed
a computational approach for SV calling from Strand-seq data. This approach
is implemented in a tool called M, a ﬁrst version of which has re-
cently been developed. The core principle consists of the three steps () bin-
ning, () segmentation, and () classiﬁcation and is explained below. My code for
the ﬁrst two steps is available online at https://github.com/friendsofstrandseq/
mosaicatcher. The third part is being maintained by Maryam Ghareghani and can
be found at https://github.com/friendsofstrandseq/MaRyam. At last, the combined
workﬂow is available at https://github.com/friendsofstrandseq/pipeline.
Binning Strand-seq data is extremely sparse: the best libraries currently pro-
duced contain around  reads per Megabases [Chaisson et al., ; Sanders et
al., ]. This is related to the fact that the Strand-seq protocol does not include
whole-genome ampliﬁcation. Incidentally, this also makes Strand-seq excempt
from related biases in coverage. In order to work with sparse data, I applied a
binning scheme that summarizes sequencing reads in windows of a given size,
e.g.  kb. Alternatively, these bins can have variable sizes (dynamic-width bins)
to accommodate for regions of low mappability. The transformation to binned
In the description of the commercially available “hTERT RPE-” cell line, a derivative of X is
recognized, but chromosome  is not mentioned. Source: https://www.lgcstandards-atcc.org/
Products/All/CRL-4000.aspx
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counts allowed us to apply a statistical model to estimate the expected number
of reads per bin—speciﬁcally, we utilized a negative binomial (NB) distribution,NB distribution
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by DES [Love et al., ]
as I describe later. Prior to binning, sequencing reads are ﬁltered for low map-
ping quality (by default, a minimum score of ), supplementary alignments, and
PCR duplicates. Moreover, I only counted each read pair once to avoid double-
counting of sequenced fragments. I utilized the HTS library within my imple-
mentation to eﬃciently read and ﬁlter sequencing data.
Given the strand-speciﬁc binned counts, I implemented a plot function to gen-
erate overview plots as shown in Figure .. At ﬁrst, bins that consistently ap-
pear as outliers in all cells are masked: this is typically the case in centromeric
or telomeric regions with zero read coverage. Further, I designed a classiﬁer to
distinguish WW,WC, and CC states for each bin. This classiﬁer predicts the class
of each bin based on its strand-speciﬁc read counts, but it should also smoothen
out ﬂuctuations in single bins. To achieve this, I implemented a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) with a multivariate NB emission distribution. The transition prob-
ability of the HMM is chosen according the expected number of SCEs within a
cell (e.g.  transitions across all chromosomes). Its output is used as background
color in aforementioned overview plots and guides a researcher in detecting SCEs
and other rearrangements in a single cell.
Segmentation The second step towards SV calling is to detect the boundaries
of potential SVs. This had been done in the past for the detection of heritable
(germ line) inversions by merging data of all cells in a strand-aware fashion and
detecting boundaries within the merged signal [Sanders et al., ]. However,
this approach has the disadvantage that it can mask subclonal variants, especially
the ones at low allele frequency that we are particularly interested in. Boundaries
have also been determined within single cells separately, e.g. via BPR
or based on a HMM similar to our aforementioned approach [Bakker et al., ].
However, this leads to the subsequent challenge of forming consensus boundaries
across all cells.
Instead, I explored multivariate segmentation algorithms that consider all cells
simultaneously, yet still recognize them as individual cells. This is further elabor-
ated in Section ... Notably, the segmentation algorithm is expected to provide
potential SV breakpoints across all cells, which are then tested in the subsequent
step. In order increase sensitivity, we allow the segmentation to predict slightly
too many boundaries that we resolve during classiﬁcation.
Unpublishd method by David Porubský. https://github.com/daewoooo/BreakPointR
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Figure 4.3: Mean variance relationship of binned read counts. Each dot represents one cell
of the RPE-1wild type cell line. Shownhere are themeannumber of reads per 200 kb-bin vs. their
variance. In a theoretical NB distribution, mean and variance show a perfectly linear relationship
with a slope p. In real data, we estimate p by linear regression without intercept (blue line).
Classification The third and ﬁnal step is to test segments for the presence of SVs
(theory and implementation contributed by Maryam Ghareghani; ﬁgures from
me). In order to classify segments into either SV or non-SV states, we employ a
Bayesian model based on negative binomial distributions. Speciﬁcally, we model
the read coverage in each strand by a NB distribution, which is adjusted to capture
the expected number of reads within a given region.
Both strands combined yield a joint distribution for all possible strand com-
binations, i.e. WW, WC, or CC, but also including abnormal states such as C,
WWC, CCCC, and so on. Each of these joint strand states can then be inter-
preted in respect to the expected strand state in the chromosome and cell. For
example, a WC state would signify a heterozygous inversion if it occurred in a
WW chromosome, but no SV (or a homozygous inversion!) if it occurred in aWC
chromosome. Figure . gives a detailed example of how read counts are modeled
in a joint NB distribution. The dispersion parameter of the NB distribution, p, is
estimated across all cells, as Figure . explains. The second NB parameter con-
trols the number of expected reads within a locus and must hence be scaled to
the size of the tested region. In line with our intuition, NB distributions yield a
clearer separation for higher counts, i.e. in larger genomic regions intervals than
for small SVs.
As we do not have a clear understanding of the processes that cause back-
ground reads (i.e. reads from a homologue that map to opposite, non-tamplate
strand), we cannot accurately model them. We hence added a factor   5% to
our model to formulate a NB distribution that captures this case. For instance, in
aWW regions with e expected total reads, the expected number of C reads would
be modeled by   e and the expected number of W reads by (1 - )  e. In the
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Figure 4.4: Graphical example of the negative binomial model. The subplots on the top left
and bottom right (in both panels) show the probability density functions of three NB distribu-
tions. These distributions describe the probability of a given number of reads for the possible
copy number states 0N, 1N, and 2N. In this example, the expected number of reads in a 2N state is
20 (blue curves). Both strands are modeled by separate NB distributions, that, when combined,
yield a joint probability (area of the rectangles; top right subpanels). Here, only the joint statesW,
C, WW, WC, CC are shown for the sake of simplicity (other possible states would be WWW, WWC,
WWCC, and so on). A: 12 W and 8 C reads were observed, for which the joint strand state WC is
by far the most likely one. B: 16 W and 4 C were observed, which are best explained by a joint
WW state, yet the difference to the runner up (WC) is not big. For SV calling, these joint states have
to be interpreted in respect to the strand inheritance state of the chromosome: for example in a
WC cell, example A would be rejected (WC, i.e. reference, is the most likley state) but example B
would be considered for a heterozygous inversion (WW state).
end, the estimated NB probabilities for all SV classes are considered across cells
to make a ﬁnal SV call.
Additional steps Together with Maryam Ghareghani, Tobias Marschall and
David Porubský, we set up an automatedworkﬂowwith the aim to process Strand-
seq data all the way from raw sequencing ﬁles to ﬁnal list of SV predictions. This
pipeline, which is based on the workﬂow engine S [Köster et al., ],
involves many other relevant steps in addition to the tripartite calling procedure
explained above, two of which shall be mentioned here. First of all, the domin-
ant strand state has to be determined for each cell and chromosome in order to
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guide the SV classiﬁcation. This includes the detection of SCE events. In order to
achieve this, Venla Kinanen implemented a heuristic method to estimate strand
states and SCEs based on the output of the strand state HMM of M.
This performed well when it was tested against experts’ opinions on real-world
Strand-seq data.
Secondly, haplotype information must be annotated. David Porubský hence
incorporated functionality to annotate haplotypes in WC chromosomes based on
the SPR [Porubsky et al., ] tool. Interestingly, the phasing of
SNVs can be performed from Strand-seq data alone [Porubsky et al., ], which
was also built into the the workﬂow. With suﬃcient coverage, Strand-seq data
can even be used for SNV detection, which is a required input to phasing. To-
gether, this workﬂow supplies all input for subsequent SV calling on Strand-seq
data without the requirement for additional data sets.
4.2.4. Amultivariate segmentation algorithm to find SV breakpoints
The objective of the segmentation step is to group the genome into consecutive
regions of the same copy number. In Strand-seq data, I apply this principle to both
strands separately. It can be formulated as a problem of placing k breakpoints in
such a way, that the resulting consecutive segments best represent a single copy
number state each—“best”, in this case, refers to the squarred (Gaussian) error,
which shall be minimized. This problem gained much attention with the availab-
ility of comparative genomic hybridization arrays to map CNVs. Several methods
were put forward for this task and a popular one is circular binary segmentation
[Olshen et al., ; Venkatraman et al., ]. Today, these techniques are also
commonly applied to MPS data. The number of data points (hybridization loci
in arrays, or genomic bins in MPS experiments) critically impact the runtime of
such methods. Circular binary segmentation is eﬃcient in this respect, but it uses
a heuristic approach (e.g. placing one breakpoint after the other) that does not
guarantee to ﬁnd an optimal solution. In contrast, the A [Huber et al.,
] package uses a dynamic programming algorithm to ﬁnd the optimal solu-
tion according to the squared error criterion. As this algorithm does not scale
well to deep MPS data, other approaches have been proposed, such as the Group
fused LASSO formulation [Bleakley et al., ].
As Strand-seq data is inherently sparse, problem size is not a limiting factor in
our application. For example with  kb bins, chromosome  still only contains
~ data points. I hence designed and implemented an algorithm for Strand-
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seq segmentation that is based on the A principle. The A
algorithm internally uses a cost matrix that deﬁnes how expensive (in terms of
variance) each consecutive segment is. A dynamic programming algorithm then
choses the optimal combination of breakpoints. The calculation of the cost matrix
in A assumes the changes in signal across all replicates to be the same,
i.e. an increase at the same locus in all samples.
For Strand-seq data, I needed to relax this criterion to capture inversions—
where one strand is increased and another decreased—and mosaic variation. I
hence re-deﬁned said cost matrix to allow individual jumps within each strand.
Notably, the positions of the breakpoints are still consistent throughout all cells.
I implemented this algorithm using C++ as a central part of M.
4.3. Results II: Strand-seq simulations to explore the
limits of MOSAICATCHER
A principal challenge during the implementation of M was to meas-
ure its performance. Initial results on RPE- cells looked very promising, but did
not allow a systematic investigation of the limitations of our method. In order
to make this possible, I developed a framework to simulate Strand-seq data. Fur-
thermore, with this framework I can introduce SVs into the virtual cells in a fully
controlled manner. To give an example, Figure . shows diﬀerent simulated SV
classes at varying sizes. Naturally, such simulations represent idealized condi-
tions, yet they were designed in a way to closely reﬂect essential properties of
real-life data. These simulations allow us to test the correctness of our method
during its development. More importantly though, they make it possible to ex-
plore the theoretical limitations of M, e.g. in terms of the smallest
SV size or lowest variant frequency that can be detected reliably. Due to the
simulations we can focus our eﬀorts on continously reﬁning the methodology in
order to push these limits.
4.3.1. Development of a versatile simulation framework
Binned read counts of Strand-seq libraries approximately follow a negative bino-
mial distribution. This impression is supported by the near linear relationship of
Original from http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/tilingArray.html; implemen-
ted independently (includingmajor changes) inM (see the ﬁle segmentation.hpp
at https://github.com/friendsofstrandseq/mosaicatcher)
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Figure 4.5: Examples of simulated SVs in different sizes. Cells were simulated in 50 kb bins
with a median of 20 reads per bin. Then, SVs were inserted at sizes of 100 kb, 400 kb, and 1 Mb
and are highlighted by a light blue background.
mean and variance that we observed (Figure .). Hence, in order to computa-
tionally generate Strand-seq data, I devised a tool to sample binned read counts
from a negative binomial distribution. The NB parameters were chosen in a way
to closely resemble real data, but can be changed by the user.
The simulation consists of three steps. At ﬁrst, a basic read coverage of each
homologue is generated via sampling from a NB distribution. To do that, the bin
size, the NB parameter p and the expected number of reads per bin have to be
speciﬁed (see Table .). By default, a set of  chromosomeswith the typical sizes
of human chromosomes –, X and Y are generated for a user-deﬁned number
of cells.
In the next step, SVs are introduced into these homologues. The variants must
be predeﬁned in a conﬁguration that lists the position, size, SV type and variant
frequency of each SV; however, I included routines to generate this ﬁle by ran-
domly distributing SVs of varying size across the genome and simultaneously
avoiding overlapping loci. Currently, the simulations allow four diﬀerent SV
classes, namely deletions, duplications, inversions (each of them either hetero-
zygous or homozygous), and inverted duplications. These variants are then ap-
plied to the h1 homologue (or to both) by changing the strand-speciﬁc coverage.
Internally, each homologue is composed of two read counts per bin: the reads
sequenced in the orientation the homologue will later inherit, called forward for
now, and reads sequenced in reverse orientation, which are all initialized to zero.
An inversion, for example, is incorporated by ﬂipping reads from the forward
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Parameter Default Description
n  Number of cells
w , Window size
c/C / Expected coverage. Sampled uniformely from [c,C]
p . NB parameter p
a . Fraction of non-zero background bins
s  Expected number of SCE events per cell
z . Fraction of reads that can be phased
Table 4.2: Major parameters controlling Strand-seq simulations. These parameters can be
specified during Strand-seq simulations. The coverage is specified as the mean number of reads
per bin and sampled uniformely form the allowed range for each cell. The parameter a controls
the fraction of bins that allow background reads: for those bins, the number of background reads
is sampled from a geometric distribution; a is hence only losely related to  (from the classifica-
tion).
to the reverse orientation in a speciﬁc region. A duplication, on the other hand,
doubles the forward read counts and does not alter the reverse counts. Import-
antly, the coordinates of an SV do not need to align with the boundaries of bins—
this would be a very unrealistic requirement. Bins that are only partially aﬀected
by a SV will also only have a fraction of their read counts altered. Variants with
frequency f < 1 are incorporated only into subset of cells, chosen with a probab-
ility f for each cell. The user-deﬁned variant frequency f hence represents only
the expected fraction of cells carrying the SV. This reﬂects the situation within
a cell population that underlies a random sampling of cells during a Strand-seq
experiment.
At last, cells are rendered into Strand-seq libraries. Initially, I add spurious
background reads (in reverse) to a subset of bins to reﬂect imperfect experimental
conditions. Then, each homologue is randomly inherited as either W or C strand,
with the reverse reads (containing SVs and spurious reads) on the opposite strand.
I further allow the strand state of a homologue to switch at any position with a
very low probability—this creates SCE events. The ﬁnal W and C counts lose the
information about their original homologue, as forward reads from a W homo-
logue are merged with reverse reads from a C homologue (just like when reads
from Strand-seq experiment are mapped to the reference genome). However,
prior to the merging I allow a fraction of reads in each bin (typically %, but this
is chosen from a binomial distribution within each bin) to be phased, i.e. to vir-
tually overlap haplotype-speciﬁc SNVs. Hence, we know both strand orientation
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as well as homologue for this subset of reads, which is written to a separate table.
4.3.2. Performance of the segmentation algorithm
The simulation framework oﬀers an excellent opportunity to benchmark M
. Our tripartite calling procedure is based on ﬁrst ﬁnding potential break-
points, and then testing the resulting segments for SVs—these parts can hence be
evaluated independently. Here, I benchmarked the segmentation algorithm in-
troduced in Section .. using diﬀerent classes of simulated SVs. I was especially
interested in how well breakpoint detection performed for low SV sizes.
I simulated a number of Strand-seq experiments under diﬀerent conditions. In
each simulation,  cells were generated in  kb bins with an expected number
of  reads per bin. I then distributed one of three SV classes, namely deletion,
duplication, or inversion, of a ﬁxed size across chromosome . Next, this proced-
ure was repeated for the SV sizes  kb,  kb,  Mb, and  Mb. As mentioned
previously, the random placement of SV boundaries is independent of the binning
scheme. A  kb event, for example, hence rarely overlaps exactly two bins, but
rather spans one bin completely and two neighboring bins partially.
After that, I applied the segmentation algorithm of M with in-
creasing numbers of allowed segments (which is a parameter of the algorithm)
to all these data sets. Too few segments are bound to miss some SV breakpoints,
whereas toomany segments are likely to add false predictions. Based on the num-
ber of correctly identiﬁed breakpoints and the number of spurious predictions, I
calculated receiver operator characteristics. The results are shown in Figure ..
These initial results show that the segmentation algorithm performs well in
detecting SV breakpoints in simulations. Large SV, in the range of  Mb and
above, can be identiﬁed exhausitvely for all three SV classes. The number of re-
quired breakpoints depends on the number of SVs present within the cell, which
is of course not known a priori. This is why the receiver operator characteristics
plots show a rectangular behavior: with an increasing number of allowed seg-
ments more and more SV breakpoints are successfully detected, until they were
all found. Then, more segments add only false positive breakpoints. Smaller SVs
are expectedlymore diﬃcult to capture, yet even among the  kb events, around
three quarter of the breakpoints could be detected while generating less than 
false positive predictions. At a size of  kb, again all breakpoints were found
with slightly lower speciﬁcity compared to large SVs. This means that, in order to
capture small SV (in the range of - kb), we need to allow the segmentation
to create more segments than expected (oversegmentation), which then have to
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Figure4.6: Performanceof segmentationonsimulatedSVs. Here, I simulateda randomnum-
ber (around 20-50 per simulation) of each of three heterozygous SV classes of different sizes on
chromosome 1. The underlying simulated Strand-seq data contains 200 cells, binned at 50 kb
resolution with amean of 20 reads per bin. Then, for each of these data sets, I calculated receiver
operator characteristics by measuring the fraction of correctly identified SV breakpoints (sensit-
ivity; correctness means that the segment boundary is not more than 3 bin sizes away from the
simulated breakpoint) vs. the number of spurious breakpoints. Each dot represents these values
for a specific number of allowed segments in the range from10-50. SVs are present in 100%of the
cells.
be subjected to statistical testing in the classiﬁcation step.
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4.4. Conclusions and outlook
4.4.1. Summary of findings
Strand-seq is an emerging sequencing techniquewith the unique ability to resolve
single homologues by sequencing only their template strands. While it had been
used in the past for SCE mapping [Falconer et al., ], phasing [Porubsky et al.,
], and inversion discovery [Sanders et al., ], we demonstrated here that
Strand-seq data reveals the presence of at least seven diﬀerent SV classes. Based
on an integration of three separate signals of Strand-seq data, these SV classes
can be detected, genotyped and assigned to a haplotype. To give substance to
this claim, I highlighted examples of ﬁve diﬀerent SV classes that we identiﬁed
in recently sequenced retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) cell lines. Moreover,
as Strand-seq operates on single cells, these SVs can be analyzed even if they
are present only in a small fraction of the total cell population. This enables us to
study SVs in the context of somatic mosaicism. Previously, these studies had been
severly limited in their ability to assess SVs other than CNVs or struggled with
lower variant frequencies. Strand-seq based SV calling will thus open whole new
possibilities to study the yet underexplored role of SVs in cellular heterogeneity.
I then presented our computational method called M that was de-
signed to achieve fully automated SV calling from Strand-seq. M
operates by grouping sparse read data into bins, segmenting the genome to ﬁnd
the boundaries of potential SVs and subsequently classifying these segments. I de-
signed and implemented a multivariate segmentation algorithm based on a quad-
ratic error term that captures two important characteristics: It recognizes single
cells separately—instead of merging their signals—but still deﬁnes breakpoints
across the population of cells. This approach intuitively captures large variation
present in few cells or small variants present in many cells. The SV classiﬁcation
utilizes negative binomial distributions—for which I provide evidence that they
approximate real data well—to calculate probabilities for each SV class based on
the number of strand-resolved reads within the locus. Due to our Bayesian infer-
ence strategy, we are able to supply prior knowledge and can easily integrate SV
predictions across the population of cells. While this method is currently under
development, we have already seen positive evidence—for example in RPE cells
and publicly avialble data sets—that this approach performs well.
In order to test the limitations of M, I designed a versatile frame-
work for the simulation of Strand-seq data. This set of tools can computationally
generate Strand-seq libraries containing up to four classes of focal SVs of arbit-
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rary sizes. Read counts are modeled from the same NB distributed that was ﬁtted
to real data previously. I then used this framework to explore the capabilities of
the segmentation algorithm with respect to small SV sizes. The results suggest
that even at an SV size of  kb, which corresponds to only two data points in
our binning scheme, the majority of breakpoints can be correctly detected. SVs
larger than  Mb are found robustly. The capabilities of M will have
to be tested further using simulations and real-life data, but these initial results
suggests that the lower detection limit of M will likely be in the size
range of - kb.
4.4.2. Open challenges
Despite good progress in the development of M, we are facing sev-
eral challenges that yet have to be overcome. First of all, our current approach
covers the detection of focal SVs, but not yet of translocations and aneuploidy.
As their detection works principally diﬀerent than for focal SVs, I have been de-
veloping independent methods for them in parallel. These approaches, once they
have been reﬁned and thouroughly tested, shall later be integrated into a single
software tool. A second point is that, in its current state, M does
not utilize the information from phased SNVs, although they can already be an-
notated using SPR. Consequently, SVs can only be assigned to homo-
logues on WC chromosomes, where homologues are separated by their strand.
Third, the segmentation algorithm of M currently requires the
number of segments as an input parameter, which is not known a priori and for
which we need to ﬁnd an appropriate way of estimation. Others have used the
Bayesian Information criterion in similar situations [Huber et al., ], but it did
not seem to work well in our scenario. Moreover, we do not yet know how sens-
itive the segmentation is towards low variant frequencies—in case it performs
poorly, we will revisit single-cell segmentation again. Also, the segments can
only be called at the bin coordinates (typically every  kb), which only sporad-
ically align with SV breakpoints. In order to improve this, we are experimenting
with a shifted binning scheme. We further thought of a subsequent reﬁnement
procedure that directly accesses the read mapping positions in SV-carrying cells
to estimate breakpoints at higher accuracy.
At last, the classiﬁcation step was work in progress at the time of writing. In
its current state, it accurately classiﬁed segments in single cells, but it did not
yet integrate this information across the cell population. Single outliers in read
counts, which occur both in real as well as in simulated data, can lead to a certain
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SV state receiving the highest likelihood. This can falsely trick an individual clas-
siﬁer into rejecting the null hypothesis of a reference state. To tackle this issue,
we plan to introduce a size-adjusted prior distribution that assumes a reference
state in most positions. Further, we are considering to restrict the model to bi-
allelic SVs—i.e. only variant class at the same time at each locus. This way, single
outlier cells, such as a spurious triplication call in a duplication locus, could be
corrected. A related challenge originates from the unevenly distributed cover-
age of Strand-seq data. In addition to mappability and GC content, Strand-seq
coverage can be aﬀected by nucleosome positioning (due to MNase digestion),
which is tissue-speciﬁc—this aspect is further explored by Hyobin Jeong in our
laboratory. Because of that, a one-ﬁts-all solution (such as the widely-used GC
correction) might belie expectations of a proper normalization. We are currently
testing methods for normalization based on control samples, or methods that op-
erate within the data itself, such factor analysis [Stegle et al., ] or a speciﬁc-
ally designed expectation-maximization algorithm.
4.4.3. Future directions
Our immediate future steps towards the publication of M are the
completion of the method, addressing some of the points mentioned above. We
then plan on demonstrating its performance in cell line data. Besides the RPE-
wild type cell lines I showed here, we can further apply M to a set of
previously published, high-quality Strand-seq libraries (Chaisson). This data
includes more than  cells across  individuals from family oﬀspring trios and
is likely the richest Strand-seq data set available to date. Moreover, SVs have
been mapped comprehensively based on a combination of techniques in these
samples, making it a perfect test scenario for M. The cell line data
is expected to be very homogenous, but we already observed sporadic stretches
of LOH (unpublished work by David Porubský). Moreover, we have Strand-seq
libraries of multiple hyperploid cells, including the aforementioned RPE C line,
to explore the identiﬁcation of aneuploidy with Strand-seq data.
Moreover, applications of M beyond the simple demonstration of
feasibility are already planned. For example, Ashley Sanders recently sequenced
clones derived from ﬁbroblast, which had been previously reported to harbor so-
matic mosaicism including large structural variation [Saini et al., ]. Another
project, led by Karen Grimes, aims at studying cellular heterogeneity within the
blood in the context of ageing. Previous studies had shown outstanding degrees
of somatic mosaicism, from point mutations to aneuploidy, in the hematopoietic
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lineage [Razzaghian et al., ; Holstege et al., ]. Also, cancer is another
prime target to be analyzed using Strand-seq and M. Finally, there
is a lot of excitement in the community these days about building atlases of cell
types in humans and model organisms. Given the relevance of mosaic SVs in hu-
man disease, M may even pave the way for single-cell projects like
the Human Cell Atlas [Regev et al., ] to extend their studies genetic mosaic-
ism and its consequences on health and disease.
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The goal of this dissertation was to explore the potential of emerging DNA se-
quencing technologies to discover, characterize and validate structural variation.
These technologies had brought large improvements to related ﬁelds such as chro-
mosome phasing and de novo assembly, but are particularly suited for the purpose
of SV characterization, too. Throughout the projects described herein, I presen-
ted three concrete approaches of how these techniques advance the detection of
diﬃcult SV types. I was able to scrutinize SVs to an extent that had not been
possible beforehand based on standard MPS experiments. Importantly, the SVs
unraveled by my work led to novel insights into the complexity and functional
role of SVs. I further developed new computational approaches to detect and ana-
lyze SVs based on these techniques, proved their utility, and made them available
to the community.
While each chapter contains a conclusion on its own, I here summarize again
the major ﬁndings of my work and put them into the context of recent develop-
ments within the community.
5.1. Complex inversions in the human genome
Inversions are a SV class of outstanding relevance for human disease [Feuk, ],
yet they are especially diﬃcult to detect and they eluded ascertainment also in the
 Genomes Project. As I show in Chapter , I was able to validate hundreds
of inversion loci by using targeted long-read sequencing data from both PacBio
and ONT MinION platforms. This revealed that more than % of the inversion
loci predicted from MPS indeed carried an inversion signature. Strikingly, this
veriﬁcation had previously not been possible via PCR experiments. This solved
my ﬁrst research goal and a principal challenge of the overall study [Sudmant,
Rausch, et al., ].
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Moreover, I then found that the majority of predicted loci contained not simple
inversions, but complex variants containing inverted sequence. I categorized
them into ﬁve major classes, which included inverted duplications as the most
frequent event. These insights had only been possible due to the ability of long-
read techniques to span complete loci around predicted inversions. My analyses
critically relied on the visualization tool M, which I developed simultaneously
and which I made available to the public (https://github.com/dellytools/maze).
The unforeseen amount of complex variation resulting from my work and the
work of others was one of the key lessons learned from the  Genomes Pro-
ject’s SV study. The function and origin of these complex sv classes remained un-
charted, though. I thus carefully analyzed the breakpoints of complex SVs with
the goal to infer the mechanisms they originated from. The evidence I found
was not distinctive of any precise mechanism that might have formed these SVs,
but it suggested that several of the seemingly very diﬀerent classes might origin-
ate from the same mutagenic process, with slight evidence for replication-based
mechanisms such as MMBIR.
Intrigued by the unforeseen amount of complex variation revealed in the 
Genomes Project, others continued to study this SV class in human genomes
[Chaisson et al., ; Collins et al., ]. Using the emerging X Genomics
technology and mate pair sequencing, Collins et al. [] even extended the ﬁve
classes that I reported to a total of  diﬀerent complex SV classes (which they
call cxSV), more than % of which contained inverted sequence. This further
emphasizes the that this phenomenon was previously underappreciated, as I pre-
dicted. They also note that these complex events might have been created by a
replicative mechanism such as MMBIR.
My work and the subsequent ﬁnding of Collins et al. [] underline the pre-
valence of complex inverted rearrangments—leading to the notion of the “morbin”
human genome. Whereas my work revelead complex SVs in healthy individuals,
Collins et al. [] found them in patients with autism spectrum disorder. The
functional role of these SV classes is not yet understood, but our results suggest
that inverted and complex variation can and and should be detected, especially
in the context of genetic studies around human disease.
Long-read sequencing on the rise
In the mean time (especially since , when I started this project) an increasing
number of studies were published by others that utilize long-read sequencing
technologies for SV detection and related tasks. Notably the PacBio technology,

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which became commercially available in , has gained many users. Initially,
PacBio had been used to perform targeted validation experiments like I showed
here, and computational tools have been proposed since to facilitate this approach
[M. Wang et al., ; Rudewicz et al., ]. The method by M. Wang et al.
[] is even designed speciﬁcally for SV characterization and uses a breakpoint
visualization approach very similar to the one I developed for M.
However, the applications of PacBio have long gone beyond this level. Due
to increases in throughput, WGS has become possible in a more cost-eﬀective
fashion. For example, prior to , Chaisson et al. [] still needed  SMRT
ﬂow cells to achieve a coverage of  x in a human genome, whereas the most
recent developments (i.e. the PacBio Sequel system) promise a  x coverage
from only  SMRT cells.
The capabilities of the PacBio technology have especially caused a stir in the
plant genomics community, which had been aﬀected by the limitations of short-
read MPS to a special degree [Bickhart et al., ]. Notably, the hope is to per-
form de novo assembly of highly repetitive, or even polyploid genomes [C. Li
et al., ]. An accurate assembly would make the discovery of SVs trivial—
it could simply be done by sequence comparison. However, the problem of de
novo assembly from PacBio data alone is not yet considered to be solved, despite
a number of available software tools [Chin et al., ; Chin et al., ; Koren
et al., ; Koren et al., ] and the attention of renowned scientists.
Nevertheless, PacBio WGS data was speciﬁcally used to study SVs in the hu-
man genome. Notably by Chaisson et al. [], who utilized a local assembly
approach to detect insertions and deletions in a haploid CHM cell line. Remark-
ably, they found tens of thousands of SVs that had not been detected beforehand.
They further observed an insertional bias (more insertions than deletions) of short
tandem repeats, ALU elements and complex variation. In addition, they could
close (or reduce in size) dozens of gaps that were missing in the reference gen-
ome (GRCh). Obviously, this had not been possible based on standard MPS ap-
proaches. These results highlight shortcomings of the human reference assembly,
which does not represent the human genome in its entireness. Evenmore though,
they highlight the capabilities of long-read sequencing for SV detection.
Since then, SV detection based on PacBio data has been further improved and
new software tools have been developed using read mapping or assembly ap-
proaches [Pendleton et al., ; Huddleston et al., ]. In a recent study, we
utilized PacBio and other techniques for an unprecedentedly deep characteriza-
https://www.pacb.com/blog/new-software-polymerase-sequel-system-boost-throughput-affordability/
E.g. the eﬀorts of Gene Myers, see https://dazzlerblog.wordpress.com/
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tion of SVs in the human genome [Chaisson et al., ], which to a large part
relied on PacBio technology.
ONT technology has seen many improvements, too, and is slowly gaining pop-
ularity. Recently, the de novo assembly of the genomes of yeast, Caenorhabditis
elegans, and Drosophila melanogaster were demonstrated using ONT seqeuncing
[Istace et al., ; Tyson et al., ; Solares et al., ]. What is especially
interesting to note, though, is the pace of these technological improvements. In
the latest study by ONT, Jain et al. [] used a novel protocol capable of gen-
erating sequencing reads with a N value of more than  kb (and a maximum
of  kb). This is a length so far unachieved by PacBio, which typically yields a
maximum read length below  kb.
Together, these technological improvements in long-read sequencing will fa-
cilitate studies on SVs that have been overlooked in the past—they might even,
at some point in the future, make whole-homologue de novo assembly possible,
which would directly reveal the full spectrum of SVs within an indiual’s genome.
5.2. Effects of SVs on gene expression and chromatin
organization
In Chapter , I set out to study the functional consequences of SVs in respect to
gene expression and chromatin conformation. My ﬁrst goal within this collabor-
ative project was to characterize the variants present in highly rearranged balan-
cer chromosomes. I achieved this by utilizing deep WGS and Hi-C data. Among
many other aspects, I discovered the exact breakpoints of large rearrangements
of the balancer chromosomes. In the meantime, others had mapped these break-
points, too, and reassuringly, our results perfectly matched their ﬁndings [Miller
et al., ; Miller et al., ].
However, through the technological advantage of Hi-C data, I could addition-
ally detect precisely (in  cases) or approximately (in  case) the breakpoints that
had been missed by these studies. In addition, I utilized haplotype-resolved Hi-C
maps to validate large rearrangements including an inversion, and a duplication
of  kb. The large duplication most likely inserted in reverse orientation next
to the original copy, which I concluded from the diﬀerential contact frequencies
around the aﬀected locus. Together, these ﬁndings clearly show the beneﬁts of
Hi-C for the characterization of large SVs.
Afterwards, I implemented a test for allele-speciﬁc expression that utilizes mul-
tiple biological replicates and that corrects for eﬀects of maternally deposited
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RNA. I found that changes in expression occur almost everywhere across the
genome and that they appear not to be caused by enhancer hijacking, as had
been observed in previous studies (Section .). Instead, SVs alter expression via
alternative mechanisms such as dosage eﬀects or chimeric expression of tran-
scripts through mobile elements (summarized in Section .). Our ﬁndings ap-
pear contrary to what has been seen in other scenarios; however, I argued that
this might be a result of natural selection in both the other studies and in ours.
In conclusion, balancer chromosomes show a remarkable robustness towards the
huge rearrangements and other variation that they carry, and the potential eﬀects
of enhancer hijacking mechanisms appear to be buﬀered. I speculated that this
buﬀering might be caused by other forms of variation, such as SNVs, or possible
via changes of the epigenome.
I think that these results will complement previous studies and lead to a more
holistic view on the role of chromatin architecture. The manuscript was in pre-
paration at the time of writing this thesis.
SV characterization via Hi-C
I demonstrated in Chapter  howHi-C data can be utilized for SV characterization.
Naturally—and considering the popularity of Hi-C and the amount of publicly
available data—this observation was made by others, too.
The prospects of Hi-C for purposes other than studying chromatin conforma-
tion have been noted early in the ﬁeld of de novo assembly: Kaplan et al. [],
for instance, predicted that Hi-C could facilitate assembly and assigned unplaced
contigs to the human genome; Burton et al. [] created scaﬀolds of human,
mouse, andDrosophila genomes based onHi-C andMPS data; Selvaraj et al. []
successfully extended the idea to haplotyping; And recently, the mosquito Aedes
aegypti, vector of the Zika virus, was assembled using Hi-C data [Dudchenko et
al., ].
The core idea of Hi-C-based SV detection is the identiﬁcation of characteristic
alterations in contact frequencies. The presumably ﬁrst SVs detected using Hi-C
were translocations in cancer cell lines, which were detected during the search
for trans interactions between chromosomes [Rickman et al., ]. This idea was
then augmented towards the detection of arbitrary rearrangements. For example,
large rearrangements in scrambled synthetic yeast genomes were recently stud-
ied based on Hi-C [Mercy et al., ]. Moreover, Putnam et al. [] explored
the potential of Hi-C to identify inversions. And more translocations could be
identiﬁed in cancer cell lines [Barutcu et al., ; Ay et al., ; Harewood et

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al., ]. Eventually, Hi-C based SV detection was further extended to CNVs
[Harewood et al., ; Yanjian Li et al., ].
Hence in summary, the idea of applying Hi-C for SV characterization has been
commonly known beforehand. Moreover, recent eﬀorts within the community
have advanced the state of the art far way beyond the application I presented
here. Nevertheless was Hi-C-based SV detection a highly important step within
our study and it allowed us to gain novel insights on the relationship of chromatin
conformation and gene regulation.
5.3. Structural variation detection in single cells
Finally, in Chapter  I present a novel method for SV detection on the single-cell
level, which is currently under active development. This method termed M
 allows, for the very ﬁrst time, the detection of multiple diﬀerent SV
classes based on single-cell Strand-seq data. In a ﬁrst step, my collaborators and
I devised a detailed scheme about how each SV type can be detected, genotyped
and phased within a set of single-cell data. This conceptual work is largely based
on previous experience with Strand-seq data, but I presented examples of ﬁve SV
classes in a new, yet unpublished data set of retinal pigmented epithelium cells.
In the next step, I conceived and implemented a framework to simulate Strand-
seq data. This framework models Strand-seq data in terms of a negative binomial
distribution, for which I provided evidence that it reﬂects well the properties of
real data. The framework can then be used to simulate single-cell Strand-seq lib-
raries of arbitrary sequencing depth and incorporating four diﬀerent SV classes
at any desired size and subclonal fraction. Simulations within this framework en-
able us to explore the theoretical limitations ofM. At last, I designed
and implemented an algorithm for data binning and segmentation, which covers
two of three steps of our conceptual SV calling procedure. The segmentation al-
gorithm uses the multivariate strand-speciﬁc read depth to ﬁnd the boundaries
of potential SVs based on a quadratic error term and I showed that it performs
well in simulations. The last goal—implementing and applying this method—has
not yet been reached at the time of writing. M will, once completed,
greatly facilitate studies of somatic mosaicism, e.g. in the context of ageing or
cancer, which had recently been severly limited—if not in respect to SVs.
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5.4. Concluding remarks
Copy-number neutral and complex forms of structural variation have often been
neglected in genetics studies compared to CNVs. Consequently, less is known
about their prevalence and their role in health and disease. This is owed to tech-
nical limitations in their detection based on commonly used techniques such as
MPS.
Here, I presented three concrete examples of how emerging technologies im-
prove the detection and characterization of SVs. Utilizing these technologies al-
lowed me to detect an unforeseen amount of complex inversions in the human
genome, and to shed new light onto the functional impact of SVs. I further de-
veloped a computational tool for the characterization of complex rearrangements
from long-read data, including the ﬁne-mapping of their breakpoints, and a novel
approach for SV detection within single cells.
Together with eﬀorts by others in the community, these new approaches will
enhance our abilities to discern such SVs both in the germ line as well as in the
context of somatic mosaicism. This will eventually contribute to a deeper under-
standing of genetic variants and their potential functional roles.

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List of Software Tools A
Blasr: PacBio read mapping. https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/blasr
bwamem: Read mapping. https://github.com/lh3/bwa
wgs-Assembler: De novo assembly. Supported up to version . (May ). Successor
C at http://canu.readthedocs.io
Delly: SV detection. https://github.com/dellytools/delly
DESeq2: Diﬀerential gene expression analysis. https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/DESeq2.html
FreeBayes: SNV/indel detection. https://github.com/ekg/freebayes
ggBio: R-package for visualization of genomic data. https://doi.org/10.18129/B9.bioc.
ggbio
HTSlib: Workﬂow engine. https://github.com/samtools/htslib
Last: Alignments. http://last.cbrc.jp
Maze: Long read visualization. https://github.com/dellytools/maze
Mosaicatcher: Our single-cell SV caller (work in progress). https://github.com/friendsofstrandseq/
mosaicatcher
MUMmer: Maximal matches/alignments. http://mummer.sourceforge.net
Primer3: Primer design. https://primer3plus.com/cgi-bin/dev/primer3plus.cgi
Quiver: PacBio software. Its successor A at https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/
GenomicConsensus
SAMtools: General purpose tool for MPS data. https://github.com/samtools/
Snakemake: Workﬂow engine. https://snakemake.readthedocs.io
SPAdes: De novo assembly. http://bioinf.spbau.ru/spades
STAR: RNA-seq read mapping. https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR
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StrandPhaseR: Haplotype phasing from Strand-seq data. https://github.com/daewoooo/
StrandPhaseR
vcflib: General purpose tool for variant ﬁles. https://github.com/vcflib/vcflib
vt: General purpose tool for variant ﬁles. https://genome.sph.umich.edu/wiki/Vt
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TableB.1: List of inversion lociwithnucleotide resolution. Theseare the loci that couldbe re-
solved tonucleotide resolutionwith at least oneof the threedifferent approaches, namely Sanger
sequencing, PacBio long-read assembly or Illumina short read assembly. Presented coordinates
span the actual inversion.
Chr Start End Sample SVtype Source
 ,, ,, HG invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio

B. Supplementary Information to Chapter 
Chr Start End Sample SVtype Source
 ,, ,, NA invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 , , HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdel PacBio
 , , NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio

Chr Start End Sample SVtype Source
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG simple PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, HG simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
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Chr Start End Sample SVtype Source
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, pooled invdup Illumina
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdel PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, pooled proxdup Illumina
 ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, HG proxdup Sanger
 ,, ,, NA invdup PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
 ,, ,, NA complex PacBio
 ,, ,, NA simple PacBio
X ,, ,, HG invdup PacBio
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Supplementary Information to
Chapter  C
The content of this supplementary chapter is largly taken from the supplementary meth-
ods of our unpublished manuscript and adapted when neccessary.
C.1. Commentary on cited literature
Comments on literature used in Sections .. and ...
• Sexton et al. [] were the ﬁrst ones discovering TADs in D. melanogaster.
• Rao et al. [] developed an in situ Hi-C protocol and produced the (presumably
to date) densest Hi-C contact map with a resolution of  kb, which led to a discov-
ery of smaller TADs and a striking correlation of TAD boundaries with convergent
CTCF motifs.
• Le Dily et al. [] treated breast cancer cells with hormones and observed co-
ordinated activation or suppression of genes within the same TAD.
• Nora et al. [] investigated a . Mb region on chromosome X using C and
super-resolution microscopy including several TADs. They saw a higher correl-
ation of gene expression within the same TAD than between TADs (ﬁgure b).
Also TADs aligned with HKme or HKme blocks (ﬁgure ). Moreover, by
studying an additional mouse line with TAD boundary deletion between the Xist
and Tsix loci, they performed a ﬁrst perturbation experiment showing that new
TADs can be created this way.
• Dekker et al. [] reviewed the existence of TAD-like structures in a variety of
organisms, including mammals, Drosophila, and S. pombe (see ﬁgure ).
• Pope et al. [] found that “replication domain boundaries share a near one-to-
one correlation with TAD boundaries”.
• Shen et al. [] deﬁned pairs of enhancers and promoterswith correlated activity
based on chromatin states and polymerase II occupancy and found that these units
correlated with TADs.
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• Schmitt et al. [] produced Hi-C maps of  primary human tissues and cell
types and found a high conervation of TAD boundaries (ﬁgure  E).
• Lettice et al. [] reported a long-range cis-regulatory mutation in which ectopic
gene expression arises through mis-regulation by a juxtaposed enhancer element
at the shh locus. They were the ﬁrst ones to term this mechanisms “enhancer
adoption”.
• Guo et al. [] CRISPR-engineered an inversion of a CTCF binding sites at a
TAD boundary in mice. They observed a profound change in promoter-enhancer
interactions across the boudary with consequential change in gene expression.
C.2. SNV calling
Both WGS and mate pair sequencing data was mapped to  using   version
... SNV and short indel calling was performed using FB version v..-
with disabled population priors on the WGS data of both F0 and F1 samples simultan-
eously. The results were ﬁltered using  based on a quality value of at least ,
a minimum of at least two reads carrying the allele to the right and to the left end,
and on the fact that the allele was seen on at least two reads mapping in each direc-
tion. We further normalized variants, removed mutli-allelic variants, and decomposed
multi-nucleotide substitutions (which are reported as haplotype blocks by FB)
into SNVs using  [Tan et al., ] (the sub-command _ was used
for decomposition). We ﬁnally remove contigs other than chromosome , , and X and
obtained a total of , SNVs and small indels.
C.3. Mutational signature analysis
Starting from the set of , balancer- or wild type-speciﬁc SNVs, I removed the ones
which are present in the DGRP freeze . SNV call set. Then I used the R package S
S [Gehring et al., ] to count base substitutions and their contexts of
the remaining , variants and plotted their relative frequencies in Figure C.. The
absence of striking diﬀerences between balancer and wild type spectra demotivated me
from deeper investigations of mutational signatures.
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Figure C.1: SNV mutation spectrum. Frequency of the different base substitutions in their
three-nucleotide context for balancer- and wild type-specific SNVs. SNVs that are found in DGRP
were removed, leaving 58,457 variants.
C.4. Deletion calling
I used D version .. on the WGS data of the F0 and F1 data simultaneously and
applied an extensive ﬁltering procedure to reduce the number of false positive calls. From
the initial , deletion calls, , dropped out because they were not ﬂagged as “QC
PASS”, were not on one of the main chromosomes (C2, C3, or CX), had a mapping
quality value of less than  or did not match the expected genotypes (i.e. balancer-
speciﬁc, wild type-speciﬁc, and common - together constituting more than % of the
calls). Furthermore I required a minimum number of supporting read pairs for reference
and alternative allele combined, namely  read pairs for “imprecise” D calls and 
split reads for breakpoint-precise D calls.
Next, I developed a dynamic read depth ratio ﬁlter that was applied to deletion predic-
tions of  bp or larger. To this end, the read count within the predicted deletion was
normalized by the summed read count in size-matched intervals ﬂanking the locus and
these values were compared between samples. I required a minimum diﬀerence in the
read depth ratio between samples with diﬀerent genotypes and this threshold increases
dynamically with SV size. This is motivated by the fact that for larger deletions the av-
erage read depth signal is more robust against local ﬂuctuations in coverage. To give an
example, this ﬁlter removed a number of predictions above  kb in size, which could
be clearly identiﬁed as false positives by inspecting additional (e.g. Hi-C) data. At last
I overlapped deletions with a mappability map to classify them into high (at least %
in a uniquely mappable region) or low-conﬁdence loci. Eventually we obtained four call
sets: , calls with high-conﬁdence and below  bp,  calls with high conﬁdence
and from  -  bp,  large calls with high conﬁdence and  large ones with low

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conﬁdence.
As a validation Yad Ghavi-Helm performed PCR on randomly selected loci in the latter
three categories. I designed primers using a lab-internal extension to P [Unter-
gasser et al., ] and Yad Ghavi-Helm ampliﬁed  loci per category in both samples via
PCR. In the size range - bp  out of  loci validated, also / loci validated for
high conﬁdence calls of  bp, and / loci validated for low-conﬁdence calls, yielding
an estimated FDR of .%. At last we merged the set of D deletion calls into the set
of small deletions called by FB and chose a lower size cutoﬀ of  bp. During the
merging process FB calls were given priority over matching D calls (based
on % reciprocal overlap). The ﬁnal data set (referred to as “deletions” in the main text)
contains , deletions on chromosomes ,  and X.
C.5. Duplication calling and filtering
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Figure C.2: Example of a wild type-specific duplication. Wild-type specific tandem duplica-
tion at locus chr3R:26,960,008−26,964,205. The BAF signal clearly suggests a heterozygous duplic-
ation in the F1 cross and the increased read depth in the wild type sample identifies it as present
on the wild type chromosome.
I used D version .. in tandem duplication mode and supplied both mate pair
and WGS libraries for F0 and F1 samples simultaneously. Duplication calls were ini-
tially ﬁltered by the “quality PASS” criteria reported by D and by their combined
genotypes, which were required to be heterozygous in the F1 sample. We do not require
homozygosity in the F0 sample due to a known issue of the duplication classiﬁer, which
reports many homozygous tandem duplications as heterozygous. For all remaining 
calls I generated detailed overview plots that contained multiple lines of information: a

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Figure C.3: Example of a false duplication prediction. Predicted duplication locus
chr3R:22,101,264−22,107,086 is not validated by the BAF signal.
total read-depth track, a mappability track, overlapping gene annotations and, import-
antly, a track showing the BAF measured at SNV positions. These plots allowed me to
sort out false positives, leaving  manually curated high-quality tandem duplications.
Aside from tandem duplications I further inspected the BAF ratio across the genomes
and unraveled three non-tandem duplications of . kb, . kb and  kb size. Both
sets together are summarized by “duplications” in the main text.
C.6. Breakpoints of the balancer chromosomes
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Bal Chr 50 bp. 30 bp. Del/Dup Genes aﬀected
CyO L ,, ,, + GlyP: 30 UTR
L ,, ,, + nAChRalpha: intron
L ,, ,, - CG, spict
R ,, ,, - SrcA: 30 UTR
R ,, ,, + Prosap: intron
R ,, ,, - -
TM3 L ,, ,, -, -
R ,, ,, - GlutEF: exon/30 UTR
L ,, ,, - FucTA: intron
R ,, ,,  p: intron
L ,, ,, -, GC: intron/exon
R ,, ,, + Lrrk: exon
L ,, ,, - CG: 30 UTR
R ,, ,, - kek: 50 UTR
R ,, ,, -, CG, CG
R - - - unknown
Table C.1: Breakpoint positions of balancer chromosomes. Breakpoint positions of the ma-
jor rearrangements of both balancer chromosomes (Bal) were identified in Hi-C data and refined
based on their paired-end signature uncovered by DELLY. Values in italic could not be resolved
at the base pair level. Between the 30 and 50 ends of the breakpoints deletions or duplications
can have occurred: Deletions are states as negative integers, duplications as positive integers
(Del/Dup).
C.7. Detail on ASE detection using DESeq2
The main idea is explained in Section ... Haplotype-resolved fragment counts were
calculated using HTS [Anders et al., ]. In the main analysis we then tested
genes for ASE by inserting these haplotype-speciﬁc counts of all four replicates (xNmat1 ,
x Npat1 ) into a matrix and supplying it to DES. Genes were ﬁltered for a minimum
number of reads (average of  fragments per gene per sample) and by chromosome
(only L, R, L, and R were considered). DES was tested with a design ~Replicate
+ Haplotype. The resulting p-values were corrected using FDR [Strimmer, ].
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Figure C.4: Changes in ASE signal depending on the genetic background. A: Balancer-to-
wild type ratio (log scale) of gene expression of genes on chromosomes 2 and 3 in two different F1
samples, namely adultFf1, whichwas sequenced for Figure 3.11, andF1, whichwas sequencedun-
der different conditions. Both data sets are highly correlated (Pearson correlation of r2 = 0.84),
yet 0.2% of genes significantly differ between them (FDR 5%, fold change> 2). B: Balancer-to-
wild type ratio (log scale) of gene expression of two different adult samples, namely F1 on the
x-axis and FCyO1 (for chromosome 2) or FTM31 (chromosome 3) on the y-axis. Pearson correlation
across both chromosomes is 0.824, yet for 0.65% of genes the balancer/wild type ratio signific-
antly differs (FDR 5%, fold change> 2).
C.8. Further ASE-related analyses
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Figure C.5: Number of ASE genes around the breakpoints. This plot shows the number of
significant ASE genes at given distances to one of the large rearrangments, or to random posi-
tions in the genome (quantiles of 500 random samplings are shown). Genes directly affected by
breakpoints were removed.
C.9. Mobile-element analysis
Table C.2: List of identified mobile element insertions. List of insertions of mobile elements
that were successfully identified as described in Section 3.5.4 and correspond to the start points
of RNA-seq signalmeasured for the respective genes. +/-: orientation of transcription of the gene.
lfc: log fold change of gene expression balancer/wild type. TE family: Most likely family of trans-
posable element. MEI pos: Position of MEI relative to the gene (upstream/downstream) as well as
orientation of the insertion of the MEI.
Gene ID +/- lfc. TE family MEI pos
FBgn + . gb/AY/roo downstream, +
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo downstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo downstream, -
FBgn - . gb/X/copia downstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo downstream, -
FBgn + . gb/AY/roo downstream, +
FBgn + . gb/V/FB downstream, ?
FBgn + . gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn + . gb/AY/roo downstream, +

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FBgn + . gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn + . gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo downstream, -
FBgn - . gb/X/. upstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AC/ upstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn + . gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn - . gb/nnnnnnnn/ downstream, -
FBgn - . gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn + -. gb/X/ downstream, +
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn + -. gb/X/copia upstream, +
FBgn - -. gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn + -. gb/X/copia upstream, +
FBgn - -. gb/V/FB downstream, ?
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn - -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn - -. gb/AY/roo downstream, -
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, ?
gb/AY/roo downstream, +
FBgn - -. gb/AY/roo upstream, -
FBgn + -. gb/AY/roo upstream, +
FBgn - -. gb/X/copia upstream, -
C.10. Integrated visualization
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Figure C.6: Integrated visualization around breakpoint 2R:14.1 Mb: balancer chromosome
assembly (I). This figure belongs to Figure 3.17 and is explained in Section 3.7. Here, the locus
belonging to the green genomic region is shown in respect to a custom reference genome that
represents the genomic order of the balancer chromosomes. Notably, the gap in Hi-C contacts
are now present in the wild type track.

C.. Integrated visualization
Figure C.7: Integrated visualization around breakpoint 2R:14.1 Mb: balancer chromosome
assembly (II). This figure belongs to Figure 3.17 and is explained in Section 3.7. Here, the locus
belonging to the red genomic region is shown in respect to a custom reference genome that rep-
resents the genomic order of the balancer chromosomes. Notably, the gap in Hi-C contacts are
now visible in the wild type track.

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C.11. Hi-C matrix generation (Aleksander Jankowski)
Following the approach of Ramírez et al. [], sequencing reads obtained from the Hi-C
experiment were mapped to  using   with parameters -E50 -L0. We per-
formed readmapping separately for both reads of a pair to not bias the alignment towards
an assumed paired-end distance or orientation. Read pairs were further processed using
SAM to select only valid Hi-Cmolecules formed via a single ligation event. To
remove PCR duplicates, we used SAM dedup with option --max-mismatch 0
to keep only a random read pair among the pairs with both reads identically mapped. Af-
terwards, reads were separated according to their haplotype annotations as described in
Section ... Finally, for readswith chimeric alignments only the alignment positioned at
the 50 end was retained. The eﬀect of ﬁltering and read separation is shown in Table C..
Reads assigned to the balancer haplotype were lifted to the balancer pseudoassembly us-
ing CM [H. Zhao et al., ]. The reads were then counted in  kb bins using
hicBuildMatrix from HCE with default parameters [Ramírez et al., ] to
obtain contact frequency matrices per haplotype. We observed an exponential distance
decay that is expected from Hi-C experiments. Finally, we applied intrinsic matrix bal-
ancing normalization using hicCorrectMatrix on these matrices.
Steps of data processing Replicate  Replicate  Fraction
Total read pairs ,,, ,,, .%
After duplicate removal ,,, ,,, .%
Wild type haplotype ,, ,, .%
—ﬁltered ,, ,, .%
Balancer haplotype ,, ,, .%
—ﬁltered ,, ,, .%
Table C.3: Number reads read pairs during Hi-C analysis. Number of read pairs avaialble for
a Hi-C contact map drastically reduce due to haplotype separation and filtering, as explained in
Appendix C.11.
http://pairsamtools.readthedocs.io/
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